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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

Since the last volume of this Journal appeared Egyptology has suffered a calamitous 

loss in the death at Oxford of Professor Battiscombc Gunn. A philologist of the first 

rank, witness his epoch-making Studies in Egyptian Syntax, he was also a wonderful 

teacher and guide, philosopher, and friend to many students. For a number of years 

he served our Society as a member of Committee and as Editor of the Journal, while 

those who knew him well mourn the passing of one of the best and kindest of men. 
An obituary by Dr. John Barns appears elsewhere in this issue. 

In America also Egyptology has undergone a severe blow in the loss of the veteran 

scholar H. E. Winlock. For many years Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

New York, his chief interest always lay in matters Egyptian. Perhaps his greatest 

contribution to our science was the long series of most fruitful excavations on behalf 

of his Museum which he directed at Der el-Bahri, whereby he not only enriched the 

collections at Cairo and New York, but also made considerable additions to our know¬ 

ledge. He likewise did valuable work on the Oases of Khargah and Dakhlah, and devoted 

much effort to the disentangling of the obscure history and chronology of the two 

Intermediate Periods which respectively preceded and followed the Twelfth Dynasty. 

We have also, alas, to announce the passing of two well-known French scholars, 

M. Raymond Weill and M. Pierre Jouguet. M. Weill, who died on 13 July last, could 

look back on nearly half a century of Egyptological studies, for his first book, Recueil des 

inscriptions egyptiennes dit Sinai, appeared in 1904; of his later works his Deerets royaux 

and Chronologic dgyptienne are probably those by which he will best be remembered. At 

the time of his death he was editor of the Revue d’Egyptologie, now in its seventh volume, 

and President of the Societe fran^aise d’Egypt ologie. Of M. Jouguet Sir Harold Bell 

writes: 'The death of Pierre Jouguet on 9 July 1949 removes from the limited circle of 

papyrologists one of its most promi nent and best loved figures. He was not only himself 

an expert editor (witness, for example, his work on the Magdola and Theadelphta 

papyri) but the organizer and inspirer of papyrological studies at Lille and Paris. He 

was indeed the doyen of French papyrologists. But his interests extended far beyond 

the field of papyrology in the strict sense, to ancient history' aod archaeology in many 

aspects and to the literary' heritage of the Greece which he loved so ardently and in 

which, as a former student of the French School at Athens, he never ceased to take a 

lively interest. Genial, kindly, understanding and tolerant, with a high sense of responsi¬ 

bility and devotion to duty, he was a humanist for whom all who knew him entertained 

a warm regard, and though he had reached the age of eighty he wras still actively at 

work, and yearly adding to the list of his publications in the sphere of classical scholar¬ 

ship.’ 

As announced in the last edition of this Foreword, Mr. P. L. Shinnie has carried 

out at 'Amarah West the clearance of a small area which at the end of the preceding 
B1003 B 



2 EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

season had been left incompletely explored, and with the completion of this task our 

work in the Sudan comes to an end. It is hoped that Mr. Shinnie s preliminary reports 

on his two seasons’ work at this site will appear in the next volume of the Journal, On 

the other hand, the Society's Archaeological Survey of Egypt has resumed the urgent 

task of recording the monuments visible above ground, under the direction of Professor 

Blackman, with the assistance of Mr. M. Apted. The site chosen was Meir, where in 

the past Professor Blackman has done much valuable work for us, and we are gratified 

to learn that all the tombs on this site which have not already been recorded have now 

been copied. The publication of the new material will be put in hand as soon as possible, 

and we look forward to a valuable addition to the four volumes already published under 

the title The Rock Tombs of Meir. In this connexion, however, we are very sorry to 

have to report that Professor Blackman met with a serious mishap during the voyage 

home; he had the great misfortune to fall and break a thigh-bone, and consequently 

he had to go into hospital as soon as he reached England. At the time of writing, howT- 

ever, we understand that he is making good progress, and we most sincerely hope that 

he is well on the way to complete recovery. 
As regards the other publications for which the Society is responsible, the news is 

good. All the many difficulties which beset the editor of City of Ahhenaten, voL ill, 

seem now to have been overcome, and we are approaching the final stages of its pro¬ 

duction, while the new edition of Inscriptions of Sinai is also well advanced. It is 

probable that soon work w ill be resumed on the publication of the outstanding material 

from Sir Robert Mond's excavations at Armant, while on the Graeco-Roman side 

the forthcoming volumes on Antinopolis and Qxyrhynchus arc progressing well. 

The Trustees of the British Museum announced in The Times of 7 July their inten¬ 

tion of creating a separate Department of Egyptian Antiquities. As an interim measure 

Mr. L E. S. Edwards, the Honorary Treasurer of this Society, has been appointed 

Deputy Keeper in charge of Egyptian Antiquities in the present combined Department 

of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities. We are sure that our members will welcome 

this development and will feel that it is a fitting recognition of the importance which the 

Trustees attach to both branches of the Department in our national collection. We 

also congratulate Mr. Edwards on his appointment and wish him ever)' success. 

In connexion with her article in Vol. 35 of the Journal, Mrs. Davies has asked that 

the following note should be included in the present volume: ‘I regret that some of the 

Latin names of the birds at Beni Hasan which I have ascribed to Mr, Moreau contain 

errors in spelling. Mr. Moreau and Mr. Alexander are of course not responsible for 

these mistakes. Nina M. Davies,’ 
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THE BAPTISM OF PHARAOH 
By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

In a recently written but not yet published article I was concerned to show that four 

sandstone blocks in the Vatican Museum emanate from the temple erected at Hernionthis 

(ArmantJ by Tuthmosis IJI in honour of Mont, the principal deity of that important 

Upper Egyptian town. One of the blocks bears the remains of a scene of well-known 

tvpc: Tuthmosis III stands facing left, while streams of vivifying r««AA-signs are 

poured over his head by a destroyed god on either side of him.1 My attempt to provide 

a commentary led to developments which would have lengthened my article to an un¬ 

desirable extent. The following pages arc devoted to what had there to be omitted. 

For information concerning Egyptian rites of purification one turns naturally to the 

important series of papers of which Blackman was the author.1 The ramifications of the 

subject are enormous, since all religious ceremonies of Pharaonic times, whether per¬ 

formed on behalf of a deity, a deceased noble, or the living king, were prefaced by some 

act of ritual cleansing of which the object was sometimes the officiant and sometimes 

the intended beneficiary. Happily I am not called upon to deal with this topic in more 

than a limited, way. The royal purification in question can be segregated from the other 

similar rites in a manner that has not hitherto been properly recognized, and the texts 

accompanying the scenes where it is depicted yield a self-sufficient explanation of its 

purpose beyond which it is superfluous to look. 
Before proceeding farther, it will be well to cast a comprehensive glance over the 

material available for the elucidation of this particular rite. I have here confined my¬ 

self to pre-Ptolemaic representations. From various publications it proved possible 

to assemble eleven parallels to the Vatican fragment, these ranging from the reign of 

Hashepsowg to that of Philip Arrhidacus. Though these sufficed to demonstrate my 
main contentions, it seemed advisable to seek the help of the best authority on such 

religious scenes. I confess my surprise at having received from Dr. Nelson a list of 

twenty-four3 still existing, though mostly unpublished, at Thebes alone, these exclud¬ 

ing, moreover, the few scenes exhibiting deities other than those in which I was mainly 

interested, namely Horns, Seth, and Thoth. To Nelson’s list, here printed immediately 

after this paragraph, I have added the nine others previously utilized by me. The same 

scholar has added to my indebtedness by providing prints from the Chicago negatives 

of seven scenes at Thebes which for my particular purpose were more illuminating than 

the rest. This gift was accompanied by permission from Dr. Hughes, the Field- 

director of the Oriental Institute, to make whatever use of them I iiked. To both 

colleagues I tender my sincerest thanks. 

* Description in Mantcchi, // egizio Vaticano, p, 131, No. isqa, A photograph will appear in my 
article in vot. 2 of the Sfwd* in memoria di Ippolito RoftUhi, to he published hv the University of Fisa. 

* See particularly Ree. trap. 39,44 ff., where a resume of the previous papers is given. Abo to be Consulted 
is his art ick Purification (Egyptian) in liasimss, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethkt, vol. 10. 

J On his No. 9 see below, p, 4, n. t* 



4 SIR ALAN GARDINER 

Scenes representing the Baptism of Pharaoh 

Nos. 1-24, as well as No+ 6ap are those enumerated by Nelson, the indications in 

brackets after the serial number giving the position of the scene as shown in his work 

entitled Key Plans showing locations 0/ Theban Temple Decorations. Nos. 25-32* together 

with No, 27.4, are those added by myself from various publications, 

A, Theban scenes of the King being purified by two gods but containing text mentioning 

four gods: 
3. (Gur. 169) Sethos I embraced by Amun, both together being purified by Horns and Thoth. ■ 

(Temple of Sethos IT Theban necropolis, rear wall of second room on right opening off 

hypostyle halL Unpublished,) 

2. (KB 152) Harnesses II purified by Horns and Thoth, (Karnak, hypostyle hall, east wail* 
1 st reg,, south-east comer of half Unpublished.) 

3. (MIT. A 270) Harnesses III purified by Hams and Thoth, (Medlnet Habu* Temple of 

Harnesses III* west side of second court on portico* isi register* second scene on right of 

central axis. Unpublished.) 

4. (Kh. 36S) Harnesses IV purified by Homs and Thoth. (Temple of Kbons, ambulatory about 

bark-shrine, east wall, 1st reg. See pi. I„ top,) 

5. (Kh. 294) Harnesses XI purified by Horns and Thoth. (Temple of Khons, east wall of hypo- 

style hall, ist reg. Leps.* Denkm. Ill, 2380.) 

6. (Kh. 209) Herihor purified by Horus and Thoth. {Temple of Khons, ist court, west wall, 

2nd reg,, west end of portico- Unpublished.) 

6a* Harnesses III* See below under E. 

B. Theban scenes with text mentioning only the two deities depicted as participating: 
7. (KD 458) BJashepsowE purified by Horus and Thoth, (Kaniak* room XIIP north of granite 

shrine- Jrquier* Temples Memphites et Thebainsy 1, 24, 3.) 

8- HashepsowE purified by Horns and Thoth. (On one of the blocks from HashepsowF$ red 

sandstone shrine, to be published by Lacan.)1 

9. (KD 514) Tuthmosis HI purified by Homs and Thoih, (Karnak, westernmost of the three 

rooms north of the court of the Xllth Dyn. Unpublished*) 
10, (KF 329) Tuthmosis III purified by two gods with small figure standing on rwiz-symbnl 

immediately behind king. Upper half of the figures gone with the wall. (Kamak? Tuthmosis 

Ill's Festival Hall, room XXVI, north wall. Unpublished.) 

n. (Lux. F 35) Amenophis III purified by Homs and Thoth, (Luxor temp., room XVII* east 
wall* ist reg. Unpublished.) 

12. (Lux. E 229) Amenophis III purified by Horns and Thoth. (Luxor temp,, room XIV* west 

wall, ist reg. Unpublished.) 

13. (KB 230) Sethos I purified by Horns and Seth, (Kamak, hypostyle half east face of nonh 

tower of second pylon, 3rd reg, Lep&, Denkm. m, 124.) 

14. (KB 293) Sethos 1P kneeling on jwif-symboJ, purified by Horus and Thoth. (Karnak, hypo- 

style hall, north wall, 2nd reg. Scene unpublished, but mentioned ChampoJlionp Notices 

descriptive*? II, 58, bottom.) 

15. (KL f>) Harnesses II purified by two human-headed deities, names lost. Third scene in series 

of {1) king leaving palace, {2) king carried in chair by Souls, (3) king purified. 

16. (KG 110) Harnesses III purified by Homs and Thoth. (Kamak, 8th pylon* north face* 
2nd reg. Scene unpublished* but mentioned Champollion, opr cil, UT 192 for text*) 

1 Nelson's No. g* said to be published Nnville, Dnr el Buhnn, fill)* 64, appears to be a mistake. 



Plate I 

RiUiie&ses IV being purified by Homs and Thoth, Temple of Klwms 
(No. 4 of the list} 

Sethos I being purified by Hone and Seth, from a relief (now 
destroyed bv lire) formerly in the Brussels Museum. (No. 27 of 

the list) 
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THE BAPTISM OF PHARAOH 5 

17, (MH. A 147) Ram esses [IT purified by Horns and Seth. (Medtnei Habit (Chicago), iv, 

pj. 234.) 
iS. (Kh. 433) Harnesses IV purified by Homs and Thoth. (Temp, of Khons, room IV, north wall. 

Unpublished.) 
ig. (KG 179) Harnesses IV purified by Homs and Thoth, (Karnak, 9th pylon, east tower, north 

face. Unpublished.) 
20. (KG 19) Harnesses XI purified by Homs and Thoth. (Karnak, 1st court of south extension. 

north wall. Unpublished.) 
21. (KL 118) Taharqa purified by two deities, heads and above lost with wall. (Karnak, edifice of 

Taharqa by lake, exterior, north side. Unpublished.) 

22. (KI 228) King (Harnesses II or Taharqa?) purified by Homs and Thoth, (Karnak, temple of 

Harnesses II between great temple and east gate of temple enclosure, screen between two 

of the columns in north row of portico, south face. Unpublished.) 

23. (KD 214) Philip purified by Horus and Thoth. (Karnak, granite shrine, exterior, south face. 

Leps., Denkm, iv, 2, c, see too Porter and Moss, it, 38 (84). Here reproduced in pi. II.) 

24. (KI 140) Possibly a fragment of purification scene, Ramesside, (Karnak, small chapel of 

Tuthntosis Ill behind great temple, exterior, north end.) 

C. Scenes depicting two of the gods Horus, Seth, or Thoth from sites other than Thebes: 
25. Armant, now in the Vatican Museum. Scene figuring Tuthmosis III as described in the first 

paragraph of this article. 
26. Amada. Amenophis II between Thoth of Khmun on the left and (Horus) the Bebdetite on 

the right. Leps., Denkm. ill, 65, d = Gauthier, Templed’Amada, pp, : 14-16, with pi. 23, A. 

27. Heliopolis? Granite block showing in the centre Sethos I between (Seth) the Ombitc on the 

left, and (Horus) the Behdctire on the right. Capart, Recueil de Monuments, 1 (1902), 

pi. 39. Here reproduced, pi. I, bottom. 

27a. Abvdos, Sethos I. See below under E. 
28. Abydos. Harnesses II between Thoth oti the left and Ilanucse1 on the right. Capart, Temple de 

Siti I* (Abydos), pi. 5. 
29. Derr. Harnesses II between Horns on the right and Thoth on the left, Blackman, Temple of 

Derr, pi. 43, with pp. 55-6. 
30. Wadi es-Sebu'. Harnesses 11 between Horus the P eh detit e on his left and Thoth on his right. 

The nearly illegible tegends of this scene perhaps indicate that it ought to have been classed 

under category A above. Gauthier, Le temple de Ouadi es-Sebotid, pi. 38, a, with p. 149. 

D. Saties where tieo gods other than Horns, Seth, or Thoth are shown: 
31. Thebes, Der el-Balm. Hashepsowfi, small and doubtless intended as an infant, between 

Amun on the right and R^-ITarakhti on the left. Navilic, Deir el Bahari (m), pi. 56, left, 

32. Thebes, Luxor temple. Amenophis III. similarly as infant between Mont on the right and 

Atum on the left. Gayet, Temple de Louxor, pi. 75, fig, 186. 

E. Scenes undoubtedly belonging to the same category, but showing only one officiating deity: 
27a. Abydos, Temple of Sethos 1. The king stands facing Horus wearing the side-lock, i.e, as 

'[wn-tmet f ‘Pillar of His Mother’, who pours over him encircling streams of rankh- and 

icm-signs out of three Aer-vases. Calverley and Broome, The Temple of King Sethos l at 

Abydos, in, pi. 35. 
6a. (MH 423) Ramcsscs III embraced by Atum receiving streams of water from a her- vase held 

bv Horus wearing the side-lock. (Medinet Habit, rear room 21. Unpublished.) 

1 So according to Porter and Mon, vi, 6, top. Capart’s photograph extends to the right no farther than the 

figure of the king, 



6 SIR ALAN GARDINER 

In the following discussion the individual scenes will be quoted by their serial 

number. Most examples comprise four separate hieroglyphic legends, one over each 

of the two gods and often extending behind him, and one on each side between the god 

and the king. The former pair are referred to by the initial letter of the name of the god 

in question, followed by r or l according as the god in question stands to right or left 

of the king. The second pair are referred to by a capital K for King, followed by r or l 

as before. Thus in the scene reproduced photographically in pi. I, top, the inscription 

over Horus is designated 4 H/, while the single column between Thoth and the King 
is given as 4 Kr. 

The first thing to be determined is the context to which this type of representation 

belongs. In some cases the rite it depicts has been clearly recognized by scholars as an 

episode in the coronation ceremonies, or at least in a real or imaginative series where the 

royal prerogatives were bestowed or confirmed—in the latter event l am thinking of the 

Serf-festival. Owing to the piecemeal way in which our examples have been published, 

or in some instances (e.g, Nos. 8, 25, 27) because the picture stands on an isolated block 

or (No. 29) is without any informative context, it has not been realized that this 

generalization, at least so far as our material allows us to judge, is without exception, 

Blackman has failed to recognize this, and takes several of the examples above quoted 

(Nos. 13, 29, and even 23, where the evidence to the contrary is particularly dear) as 

depicting the king as in course of being purified before officiating in a temple.1 The 

absence of this scene from the six famous chapels in the temple of Sethos I at Abydos 

where the daily cult is depicted bears irrefutable witness against this contention, and 

if somewhat similar representations are found in the funerary cult of either deceased 

nobles^ or the Osirianized king,3 it is always the dead person, not the officiant, who is 

the recipient of the purifying streams. This does not mean, of course, that the officiant 

in temples had not likewise to undergo purificatory preparation for his priestly functions; 

all that is argued here is that the particular scene with which we are concerned in this 

article belongs to a wholly different set of ceremonies. It is a curious fact, for which no 

explanation seems forthcoming, that at these royal purifications it is the hes-vase (O.K. 

hzt) 1, not the ijemsef-jar or any other, which is invariably used—this has been verified in 

Nos, 1-7, 13, 17, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 27A, and 6a, in fact in all properly visible 

pre-Ptolemaic examples accessible to me either through publications or in photograph. 

Cemy reminds me of the magnificent inlaid models of a hes-vase found in the funerary 

temple of Neferirkare* ;4 evidently this type of vessel was specially suited to ceremonies 
in honour of the king himself. 

The analogy of our rite to that of Christian baptism is close enough to justify the 

title given to this article. In both cases a symbolic cleansing by means of water serves 

as initiation into a properly legitimated religious life. It must not, how'ever, be assumed 

too hastily that the ceremony was always enacted on the actual day of coronation. 

Sometimes it may have been performed far earlier; sometimes it may not have been 

r Prat, Soc. BihL Arch. 40, Sy> n. 91; see loo the caption to the Roman example, ibid,, pi, 5, No. 2. 
1 See the txmnpka reproduced in the figures* Rcc, trav. 39, 53-5. 3 JNE$ S, 319, 15. 
4 Horchardtt Grabdmkmaf da Kunigs Neftrirk<*i-rerw ff,p svilh the accompanying figures and plates. 
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performed at all. It is not mentioned in the Ramesseum dramatic papyrus; the purpose 

and occasion of the ritual there commemorated are wholly obscure to me. In any case 

it must never be forgotten that temple sculptures and tomb paintings arc not neces¬ 

sarily authentic records of real happenings, but may merely belong to the world of 

imagination and make-believe. Arc we to accept as gospel truth that Pharaoh’s chariot 

was always the first to dash into the midst of his enemies and that they always succumbed 

at the first impact? But according to theory at least the lies-purification had its 

definite place in a series of ritual acts culminating in the new king’s presentation to the 

supreme god of the realm. Though of very late date, the four episodes reproduced from 

Lepsius in our pi. II admirably illustrate this conception. First comes the purifica¬ 

tion by Homs and Thoth (No. 23 of the list above). Next the same two gods1 place the 

crown of Upper Egypt upon the king’s head. Then Mont of Thebes and Atum of 

Heliopolis take Philip Arrhidaeus by the hand and, at the invitation of Thoth, lead him 

into the presence of Amen-Ret. Lastly, that august deity adjusts the crown anew, thus 

acknowledging the coronation to have been properly accomplished, while behind him, 

quite unexpectedly, his spouse AmaunS suckles the young monarch, for that very pur¬ 

pose spirited back into babyhood. No. 13 of the list has a closely similar set of scenes, 

as may be seen from the publication. At Der el-Bahri and Luxor a famous sequence of 

reliefs traces the careers of Hashepsowg and Amenophis III respectively from their 

divine procreation to the actual accession. Here the baptism (Nos, ji, 32) is shown as 

performed upon the person of an infant, so that there is no pretence of enactment on 

the very day of coronation. Nevertheless, the accompanying words reveal that that con¬ 

summation was already envisaged: both gods are accorded the same speech, as follow's: 
Words spoken: Be pure together with thy ka, (namely) 

thy great dignity of King of Upper and Lower Egypt, thou living (eternally).:1 It is 

not often that the legends beside the picture of the /ler-purification allude to its 

ultimate purpose, but they do so in one Karnak example oi the time ot Sethos I 

(13 S/), where we read: / purify thee with life and dominion,* that thou nmyst grow young 

(jrnpi k) like thy father Rfr and make Scd-festival like Atujn, being arisen gloriously as 

1 For die presence of Thoth here see below, pr S, n. i. 
1 Settle or p, 112 of his translation of Ur ft, jv, 242, renders: Dv bisl rein tail ddnem Ka (id) ddm-r grossen 

Wtode dues Kvnigs von Obcr- und Unterdgyptcn. Since the preposition m is omitted over both gods alike at 
Der el-Bahri and at Luxor there can be no justification for not regarding siht [or t/ftk) ter os in apposition to 
kt'i (ki'k). The implication that the king’s Ait is identical with his kingtv office is less startling than some 

Egyptologists may find it. In my articles PSBA 37, £57: 3s. s3, 1 pointed out that the word ka is sometimes 
very nearly equivalent to our ‘attribute’. Sometimes as subject of verba like mri ’love’ or Ijsi ‘praise’ it seems 
synonymous with our ‘nature’ or ‘temperament’. And sometimes, even more strangely, the Egyptian word ka 
appears tD stand for something as external and fortuitous as a man’s ‘rank’ or ‘fortune’; so in the phrase whose 
ka the lord of the Two Lands made (Urk. tv, 486, 3; Ouibdt, Tomb of Yvua(CCG), 2; Lcp*., Dtnbn. Text, in, 
275): I believe too that the epithet nifb kite found in Middle Kingdom tests signifies linking or combining 
attributes, whether those taken from others (Pit. 5(2) or those acquired by personal effort (c.g. Cairo 20001; 
Bersheh, it. 13, 14; Slut, pi. 16, 5), ef. particularly the parallel expression nhb itwt in SiSf, 1, 266- We may ask 
whether the English word ‘personality’ might not best embrace these various Applications of the Egyptian word. 
The main point in which the Egyptian conception of ‘personality’ would then differ from our mvn is that it 
assumes a separation from rhe owner’s physical person, just as was done with the bai and sometimes even 
with the ‘name’ or the ‘shadow1, see Davies and Gardiner, Tomb of Amtnemhit, 99 f. 

1 For this rendering of ^ see below, p. 12, 
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prince of joy. In the above statements I have naturally had to confine myself to what 

could be gleaned from the publications and from the photographs sent by Nelson; 

valuable confirmation, however, is afforded by the following extract from the letter w ith 

which that scholar accompanied his gift: 

*1 think it is certain that the purification rite is not part of the daily temple service. It frequently, 

perhaps generally, occurs as part of a series of acts culminating in the king kneeling before Araun 

as he receives regalia, jubilees, life, or the like. The series may indude all, or some, of the following 

scenes: (r) The king leaves the palace, Its door shown behind him, (3) The king is purified by the 

gods. (3) The king is led by two gods into the temple. (4) The king has the crown placed on his head 

by some god. {5) The king enters the shrine of Amtin and, generally, kneels before the deity, while 

Thoth may write the royal titulary' and 'ivm-mwt f announces the good things done for the king. 

The king is not the officiant in these rites as he is in the temple service, but instead is the recipient 

of the acts and of the favours of the gods.’ 

I pass now to a second question concerning the rite which is of equal, if not greater, 

importance. What is the reason that Thoth so often appears facing Horus as the second 

officiating deity? Earlier attempts to answer this question have all unwarrantably- 

assumed that Thoth is here deputizing for Seth. Since in the examples enumerated 

above Thoth occurs twenty-two times and Seth only thrice it might seem more reason¬ 

able to suppose that in the rare cases where Seth is found he is deputizing for Thoth. 

Two of the three cases (Nos. 13, 27) belong to the reign of Sethos I, whose own name 

shows in what favour was then held the god of his home in the north-eastern Delta; 

but no such explanation will account for the third occurrence (No. 17). On the evidence 

before us we have every' ground for believing that Thoth was the normal and original 

deity figured in this particular scene. Our oldest representations date back no farther 

than the Eighteenth Dynasty, where all slx cases (Nos. 7, 8, g, 11, 12, 26) depict Thoth. 

We have absolutely no right to assume that because Horus and Seth are the gods 

usually seen crowning the king therefore Seth must have been the original god in the 

purification ceremony; in that case the crowns to be presented were those of Upper and 
of Lower Egypt, and Seth was the god of the former half of the country, as Horus was 

of the latter.1 No such bipartite division of the country is to be assumed in the rite here 

discussed, and the presence of Thoth there will be seen to have been due to a different, 

if not entirely unrelated, reason. 

The latest writer on this topic is E. Otto/ and although he, like his predecessors, 

was obsessed with the notion that when Thoth is depicted he is a substitute for Seth, 

it seems desirable to summarize his argument. Starting from this false premiss and 
using inadequate material, he conjectured that the preference apparently shown to 

Thoth in the Eighteenth Dynasty was due to the hatred still felt for Seth as the god of 

the Hyksos, while the latter’s return to acceptability, if not to popularity, in the Nine¬ 

teenth Dynasty was accounted for by the reason mentioned in my last paragraph. Otto 

1 For these location* see my article JEA 30, 23 ff. The reason why in the crowning seen in pi. II Thoth U 
the partner of Homs is doubtless that by the neif*n of Philip ArrhicUcus Seth bad. become so detested that the 
depiction of hint was avoided wherever possible; Thoth had served as partner to Horus in the preceding 
purification* and accordingly seemed quite a suitable substituce for ^eth here. 

1 That ah SuUctrtTtlt? dei Srtht in OrmiiaHa^ 7 (rpj8)p 69 fF. 
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recognized, however, that the assumed suppression of Seth would not provide a motive 

for the choice of Thoth as an alternative. He argued, accordingly, that between Seth 

and Thoth there must be some affinity which would make this choice a natural one, 

and following up that idea he thought himself able to discover half a dozen different 

points of resemblance or connexion. All of these except the first centre around the 

association of Seth and Thoth in Pyr. §§ 163, d; 175, a as deities inimical to Osiris. 

The obvious objection to any hypothesis of the kind is that in our purification rite the 

partner of Horns, whether Seth or Thoth, is manifestly functioning as a beneficent 

being. Moreover, Otto’s grounds for the shadier side of Thoth’s character arc specula¬ 

tive and improbable in the extreme—I hesitate the less to express this opinion since I 

have now gratefully to acknowledge that in the earlier part of his paper he had taught 

me what will, I hope, henceforth be accepted as the true explanation. 
The presence of Thoth tn the scenes of the rite is, in fact, adequately explained by 

that god’s status as one of the deities of the cardinal points. Having glimpsed this 

explanation, Otto should have halted there and have expanded his theme; to look 

farther afield was, as the French say, chercker midi a quatorze heures. Like Kees1 before 

him, Otto quotes a formula of the Pyramid Texts (Spell 35, § 27, cf. too Spell 36, 

§§ 28-9) which names all four gods. This is a formula accompanying a rite of incensc- 

burning, and its beginning reads 1.^1,^% 1 ^101 1. Tlty censing 
is the censing of Horns, thy censing is the censing of Seth, thy censing is the censing of Thoth, 

thy censing is the censing of Dtcen-<anwey (?). In the Eighteenth Dynasty the same form of 

words, slightly varied, is found in a rite of purification3 performed before the statue of 
the deceased; Thy purification is the puri¬ 

fication ofHorus, thy purification is the purification of Seth, thy purification is the purifica¬ 

tion of Thoth, thy purification is the purification of Dwen-tamoey. 'That the four gods here 

mentioned were the gods of the cardinal points was probable enough merely from their 

number, but as Otto has seen, following Kees and Sethe, Spell 217 of the Pyramid 

Texts (§§ 152-60) places the matter beyond all doubt. Here the arrival of the dead king 

before Re<-Atum is to be announced to the gods of Upper Egypt by Seth and Nephthys, 

while Osiris and Isis are charged to make a similar announcement to the gods of Lower 

Egypt; Thoth is likewise dispatched to the West, and the falcon-god ^ to the East. 

Evidently each of the four quarters of the world was intended to receive the new s from 

its own special deity or deities. Osiris is substituted for Horus in order to produce a 

conjugal pair parallel to Seth and Nephthys. As for he is clearly identical with > 

in the above-mentioned Spells 35 and 36, see too Pyr. §§ 17. 1613, How exactly his name 

is to be read in its various writings is uncertain. The variant without the standard in 

§ r 59 suggests that here he was conceived of as a Horns, but in the other places in Pyr, 

the standard serves to differentiate him from Horns, the god of Lower Egypt. It is 

perfectly certain that he is none other than the principal god of the XVIIIth name of 

Upper Egypt on the east bank, since the later form in the above-quoted formula of 

■ Homs und Stih alt Gottcrpaar, 1, $S; abo more positively ZJtS 94* 
= Not quite the same rite, J think, as that discussed in this article, since a different type of jar is employed. 

At all events I do not feel called upon to follow up the underlying purificatory idea into the ceremonial of the 
Opening of (he Mouth. For references, see Otto, lot. tit., 73> n. z. 

B IOB2 c 
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purification is ^ as in the later nome-lists, while at least one Old Kingdom nome-list 

gives the form which is the form in most Pyramid Text passages, as we have seen. 

It is possible that from the very start the name was read as Dtcn-fjmi Spreader of 

Wings’, since that epithet occurs, not only spelt out on im coffin of 
the Middle Kingdom,» but also written in Pyr. § 1098 (N). But we are not 

seriously concerned with the reading here; another possibility for the Old Kingdom is 

perhaps 'Anti;1 Kees had successfully demolished Sepa favoured by the older Egypto¬ 

logists.3 All that for our particular purpose we required to establish is that he was the 

eponymous god of the XVII Ith Upper Egyptian nome, and by virtue of that a fitting 

representative of the East. Consequently Thoth must be the god of the West. Sethe, 

in his commentary on Spell 217, tried to explain this by reference to Thoth’s Delta 

cults.4 Otto, much more sensibly, thought it due to his position as the principal deity 

of Khmun (Hermopolis magna, El-A$hmuncn).J We shall see that the scenes of our 

rite confirm the latter hypothesis. 
What convinced me from the start that Horua and Thoth, or much more rarely Horus 

and Seth, were envisaged in our rite as two of the four gods of the cardinal points was, 

firstly, the mention of all four in the legends of a published scene of the reign of 

Ramesses XI. Here, over Horus we read (5 Hr): Words spoken by the Behdetite: Thy 

purification is the purification of Horus, thy purification is the purification of Seth, thy 

purification [sic]; opposite, over Thoth we find (5 T7): Words spoken by the lord of 
Khmun: thy purification is the purification of Thoth, thy purification is the purification of 

—=<? Ttwen-catveyP These inscriptions will be recognized as the exact counterpart of 

the later purification formula discussed by Otto—-the formula which imitates that of the 

censing in the Pvramld Texts, where the four gods have been demonstrated to be those 

of the cardinal points. Nelson strengthened mv surmise by adding six more examples 

where the four gods are named (Nos. 1, 2,3,4, 6, 6a) ; the earliest of these (No 1) dates 

from the reign of Sethos 1; a better preserved one of the time of Ramesscs IV (No. 4) 

is here reproduced, pi. I, top.7 I had also noticed that in certain cases (Nos. 13, 23, 26, 

^i) where only two gods arc named the legends next the king show the words Thy 

purification is my purification clearly reminiscent of the same formula. Accompanying 

that shortened version (Nos. 26, 31, cf. too Nos. 3, 29) we sometimes find ft,,,, Words 

to be recited four limes. As long ago as 1887 Maspero* conjectured that this instruction 

1 In the publication Chassinat-Palant|uc. FouUles sfAssiuut, 127. the determinatives Inok somewhat like the 
daw —> but Dc Buck confirms that they are certainly wings, and show the same form as to the variant w ith the 

bird on another coffin from the same site (op. 187). Also Wb. V, 4J* mtetprets mnp but d«e 
not giSFimy word n. as 'wins’ in Wb. U 187-90. J OnomaM I . under No. ofOnAn,. 

1 ZAS -8, Ol. 4 VberiVIHung and Kommt'ntnr zu den ullag. I 'yrmntdentexttttr I, pp 55- 

* Op. cit. 71. On the following page, however, he appears to lose sight of this possibility'- 
6 The original omy (see above) has been changed into my 'arms1 doubtless because the former word had 

become obsolete and its mcjmlnfi forgotten. The same chanf-e is found in an Edfu nnme-lisr, Brugsch. Diet. 

geogr. 13^5* winter the XVUItfi nome* * rrj lj *_ 
t Here the complete formula with all four (rods Stands, not only over the head of Horus the (Uehdetjue, but 

nlso over the head of Thoth ‘who is in Khmun’. . . , 
» In his article U nine! du sacrifice fumTairc. oriKtnally printed W Revue dc l hsstmre da reUpcms, 1J. but later 

repeated £'udet dc mythic tt darcteotegie. t, see particularly pp, Z93~4- bee too Sethe, Vun Zahlrn und 

Zahhvorieti, 31-3. 
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to the officiant—for such it is—indicates a rite to be performed consecutively at each 

of the four cardinal points. The words to be spoken on these occasions are indubitably 

those with which we first became acquainted in Pyr. § 27, varied slightly whenever 

necessary and perhaps abbreviated at times. The fourfold performance and recitation 

was of widespread usage, by no means confined to the nte alone studied in this artic e. 

A last clue to the virtual presence in our rite of all four gods of the cardinal points is 

to be found in the epithets accorded to three of them. Homs is often described as t e 

Bchdetite (Nos. 3,4. 5. I7. 23. 26, 27)andit was by reason of hi* connexion with the 
town of Behdet in the far north that he obtained his right to be the official representa¬ 

tive of that region.1 In all three cases where Seth replaces Thotb (see above, p. S) he is 

designated Nbty ‘the Ombite’ in reference to his home at Ombos near the modem 
Upper Egyptian town of Kus. Since these appellations belong to a genuine tradition 

of very ancient date I see no justification for refusing equal credence to the epithets lord 

of Khmtm (Nos. 5, 6, 26) or who is in Khmfm (No. 4) accorded to Thoth, even if m 

regarding that god as owing his right to represent the West to his connexmn wlth 

Hermopolis Magna we have to reject Sethe’s verdict that Spell 217 of the Pyramid 1 exts 

was a product of Lower Egypt in his postulated Hcliopohtan period - 
To sum up the results of the foregoing argument, %ve hnd that in rea lty the hes- 

purification tvas quadrilateral, not bilateral. Why then were not all four gods depicted. 

I believe it was because such a mode of depiction was not 

artistically satisfactory. We have, indeed, pictures of the 

closely analogous funerary7 purification performed by four 

priests, see the annexed fig. 1 -J But this design is exceed¬ 

ingly clumsy, and it is difficult to imagine that such 

important deities as Homs, Fhoth, and Seth would hii\e 

submitted to depiction in such miniature form. But if, 

then, the scenes we have been studying are to be considered 

as abbreviations and if all four gods were always implicitly 

present, why was Thoth given the preference over Seth as 

the partner of Homs? I believe it was because to an 

Egy ptian spectator the combination of Homs and Seth 
would have suggested restriction to a north-south appli¬ 

cation, as in the reliefs of the crowning. In the combination 

of Horns and 'Fhoth there would have been found a broad 

hint of the virtual presence of the two missing members of 

the four. We thus see that the notion that Thoth here re¬ 

places Seth is an illusion. 
Lastly, the meaning of the rite as a whole. When actually performed, what was in 

fact poured over the king’s head was water, and this we find depicted in a few rare 

> See wv article quoted above, p. 8, 0. i. 1 5« ‘he work cited above, p. i0, n, 4, 
3 From the 'llu-ban tomb of ScnnCifc £No. 9611}; reproduced from Ret. trav. zz. 91; two oilier examples of 

the jame design. Davies, The Tomb ofKenamiln, pL 63; id.. The Tvwbof TooOffiaats. pi. 15* The priests here, 
■ .i 1 ll represented the four gods of our rovnl rite, and in the scene here shown four separate priests were 

engaged inT^remony, two ordinary Lector-priests, the chief lector, and the Spriest. 
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instances (Nos. it 6a, 23, 32). Usually* however, it was preferred to exhibit the symbols 

for the benefits which the purifying streams were supposed to confer; in some cases we 

find only the mnkh i.e. the symbol for ‘life’ (Nos. 5, 6, 7, 13, 26), but rather more 

often this alternates with another symbol 1 (Nos. 2,3,4, 17, 27, 28,29), the meaning of 

which is more disputed.1 Since this is regularly seen in the hands of divinities both 

male and female,1 it seems probable that it signifies 'divine power’, and I propose the 

translation 'dominion1 in the sense in which that word is employed in the Authorized 

Version of our Bible. Contexts are lacking in which the signification of this symbol, 

whether read as ok* or as drm, is plain, but since it is shown erect between heaven and 

earth on each side of many royal monuments,1 once again probably to be interpreted 

quadrilaterally, I believe it may there be construed as the specific power of each of the 

gods of the cardinal points. It would appear, accordingly, that the rite was intended to 

transfer to the Pharaoh a goodly portion of the power of the divinities who presided 

over the four quarters of the globe. Perhaps their gift to the Pharaoh was not entirely 

unreciprocated, since after the words Thy purification is the purification of X we often 

find the expression “ ts phr, lit. utterance turned round, the equivalent of our and vice 

versa (e.g. Nos. i, z, 3, 4). Transactions in remote antiquity between god and king were 

habitually conducted on a business basis, 

■ The man complete discussion is that in jequier, Lttfrua d'objtu, *76 IF., where the view taken by the 
author approximate to that Iwrc adopted. The sens* given in 111 i. 260, namely WMergehm, GtOrk (in both 
cm Wuh a n»w of interrogation) seem* extremely unlikely, and would render superfluous <wi-tb sometimes 

found in ihr enumeration of kingly attributes, 
1 The only eas* known to me where this type of teeptre h seen in the hands of an ordinary human being 

in a scene of measuring the crops, where an old man carries it while »weiring to the boundaries of a com*held. 

J£A zo> pi ■ 1 os . 2h 
* Pcrhipsthc (jlJtsi example is on ihc comb figured 7E.4 3®, pi. b, fig. 4, Others arc Barchardx, (iftjMfflbiwI 

jrI KOnigi Sat frit-rtf, r. 45 t Anthes, 11 at rub, pis. 4, 5. Since this design regularly forms a framework to the name 

or name of the king, to which in addition, the vulture-goddess is seen offering the symbols \ and Cf, the 

whole may be taken to symbolic her gift to the king of all power even from the four comers of the world. 
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AN INSCRIPTION AT ASWAN REFERRING TO 
SIX OBELISKS 

By L. HABACHI 

Although the quarries of Aswan were the sole source of the larger obelisks erected in 
Egypt,1 the district contains but few traces cither of obelisks or of texts relating to them. 
The great unfinished obelisk still in the quarry, of uncertain date, is, of course, well 
known,2 but apart from this we have but portions of a few others of quite small size; 
these were all found on Elephantine Island and originally stood in the temple of 
Khnum, who, by virtue of his assimilation with the sun-god as Ivhnum-ReV could 
display these svmbols of the solar religion. Of these smaller obelisks at Elephantine, a 
fragment in red granite with the name of Tuthmosis I is all that remains of a pair 
erected by that king in honour of Khnum. Another small granite obelisk (Cairo 17015) 
was found some twenty-eight years ago serving as a threshold of one of the Nubian 
houses at Elephantine; it was dedicated to Khnum by Amenophis II and formed one 
of a pair of which the other was long ago removed to Alnwick Castle. A third pair, also 
in granite, seems to have been set tip by Tuthmosis I\ , but of these onl\ the lower part 
of a single one was discovered here (Cairo f||&).4 No other obelisks have been found 
in the Aswan district, apart from a few quite small ones in sandstone (Cairo 17034 A.B.; 
1703 s, 6), which were found beside the cemetery of rams at Elephantine and which are 

apparently of Graeco-Roman date.® 
Inscriptions referring to obelisks are even fewer. Of all the inscriptions of the tombs 

and temples in Aswan and of more than eight hundred graffiti in this region, there are 
but four which refer to obelisks. Two of these, which occur on the road from Aswan to 
Philae, are dated in year 9 of Sethos I ;G they mention that the king ordered that large 
obelisks be made, hut give no due either as to how many were required or as to their 
ultimate destination. In point of fact the only large granite obelisk known to have been 
erected by that king was originally set up at Heliopolis.7 The third inscription, on the island 

1 The sole material used for tall obelisks was ijninite, obtainable only from Aswan. lesser obelisks in basalt 
were quarried mostly in the Wadi Hammamat, while those in quartzite usually came from Gcbe! el-Ahrrw 
and those in sandstone were usually brought from Gebcl es-Silsilah. There are. however, sandstone quarries 
also at Aswan, where there was recently found a small unfinished obelisk of Sethos 1. which I hope to publish 

shortly* 
t See Eftgkbach, The Astcmi Obelisk and also his Problem of the Obelisks, 25 ff.h where it ns thought possibly 

to belong to the reigns of HatHhepsui or of Tuthmosis III. 
J Ch- Budawi, Der Goti Chmim, 10 f. 
+ For the references to these obelisks, see Porter and Moss, Top, BibL V, 244. 

s Kaene^ Ofrefriguer. 6&-B. 
* Dc Morgan and others, Cat. des Mon. 1, 7; for the other test see Leps,F Denkfn- ill, 141 % and Text, tv* 

| iS“l9 [4] wilh a. 
7 Now in the Piazza del Fopolo in Rome; see Parker, The Twelve Egyptian Obelisks in Rome, 15-1S; pig* 

and Breasied, A nr. Ree. ill* §§ 54+ 
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of Sehel, speaks of 'the king’s true and well-beloved relative, the overseer of the work 
on the two great obelisks, the chief prophet of Khnum, Satis and Anukis, Amenhotpe’,1 
but gives no indication of date and does not mention for which temple the obelisks 
were intended. The fourth inscription, on the contrary, is more explicit. Cut in a high 
rock on the east bank of the Nile opposite the ruins of Elephantine, it depicts the famous 
architect Sennemut before Queen Hatshepsut and speaks of ‘the cutting of the two 
great obelisks' of which the queen was so proud.1 

From the foregoing it will be seen how vague and scanty are the references to obelisks 
in the Aswan district, ft therefore came as a great surprise to my colleague H. Riad 
and myself, when collating some of the inscriptions near to Elephantine Island, when we 
came upon a text which made mention of the work on six obelisks. The owner of the 
inscription is a person hitherto unknown called Humen, and the king who ordered the 
obelisks is not named, but, as we shall see below, it is possible to make a plausible con¬ 
jecture as to his identity. This inscription is cut on the western face of a small rocky 
island which is Jess than fifty metres east of the stairway leading to the Aswan Museum 
in Elephantine. This island, which the local Nubians call Hassawanarti—i.e. the island 
of Hassawa, perhaps the name of a person—is almost submerged during the inundation, 
which is probably why its inscriptions have not previously been observed. The surface 
on which the text is engraved is not polished, but is fairly smooth. To the right of the 
inscription is the figure of a man facing left, clad in a wig and a long garment with short 
sleeves; he stands with hands raised in the attitude of adoration before a well-cut 
inscription of fourteen lines3 (see pi. III), Both inscription and figure are cut e>i creux, 
but m order to display more clearly rhe sleeves and also the left arm where it crosses 
the body, these are carved in relief of varying height according to the detail to be shown. 
The face seems to have been intentionally mutilated, probably by the agents of Akhen- 
aten, who also attempted to efface the name of Amun where it occurred. Traces of a 
figure facing right and having exactly the same size as that of Humen can be noticed 
close by, but this was effaced, perhaps because the surface of the rock in front may not 
have had enough room for the inscription. Traces of other earlier inscriptions can be 
also noticed on both sides; parts ot these were effaced to permit of the engraving of 
the inscription of Humen. 

The transliteration of the inscription (for which see pi. Ill) is as follows: 

(i) tidit im n IJntmo m h'w(z)f n tbd 3 prv nky sn (3) U n nbt Stt in imy-r kit 
n 'Imnh (4) Jftmm. Ddf: m hrp n i (5) thn 6 11 hmf rfr-a rdt n n l hmf fy(6)t 2 m nb&? 
hr fid hskta(t) (7) m pr rt m(r) m rmt tp 20 (tS) tincF st/t150. Ddf: ink brp rs-tp (9) fatty 
kdf'~ tm bg (to) hr ddi m hrf rdin nsw r ht ikrt (11) r hrp n f kit r/t Ibf nth haf (iz) 
irnf ti ptt grgza in rhza (13) m hrpzo tin ph sea m gr( 14 )gto hrf imy-r kdza1 n 'Itun Hum it. 

1 1 De Morgan and others op. d(- 94 r Ntqt 140, 

Ltp>jr| Denknt. mF 25 bit, and Text„ iv+ 116; SetheK Urk. iv, 396 7 (3^5); De Morgan, op, Xn, 181 
nr (De Muhattuti a Assouan). One of these obelisks still stands in its original position between ihc Hypostyle 

dll itnd the maui sanctuary at Kum;tlib white the upper part of the other was transferred to the vicinity of the 
Sacred Luke, 

J J Jie height of ih^ figure is 71 cm,; the inscription is 119 cm. high by 61 cm. ivEdc. 
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* © is represented by a solid disc, which is also used for ©, 

h The name of Amun here as in I. 14 is quite easily legible, despite the attempt to 

efface it, 
* ^ at the beginning of the line stands in the right-hand margin, as if it were a later 

addition, 
d The sign very closely resembles the earlier N,K, hieratic forms, see Muller, 

liter. Pul. 11, No, 519, 
« The determinative of kd is the plain eye {Gardiner, Sign-list, D 4) and not the 

painted eye (D 5, 6). 
1 The sign here employed is unusual; it represents a man standing in a slightly 

bowing posture and extending his hands with something like a piece of mud held 

between them. It should be taken, as Sir Alan Gardiner suggested to me, as an abbrevia¬ 

tion for the sign showing a man building a wall (Gardiner, Sign-list A 35) and the w ord 

thus means'builders’. The title‘overseer of buildera’ appears in (De Morgan, 

Cut. des Mon. 1, Sehel No. 35 [86]}, *^8}“ {Wb. V, 74, to), and more fully in ^8S i 

—(G. Daressy, Rented des cones, no, 70). 

Translation 

Giving praise to Khnum at his appearing on the third month of Winter, last day," and doing 
obeisance to the Ladv of Sehel,15 bv the overseer of works of Amun Humen. He said; I controlled 
(the work on) six obelisks for His Majesty, and His Majesty gave me two weights (?)c of gold and 
silver. I was favoured in the House of Rewarding"1 with 20 men and 50 arouras of land. He said: I 
was a vigilant controller* who did not sleep and who was not slack concerning what was laid in his 
charge,1 whom the king appointed to an important office in order to control for him great works, 
his heart (Lc. of the king) being confident as he (i.e. flumen) returned when he had achieved (his 
task),* for (though) this land was provided with experts and controllers, there was none who could 
equal him in respect of his ability,4 namely the overseer of builders of Amun Humen. 

* The occurrence of a festival of Khnum on this date has not been recorded hitherto. 

Khnum and his companion deities seem, however, to have held many festivals in the 

course of the year, for, according to a block found at Elephantine which belongs to the 

reign of Tuthmosis II!,1 there were during the Inundation season alone three feasts 

of Khnum, three of Anukis, and one of Satis. 

b The epithet ‘Lady of SehtT undoubtedly refers to Anukis, whose name is here 

determined by the figure of the goddess with her distinctive head-dress, a figure which 

alone can stand for her name, e,g. in Sehel inscriptions Nos. 75, 77, 140, and 197,= 

This epithet can stand by itself for the goddess, e.g. Sehel No. 36.* 

e Fiytts is used as a word for ‘reward’, e.g. Bull. Inst.fr. 30, 806; 34, 139, no. 10, 

140 but there has the determinatives (7% 1 lere it is follow ed by two tall strokes, presum¬ 

ably the numeral 2 (for this cf, the numeral in Sehel inscriptions Nos, 13 and 19),4 

so that ftyt here must refer to some concrete object. The verb fti can mean ‘weigh’ 

{Wb. i, 573 ff.}, hence our rendering ‘weights (?)\ Possibly Humen was given two ingots 

of a standard weight, one of gold and one in silver. 

1 De Morgan, op. fit, 122 f n >. 1 Ibid, 89, 9+, 99- * Ibid. 86. 4 Ibid. Ss. 
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- For iter in the sense of ‘reward’, cf. Urk IV, 2, a; 4, 91 5. » iind ^‘rin«' » 
‘reward’ 007, 5.iV * ter is to be taken as ‘the House of Rewarding’ concerned with the 

distribution of rewards. It would be thus one of those institutions or departments 

formed with the word pr such as pr-oth ‘House of Life’ (JEA 24, 157 ff.) pr-md 

‘Library’ and pnri-hd ‘The two Houses of silver*. The omission of the —= is curious, 

but the reading seems certain. 
- For hrp rs-tp see Wb. ii, 451, 9-10, It docs not occur before Dyn. XV Hi. 
1 Cf the similar expressions in the tomb of the controller of works Imunedjeh (tem. 

Tuthmosis III): £o~=aiTM» '"ho "as not 

concerning what was laid in his charge, who did not sleep at night, vigilant controller , 

Urk. iv, 959, 14-16. . 
* In the sentence ib fmh hejir n f the suffix in ib-f mh should be taken as refemng 

to the king since the expression is commonly used of the relationship between the king 

and a trusted official, while that in te/te*/ should be taken as to refer to Humen. 

7Jr w/here is used pregnantly in the sense of ‘to act’ or ‘to achieve one s duty and as it 

is in the idm*n*f form, it expresses relative past time (Gardiner* Gramm* § 4H> 2)- 1 
whole sentence can be rendered ‘His heart (i.e. of the king) being confident because he 

used to return after he had achieved (his task)’; by this is meant that Humen had 

gained the confidence of his sovereign as he did not return from any mission before he 

had accomplished what he had to do. 
h This sentence explains how Humen was able to do his duty as stated in the previous 

passage. In it we have to take the first part: /; pn grgiu m rhw m hrpw as a circumstantial 

clause and the second part: vn ph m m grgw hrf as the main clause. Thus the whole 

passage would mean 'This land being provided with experts and controllers, there was 

none who could reach him in respect of his ability’. Nn ph sto, which can be rendered 

‘there was none w ho could reach him*, is to be taken in the sense of ‘there was none 

who could attain to him or equal him’. Cf. itetyph f, Wb. I, 534- 7> meaning ‘unattain¬ 

able’ or 'out of reach’. 

The controller of works Ilumen has hitherto been quite unknown to scholars. The 

name does not even appear in Ranke, Personennamen, but what is doubtless another 

version of it, namely ^4“$ Huymen, occurs in Theban tomb.No. 54. lhis tomb 

was made for ‘The sculptor of Amun Huy’ but was usurped by 

‘The priest and master of the workshop of Khons Kenro’; it 

contains the figure of one Huymen who is described as the son of the usurper K.tnro. 

The name Huymen occurs again on a stela from Abydos on which nothing is pro 

served but the names and the figures of this man and another named ^ut 

neither of these two persons named Huymen can be identified with the controller of 

works Humen of our inscription. The name means ‘l;Iu is enduring’; the element 

1 This tomb was copied in its entirety by the late N. dc <5- Davies, and is to be published by Prof. SSve- 

Soderbcrgh, who very kindly informed me uf the occurrence of the name Huymen. 

1 Marietta* Cat* gen. d\Abydc$, 395, No- 
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Hu] may refer to (a) the god of that name; (b) a king Amenophis, Hu being derived 
from Huy which is the abbreviation of Imnhtp? or (e) Irh the moon-god, Hu being, 
as Sir Alan Gardiner has suggested 10 me, a possible abbreviation for this also/ 

Humen appears to have lived during Dyn. XVIII, if we can judge from his name and 
still more from the descriptive epithets applied to him (see notes e and I above), while 
his costume of a long dress with short sleeves is characteristic of this period; it is inter¬ 
mediate between the simpler garments of the Middle Kingdom and the elaborate 
costumes of the Ramesside period/ A Middle Kingdom date for Humen is excluded 
also by the fact that it was not until the Empire that we find Amun powerful enough to 
Have a controller of works of his own/ while it is not until Dvn. XVIII that we find the 
king giving such costly rewards to deserving subjects, at first to soldiers only , but later 
also to civil or religious officials/ Humen himself was granted 2 ingots (?) of gold and 
silver, 20 slaves and 50 arouras of land, equal to about 34 acres. Such a lavish reward 
would be given only for the accomplishment of a difficult task such as the successful 
quarrying of six obelisks undoubtedly was; that these obelisks were of considerable 
size may be judged from the scale of the award. The name of the king who ordered them 
is not mentioned, but he must have been one of the most important monarchs of 
Dyn. XVIII to have ordered obelisks in such quantity; they were presumably destined 
for the temples of Amun at Thebes, since Humen was controller of the works of Amun. 
It seems most probable that the monarch in question was Tuthmosis III, as he was the 
king who erected more obelisks than anyone else; we know of one huge obelisk and 
three sets of smaller ones which he set up at Kamak. On the other hand, these were not 
all erected at one and the same time, as Rumen’s inscription suggests, and, moreover, 
we know of the names of the architects charged with their erection/ Amenophis III 
also set up many obelisks in Thebes, none of which is now standing. Of these the frag¬ 
ments of some have survived, such as those belonging to the temple of Mont at Kar- 
nak/ while we know of others only from inscriptions, Thus on the southern tower ot 

' For names formed with yu see Ranke, PersoHennamen, 234, 12-17. , ^ . 
= s,gC zAS 44, S9,90; Ann. Sen. 33,121. n. 5. If it were possible for his name to be written simply as s m 

the reign of Akhenatcn so as to avoid the reference to Amun implicit in 'Huy', we might perhaps identify him 

with the chief of w orks Men depicted with his son Bak in the famous gmfhto opposite the Cataract Hotel at 

Aswan (cf de Morgan, op, cit.40. No, t74>- Although, »we shall sec below. Humen most probably hved under 

.Akhenatcn's father Amenophis III, it must be admitted that this identification is not w ithout its difficulties.^ 

1 Cf. ^£5= Davies and Gardiner. AmtnendOt, 4. This alternative is supported by the name ^ 

Runke. op, cit. 234, li+ _ . _ _ * _ , 

a For the style of dress current during the M-K. cf. Lahge-Schafer, GCO. IV, pls> 7^3- In Aswan there are 

hundreds of fibres accompanying nock inscriptions, the majority of which are clad in short kilts and none have 

garments with sleeves, cf. e.g. de Morgen, op, cit„ Nos. 144, 163. 167 (PP- «. *+>• foad from Philae to 

Aswan. In Dyn. XVI IT wc find garments similar to that worn by Humen, c,£. in Sehil Nos. *4. 87. ibid., p. 90, 

while the more elaborate Ramesside costumes occur in Sehij] Xus. 3, 6, 64, 93 (ibid., pp. 84, 88, 91)- 

* For the officials of the domain of AmCm sec Lefebvre, Hist. Jet gr. prittes d'Amon fie Karnaky 41-34- 

Almost ail these officials lived in the New Kingdom- 
6 'Ahmuse aon of Ibana was rewarded for his military exploits four times with gold and also with a grant of 

slaves. For similar instances, sometimes with non-military recipients. S« Louvre C 213 ; the stela of Mamhict 

es-Sadr (Cairo Mus. 34504) sec Hamadm. Am. Serv. 38.115, No. 4; also the stela of Mosi in HiidesheiraINo. 

374), cf, Rocder, Ramies l! ah Cott, in ZAS 61. 65-6. 

7 Hayes, Artrt. Strt'. 33, n (> 

BlUlfc* 

H Variflc, Kurntfk, ir |h 15. 
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Pylon III at the back of the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak there is a reference to obelisks 
which doubtless originally stood before tins pylon, but were presumably removed when 
the Hypostyle Hall was built. Again, on the great stela of this king now lying in three 
pieces in the fields behind the Colossi of Memnon there is a mention of obelisks.1 
Though no such monuments now exist on the west bank of the Nile at Thebes, it is 
not improbable that Amenophis III erected obelisks before his temple, and it may be 
that it is to such obelisks that Humen’s inscription refers ; a king ordering obelisks for 
his own temple and the other temples would probably order the full number at one 
time. 

One question remains: where were these obelisks quarried? There is no direct 
evidence on this point, but the mention in our inscription of the Lady of Sehel may 
be significant, for we would rather have expected the name of Satis, Lady of Elephan¬ 
tine. Is it possible that these obelisks were quarried in Sehel? It is not improbable, for 
there is evidence of extensive quarry'ing in the hill called Hussein Tagog in the south¬ 
west of the island. Furthermore, it is worthy of remark that quarrymen, sculptors, 
superintendents of sculptors, overseers of builders, and controllers of works have left 
far more inscriptions at Sehel than anywhere else in the region of Aswan2; a fact which 
suggests that they worked in this island and that Humen quarried his obelisks there. 

1 Sec Breasted. Anc. Rec* ll± S§ 903. 90S. 

- E.g. De Morgan, op, cit,, No, I [S4], Nos, 33* 35 [S6]„ No. 76 No. 97 [91], Nos. joS, 113, i i? [92], 
Nos. 131, 136, mo, i4i, 143 [94J, Nos. 152,157 [96], Nos. 173, 175 [97I, No. 193 [99I, No. 303 [100]. 
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THE SARCOPHAGUS OF SENNEMUT 

By WILLIAM C. HAYES 

Included among the antiquities which in May 1931 the Egyptian Expedition of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art brought back with it to New York were some 1,230 frag¬ 
ments of the once magnificent quartzite sarcophagus of Hatshepsut's well-known official, 
the great Steward of Amun, Scnncmut. The majority of the fragments, including all ot 
the larger pieces, were found by the expedition during the winter of 1930-1 in the 
subterranean burial passage at the rear of Sennemut’s huge, rock-cut tomb chapel (No, 
71) on the Tlwet esh Shekh rAbd el-Kurnah at Thebes,' To these were added 42 small 
fragments discovered many years earlier by Weigall* and Davies3 in the forward por¬ 
tions of the tomb and numerous pieces found scattered far and wide over the slopes of 
the hill* Among the fatter were two chips of quartzite picked up by Winlock in the 
tomb of the Eleventh Dynasty vizier, Dagi (No. 103), more than a hundred yards to 
the north of Tomb 71. The frequent occurrence in this part of the necropolis of quart¬ 
zite mauls and grinding-stones evidently made of portions of the sarcophagus and its 
lid helps to explain why, in spite of the complete and careful excavation of Tomb 71 and 
its vicinity, less than half of the monument has been recovered in a condition permitting 
of restoration (pi. IV),4 Fortunately, the fragments which do exist are sufficiently exten¬ 
sive and well distributed to establish beyond a doubt the form, dimensions, and decora¬ 
tion of the sarcophagus, the form and dimensions of the lid, and the identity ol almost 
every figure and text with which the monument was adorned (see pis. V-V1II). 

The task of restoration and text identification has been greatly facilitated by the fact 
that Sennemut's sarcophagus was of the contemporary royal type studied in some 
detail by me in Royal Sarcophagi of the XVlll Dynasty* It is particularly similar to the 
second of the two sarcophagi prepared for Hatshepsut as king of Egy pt (' D’ of my Ust), 
differing from the royal monument chiefly in the facts that it is rounded at both ends 
(i.e. is oval, not cartouche-shaped, in plan); is 12 cm. shorter than Sarcophagus D;'J 
has a low, flat lid, vaulted on the underside like that of Sarcophagus B (Tuthmosis II?); 
and does not, of course, use the royal cartouche anywhere in its decorative scheme. 

r Winlock, Bull. MMAy March 143zt Sect, u. Ji t 
= Six pieces of (he sarcophagus, discovered apparently between the years 1005-8 (see Arm, % 130), 

were stored by Wdgall in the tomb of Rekhmirec (No. too) where (hey were bier found by Davies, 

3 Thirty-six pieces were found by Davies in the forecourt of Tomb 71 during the excavations which he 

conducted there on behalf of Sir Robert Mnod- 

* In addition to the portions of the sarcophagus shown in the photographs there are three large fragments 

of the head-end, three good-sized pieces of the right side, a substantial section of the floor (joining the left 

side}, thirty pieces of the lid. and several hundred small chips of both the sarcophagus and the lid. 

5 Princeton Monographs in Art cmd Archaeology; Quarto Series, fclx. Princeton, 1435 

* Many of the other dimensions of Sennemufs sarcophagus (width, thickness of walls, and bottom, etc.) 

coincide exactly with those of Sarcophagus D. 
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That it may be the more easily studied in conjunction with the series of monuments 
to which it belongs it seems desirable to list herewith the salient data on this sarco^ 
phagus (designated by the letter *S?) in the same form and arrangement used in the 
catalogue of Royal Sarcophagi i1 

S 

(Metropolitan Museum of Art, Accession No. 3t.3.93) 
Bibliography; 

Wmlockj Bull. MMAr February* 1928* sect. 11, 56; March, 1932, sect. II, 21-2, fig. 15. 

Hayes, Royal Sarcophagi of the XVIII DynastyT 47-8, 61, 131 ( 142. 

Omar: 
The Steward of Amun, Sennemut. 

Tomb: 
Tomb No. 71 on the Tlwet esh Shekh *Abd ebKurnah at Thebes. 

Material: 

Broun quartzite. 

Form: 
Sarcophagus: Oblong box with rounded head- and foot-ends, i.e. oval in plan. The curve of the 

head and foot is complex, being rather flat in the middle and angled at the sides. All corners on 

the interior are rounded. 
Lid’ Low, hollowed cover; same plan as sarcophagus. Upper surface flat; under surface concave. 

Sides of lid on exterior vertical Under side rabbeted around outer edge. 

Dimensions: 

Length of sarcophagus and lid * 

Width of sarcophagus and lid * 

Total height (with lid in place) .. 

Height of sarcophagus * 

Height of lid (as seen when in place) * 

Total height of ltd ,**,.** 

Minimum thickness of lid 

Thickness of sarcophagus walls , 

Thickness of sarcophagus bottom .... 

Pry-bar sockets: 

No traces on existing fragments. 

Decoration: 

Figures {relief en creme); 
Lid, upper surface: [Nut, standing, arms outspread] (?). 

Sarcophagus, exterior, head-end: Nephthys, kneeling upon a nebyt sign. Height 44 cm. 

Sarcophagus,, exterior, foot-end: Isist kneeling upon a nebyt sign. Height 44 cm. 
Sarcophagus, exterior, left side: IJapy, Anubis Khenty-seh-neter, and Kebhsnewef, standing. 

Height 45 cm. 
Sarcophagus, exterior, right side: Imseti, Amibis Imy-Wet, and Duamutef, standing. Height 

45 cm. 
Ltd* under surface: [Nut, standing, arms outspread] (?). 
Sarcophagus, interior, floor: Nut, standing, arms outspread Height ca. 100 cm. (The arms of 

the goddess extend up the sides of the box and cut into Text 6o. See pi V, longitudinal sec¬ 

tion). 

233 cm. 

38 cm. 

89 cm. 

Sa'3 cm. 
6 7 cm. 

10-7 cm, 

9 cm. 

8 cm, 
ti cm. 

1 Appendix lF pp. 155 ff- 



Plate IV 

ir Left side and Foot-end 

2. Right side, central portion* exterior with parts of Text joa ajiti 
adjoining texts 

3. The same, interior, with part of Text 60 (Columns 
103-118) 
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Wedjat Eves (incised): Sarcophagus, exterior, left side, and panel. 

Texts (incised) 

Lid. upper surface 
Sarcophagus, exterior, head-end - 

Sarcophagus, exterior, foot-end 
Sarcophagus, exterior, right side . 

Sarcophagus, exterior, left side 

Lid, under surface 
Sarcophagus, top surfaces of walls 

Sarcophagus, interior, floor . 
Sarcophagus, interior, walls . 

Colour?: 
Ground colour: Exterior of sarcophagus painted dark red and v arnished (lid and interior of sarco¬ 

phagus not painted). 
Additional Colours: Inscriptions on exterior, yellow; wigs, collars, bracelets, etc., of figures, blue. 

Traces of blue in brows and appendages of tcedjai eves. 

Condition: 
Broken in antiquity into two or three thousand pieces, approximately half of which have been 

recovered. The extant fragments range in size from 2 -■ 2 ■ 1 ctn. to 55x45x10 cm., the 

majority of them being small. On one fragment of the lid a hollow in the surface resulting from 

a flaw in the stone had been patched in antiquity w ith tinted plaster, 

Bose: 

No traces found. 

It was probably the intention of the ancient artisans to leave the lid unpainted until 

after it had been set in place on the sarcophagus at the time of Sennemut’s burial in Tomb 
-1_an event which we have every reason to suppose never took place. Unfortunately, 

there is no definite evidence that the lid was even inscribed, although the presence on 

the sides of the sarcophagus of the second halves of Texts 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 implies 

that the first parts of these texts were (or were to have been) written on the lid and 

suggests the arrangement shown in pi. V* 
In place of Chapter LXXII of the Book of the Dead, which on the royal sarcophagi 

occupies the second panel on the right side of the box (Text 30), Sennemut’s sarco¬ 

phagus carries a composite text (30 a) made up of Chapters XXXIV (30 A, i-v) and 

XI.V (v-viii) and abridged versions of Chapters VIII (ix-xii) and LXII (xii-xiii) (see 

pis. IV, 2; V). In the corresponding panel on the left side of the sarcophagus we 

find below the wedjat eyes Chapter LXXXVI (Text 59) and, written in four horizontal 

lines above the eyes, the remnants of what appears to have been a shorter version of the 

same chapter. 
Chapter CXXV of the Book of the Dead, brief excerpts from which occur on the 

royal sarcophagi (Texts 19, 28, 38), appeared in its entirety on the interior surfaces of 

t for the numbering and identification of Tests i 54 see Royal Sarcophagi, 172-6, 1S3 ff. To the tefereneea 
cited there add Black man, JEA 21, z, n. 7; 8 f.; Sadawi, An,i. 5m- 44, 181 ff. 

1 See Royal Sarvophtigi, 78 ff., fig- si. pi. 18. 

. [Texts 1, 2, 4, 5,8, 9, 10]. 
. Texts 13, 14, 15, 17, 
. Tests so, 2j, 22, 23. 

. Texts 26, [27I. 29, 2, 30 a, 9, 31, 

5- 34- 
. Texts 36, 37, 39, 8, 58, 59, 4, 40, 

10. +i, 43- 
■ [Text 44] (?). 
. [Texts 50, 51, 52, 53] (?). 

. Text 54. 
. Test 60 (139 columns). 
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the walls of Sennemut’s sarcophagus, where it was written in 139 vertical columns of 

incised hieroglyphs, beginning at the right side of the head-end and running clockwise 

all the way around the inside of the box (pi. V, sections, and pis, VII-VIH). As is com¬ 

monly the case with funerary texts composed to be read from left to right in columns, 

all the signs and groups in the individual columns face to the right—that is, away from 

the direction from which the text as a whole is read (see pi. IV, 3), The columns average 

4 cm, in width, reaching a maximum width of 5 cm. on the left side wall of the box, but 

narrowing down to 3-5 cm. on the right side where the draughtsman who laid out the 

text was evidently beginning to find himself cramped for space. In a number of places 

(notably, in Columns 106-9) feminine form of the suffix pronoun, second person 

singular (- or —), appears in place of the correct form, <=*, a fact which suggests that 

the manuscript from which this text was copied had been prepared originally for 

Hatshepsut or for Sennemut’s mother, Hatnufer, The text, in any case, occurs in 

Hatnufer’s Book of the Dead,1 as do also all the other chapters preserved on her son’s 
sarcophagus. 

The following titles of Sennemut appear in the extant texts on his sarcophagus; 

. %* (once), 'GI^ 1— (ooce), (once); (once); (9 times); 

PM{$ times); (once); (twice); (once); 

(once); ^-<=<3 times); (once); ^-Q * (twice); ^4^ 

> ”(once);IJt—1 (once);(once); (twice)(twice); f^g| 

(once); (once); and ^3 (once). Of these, Ind 

1L arc not. So tar as I can discover, known from any of Jus other monuments, 

which occurs at least nine, and perhaps more than twelve times on the sarco¬ 

phagus, was, as Helck" and others have noted, Sennemut’s principal title following 

Hatshepsut s assumption of the kingship. Helck, however, is mistaken in supposing 

that not long thereafter Sennemut relinquished or was deprived of the important title 

r’-'' ^t for, aside from the damaged writings on the present sarcophagus, this 

title occurs right times in the inscriptions in Sennemut’s second tomb, at Der d- 
Bahri the latest of all his known monuments.* 

1 he sarcophagus of -Sennemut and the second sarcophagus made for Hatshepsut as 

king (D) were in all probability quarried and executed at the same time and under the 

supervision of the same person—Sennemut himself. Neither monument can have been 

made be I ore Regnal Year 8 of Tuthmosis III, for it was only during the last three 

months of the preceding regnal year that (a) work on Sennemut’s Shekh 'Abd el- 

Kurnah tomb was inaugurated and (b) Hatshepsut first assumed her titles as king.* 

I urthermore, we know that between her assumption of the Pharaonic titulary and the 

execution of Sarcophagus D Hatshepsut had already had another sarcophagus (C) 

Twfi papyrus rolls found on the breast of her mummy in a small tomb immediately in front of Tomb 71. 

T* Lansmg and Hayes, Butt. MMA. January 1937. sect. II, 20. Since the publication of the Bulletin report 
the popyn have been unrolled and the spells which they contain idem lifted, 

t men. xiv, 52 f. 1 Winloek, Bxemationi at Deir el Bakri 1911-1931 j is ff. 
Laming ond Hives, op. cit,, 3ft Hayes. Oitrafta and Same St met, 21, No. 62. 
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made for herself and had caused it to be altered to receive the mummy and coffins of 

her father, Tuthmosis I.* On the other hand, Sennemtit’s sarcophagus must have been 

finished and in Tomb 71 long before Regnal Year j6, by which time work was already 

in progress on his Der e!-Bahri tomb,2 The latest date preserved in a series of work 

reports from Tomb 71 is Year 11* and we shall not be far wrong in supposing that it 

was in or about this year (1493 B.c.) that the sarcophagus was completed and placed in 

the tomb. The date is an equally plausible one for the completion of Hatshepsut’s 

sarcophagus (D) and its setting in ’place in her tomb {No. 20) in the Valley of the Tombs 

of the Kings.4 
When, in or shortly after Year 19 of Tuthmosis III, Sennemut fell from royal favour,’ 

his enemies did'not bother to erase his name from the inscriptions on his sarcophagus; 

but adopted the simpler and more satisfying expedient of smashing the monument 

Itself into small pieces. By Ahhenaten’s day not enough remained to offend the eyes of 

the devotees of Aten, and the name of Amfin is therefore intact wherever it occurs in 

the sadly fragmentary texts. 

1 Winlock, yEA is, s® ff-; Hayes, Royal Sarcophagi, 2, 149. 158 ff. 

3 Winlock, ExeavtOtmt, i+t, IS * - ’ .H*yes> i3’ N°’ 8o‘ 
3 Cl. Winlodr. JfBA 15, 67. 5 Winlock, Excavations, 15a; Hclck. op, at., 53- 
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THafollowingarticle contains notes of additions to 

"SSS3S tztsissss: »---•»—* 
upstream from the Egyptian frontier. 

Map Sheet 35-t! 

C-Crtmp settlement at Farm Wat Jj.mverv of a C-Group limestone 

In Ann. Arch. Anthr. S, 5,A-Groupcemetery which he excavated; 

bangle about 200 metres on the nf C Crouo habitations were found at 
and on PP. 67-8 he indicates that no rematna of C-Group ^ Eff 

Faras. Yet on April 25, 1946, uhrn accompa , ■' settlement strung out along 
Hassan, I found unmistakable md.eatK.ns of a CJJroup setUement^s ^ ^ 

the west bank of a comparatively late stage o ( • . excavated by 
Nile, jus, below (he. east nr on .k nver de of) he A Gmup « JT ^ a 

the tn^ui“logue i the ^“'Sdlenf IndlmprisTog 

complete beadmafeer $ outfit, foun 111 or^L P 1 thirty bone beads made from the 
a small earnelian borer, seven polishing pebbles over “ bon„ from 

made from ivory (?), and one lump of w orked ivory. 

Dibeira East ... , -i east Qf the river was 

In 1938 a New Kingdom shaft ” * certainlV by Saidis attached to the Egyptian 
found to have been recently robbed . ■ . r ^ ^ alMut ,,35. A few 

Government survey expedition h , b ch [ Qn the north wall 

sr^rj^sssK. of ohmhotpV wi,h 





Platt. IX 

2, Hieroglyph Hill, Graffito 2 iT Hieroglyph llill from the south-west 

3. Hieroglyph Hill. Graffito j 4, Hieroglyph HUt, Graffito 5 

5* Gtbel Shekh SuIimaiL Graffiti 12-15 
6. Gebel fth£kh Suliman. Graffiti rg-2o 

i trtkak Showing tap to left 

GRAFFITI NEAR WADI IIALFA 
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the title ft—U&m {Serra), his wife Tentnub, his father Ruiu (same title), and mother 
(name illegible). For the inscriptions see the accompanying article by Miss R, Moss. 

About half a mile west-north-west of this hill is another New Kingdom rock chamber 
tomb which was robbed at the same time, and south-west of this tomb on the edge of 
the alluvial ground, east of Khor Salama, near Abbasia, and just north of the house of 
Mohamed Amin Hasan and east of the sagia of Ahmed Sadik, in January 1939 1 found 
traces of a badly disturbed archaic cemetery' (of possibly proto-dynastic date) with 
black-topped red sherds showing external combing and incised decoration, a polished 
celt, and a rough stone palette. Khartum Catalogue, No. 5126. 

Just south and east of Dtbeira Girls’ School there is a Mcroitic cemetery, some of the 

larger graves of which have been robbed. 

Serra West. Meroitic Cemetery 
In December 1946 the lomda of Serra West sent in the upper half of a Meroitic 

grave-stela of white sandstone, with the figure of a man in high relief, and above the 
figure four lines of inscription in cursive Meroitic. In March 1947 2 second stela of 
white sandstone was sent in apparently from the same site. It has the figure of a woman 
in high relief and thirteen lines of cursive Meroitic inscription. These stelae are 
published by Dr. Macadam in this volume, see pp. 43ff. 

Map Sheet 35-1 

Gebel Dabarossa, near Wddi Haifa 
A round-topped stela with nine lines of cursive Meroitic found by the army when 

road-making in August 1944 is also published here by Dr, Macadam. 

Middle Kingdom graffiti at Hieroglyph Hill, at about 21 52' N. 31^07' E. 
This site, which was reported hv Mohamed Osman Hasan of 'Abdelkadir village, 

was visited by car in company with the District Commissioner, Mr. J. V. D’A. Rowley, 
on December 14, 1941.1 visited it again by camel with Mr. P. L. Shinnie from Novem¬ 
ber 22 to 24, 1947. 'Hieroglyph Hill’ is the smaller of two isolated hills of sandstone of 
pyramidal shape, which appear to have been quarried in ancient times (see pi. IX, 1). 
They stand close to one another, approximately six miles west of 'Abdelkadir village on 
the Nile. For transcribing the graffiti from this site and from Gebel Shckh Suliman, 
translating them and commenting on them, I am indebted to Professor Cernv, and 
gratefully acknowledge his help. 

In a cleft in the rock on the south-west side of the hill are two roughly executed male 
human figures facing right, the upper figure carrying a staff in one hand and a baton 
in the other, while level with the head of the lower figure are possibly (1) the numbers 
mm. On the opposite side of the cleft is a roughly cut straight line framing a male 
figure wearing a peaked kilt, facing right, and carrying staff and baton, above and 
behind which runs the hieroglyphic graffito (see pi. IX, 2): 

2. (1) imawi-^TTi 
'The retainer Intef, born of Senct, justified.’ 

a BIW2 
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In another cleft farther round the hill to the south are four graffiti, one in hiero¬ 
glyphic script and the others in hieratic. For one of the latter, see pi. IX, 3, in which 
the inscription, written above and to the right of a male figure in a peaked kilt, facing 
right and carrying a baton in the right hand and a staff in the left, reads: 

3-..iS'jjm . 
1.Sensubek-Beby. Made <for) him (by) the son of his son Kameru.1 

This inscription is particularly interesting, for Professor Cemy considers that from 
the style of the writing and especially from the form of <=\ it is very early and may date 
to the Old Kingdom. It is on the back wall of the deft. On the right-hand wall of the 
cleft is a one-line hieroglyphic graffito: 

‘The carrier of stone (? far?) for offering-tables (?) Imcny.' 

This apparently indicates one of the reasons why stone was quarried here. Below and 
to the right of graffito (4) is a male figure in a peaked kilt, facing right and carrying a 
baton :n the right hand and a fan in the left, with a hieratic graffito (see pi. IX, 4): 

$■ 0) l 3rt-° WJtJrM* burn (4)& (5)'-Si*® 
1.Mentuhotpe-Shcmy. Made for him (by) his son Mentuhotpe.’ 

Immediately to the right is another male figure in a peaked kilt, facing right and carry¬ 
ing a baton in the right hand and a staff in the left, on either side of which is a vertical 
column of hieratic which reads: 

‘The herald Mentuhotpe’s son .. ,uyeb. Made for him (by) Ms son Imeny/ 

A little farther round the hill to the south again is another human figure with a 
crude hieratic graffito (7) which apparently contains the name Sebkhotpe. 

On the north side of the hill are apparently the ruins of several rock shelters cut in 
the sandstone hill, which have been destroyed, probably by subsequent quarry ing. In 
them are a few- scattered and unintelligible hieratic graffiti. In one shelter on a rock 
which is being weathered away and will probably collapse before long there is (8) the 
following: 

Near it are (9) and (10), two unintelligible hieratic graffiti; and on the slopes of the 
hill below were found two pieces broken from a slab of sandstone, which may once have 
formed the wall of a rock-cut shelter. Each of these fragments had part of an inscrip¬ 
tion in small hieratic characters. 

I am indebted to Professor Cemy for the transcription of graffiti (2) to (6) from my 
hand-copies and very Indifferent photographs, and for the translations which are 

Or possibly corrected into 
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attached. In his opinion they all date from the Middle Kingdom, except {3), which may 

well be earlier, . 
When, the discovery of the names of Intef and Mentuhotpe in graffiti on Hieroglyph 

Hill was reported to Miss Rosalind Moss, she drew my attention to a record by Colonel 
Lyons in Bessarione, 1st Ser„ 9 (1900 and 1901), p. 428, of hieratic graffiti with the 
names of Mentuhotpe, Sebekhotpe, and Amenemhab ‘seen in hills round Buhen ; and 
this led to Mr. Shinnie and myself giving such time as we could spare in November 
1947 to a hurried examination of the hills west and south-west of Buhen, for it did not 
seem that Hieroglyph Hill could fairly be described as one of the hills round Buhen, 
Our search was by no means exhaustive, and it is highly probable that other graffiti 

than those now to be described will be found. 

Buhen . 
On the south side of a small sandstone hill west-north-west of the temples, and im¬ 

mediately west of another small sandstone hill in which are three cave graves that were 
excavated by Randall-MacIver and Woolley, are a few crude hieroglyphic graffiti which 
apparently contain the phrases ‘beloved of Homs’, ‘beloved of Isis’, and a place-name. 

Gebel Shikh Suit man 
This is a small sandstone hill north of 'Abdelkadir village and about halt a mile 

immediately west of the site of Buhen South (known locally as Kor), which was 
described by Somers Clarke in JEA 3, 163, and Pl 27, but to which it seems that 
despite its eroded condition more attention should be paid than has been given hitherto. 
Its situation at the end of the easily navigable Shellal-Wadi Haifa reach of the Nile 
and its huge extent indicate that it must have been the Middle Kingdom Ikn of the 
Semnah boundary stele, while surface finds suggest that it must have been an important 
base in the New Kingdom as well. Features not mentioned by Somers Clarke that were 
noticed on our recent visit include; 

(ii) Traces of a large building, perhaps an administrative building or official’s house, 
on a gravel ridge overlooking the town site, about 80 yards north of the extreme 
north end of the walled town, and close to the modern survey mark S 205. In 
it are four sandstone column bases in situ in line, parallel to the nier, at the 
north end of the building, then a gap, and then one more column base slightly 
out of line, while a little to the south are several displaced column bases. 

(£} A cut in the neck of sandstone that juts into the river below the town which is 
probably artificial, intended to make a harbour for boats. 

(c) Immediately to the west of the walled town, a cemetery' of dynastic date, which 

has been considerably disturbed. 

Gebel Shekh Suliman is the name by which the inhabitants of ‘Abdelkadir village 
know a small hill with a cairn on it immediately behind the site at Buhen South. 

In a shelter on the east side of this hill is the Karian graffito published by Sayce in 
PS BA 32, 261 and pl. 40, 1. My copy differs in several letters from that published by 
Sayce and was submitted to Dr, C. Zyhlarz. He was unable to decipher it but considers 
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it important as indicating that the sign t is not the same as the well-known Karian 
letter y (h or x). 

In another shelter at the top of the hill on the east-south-east side are the traces of 
the outline of a female figure associated with (i) an illegible (?) hieratic graffito. 

On the top of the hill is the modem survey mark ‘Aux 205 W\ At the south end of 
the top of the hill is a large block of sandstone which has fallen from the top stratum 
of the hill. On this block is what must be a First Dynasty record of the conquest of 
Nubia (the Sheilal-Wadi Haifa reach). The scene, which has been to some extent 
defaced by Middle Kingdom graffiti, has already been somewhat inadequately pub¬ 
lished by Sayee in PSBA 32, 262 ff. It is almost impossible to photograph jn daylight; 
ph X shows two of a number of photographs that were taken by night on a rapid visit 
in January 1949 by the light of a lamp very kindly provided at short notice by Mr, 
Cooper of the Sudan Railways. Fig. 1 is a drawing most kindly made from a number 

Relief of King Djer at Gebel ShEkh Sulim an. 

of these photographs by Mrs. N. de Garis Davies. It shows what seems to be the 
original scene and omits the Middle Kingdom and later graffiti which can be seen in 
pi, X. It was very' difficult to make a composite drawing from photographs in which 
the varied lighting makes the same object look very different in different photographs, 
and it is very good of Mrs, Davies to have undertaken it at all. Considering all the 
difficulties her reconstruction is most successful. 

In the right-hand upper corner of the scene is a boat with a vertical stem and high 
sloping prow. The boat seems originally to have been in low relief, and the prow, 
possibly but not certainly, to have been lengthened subsequently by incised lines. It 
is, however, in any case of a type which is characteristic of the First Dynasty'; compare 
the boat on the slate palette of Xafrmer in the Cairo Museum (Capart, Primitive Art 

in Egypt, fig, 184) and that on the ivory tablet of Nafrmcr in PSBA 28, pis. 1 and 2, and 
Ann. Serf. 33, pi. 1 (opposite p. 234); also the graffiti of First Dynasty boats on pot 
fragments from Abydos (Petrie, Abydos, n, ph 12, 266 and 279). Other somewhat 
similar boats are earlier rather than later; compare the boat (with a sail) on a decorated 
predynastic pot (Capart, op. dt., fig. 91) and the boat with a cabin but no sail in the 
predynastic 'tomb' at Hierakonpolis (Quibell and Green, Ifierakonpolis, n, pi. 77); also 
the rough outline of a boat scratched on a predynastic pot in Petrie, Diospoiis Part a. 
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RELIEF of king djer at gebel shEkti suliman 
Above If the kjt-hand half and below the right-hand half 
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pi. 21, 52. See also H, Frankfort, Studies in Early Pottery of the A eat East, T, 140, and 

Petrie in Ancient Egypt, 1917, 28 and 35. 
In front of the boat is a larger human figure, presumably a Nubian chieftain, seated 

facing the boat with his arms tied behind his back. A rope passes round his neck, with 
the end apparentIv attached to the prow of the boat, and another rope similar!) passes 
round his chest, as drawn by Mrs. Davies in fig. 1; a break in the rock first led me to 
think that he had been transfixed by an arrow, but on re-examination of the original 1 
have come to the conclusion that Mrs. Davies's interpretation is probably right, see 
pi. X. Between the chieftain and the boat is a smaller human figure, presumably dead, 
and below it is another human figure on its back and in its death agony. Farther to the 
right and below the boat are two other human corpses. For the general scene of death 
compare the statues of Khasekhem in Quibcll, Hietakonpoks, I, pis. 39-41, and on the 
Gebel cl-Arak knife handle (Petrie, Egypt and Mesopotamia in Ancient Egypt, 1917, 
p. 27). Just above the rope which binds the neck of the sitting chief is a round-topped (?) 
hut with a round-topped door, on which are one vertical and two horizontal lines perhaps 

indicating details of construction. 
To the left of the seated figure of the chieftain at the bottom of the scene are incised 

two city (?) signs (cf. Petrie, Royal Tombs, it, pi. 5, 1), one of which Sayce describes as 
four-spoked wheel supporting a crescent-shaped object w hich seems to be the bods 

of a cart*. Actually above the left-hand sign there is without doubt a hawk in charac¬ 
teristic First Dynasty form; above the other sign is a sack-like object, which may 
perhaps represent the Royal Placenta, in which case we apparently have here in unusual 
form two of the four signs that recur on royal standards in groups on First Dynasty 

palettes, etc* 
Farther to the left is a standing human figure in tow relief facing right with its arms 

bound behind its back and apparently in its hands the sign [ indicating that the figure 
represents Ta-Zeti (Nubia) conquered; compare Quibcll and Green, Hterakonpolis, n, 
pi. 58 and Petrie, Royal Tombs, n, pi. 3, 3 and perhaps 2. In front of the human figure 
are incised lines representing water. Behind the figure at the left end of the rock is a 
serekh which gives the name of King Djer, the third king of the First Dynasty, The 
facade of the palace is in low relief. Above it are three rows of incised dots, and above 
that (incised) a crude form of what is undoubtedly the hieroglyph dr, not unlike that 
under the right-hand hawk on the red limestone vase fragment from Abydus (Petrie, 
Royal Tombs, I, pi. 5, 12). At the top of the serekh is a crude representation of the hawk 
facing right, to which may perhaps be compared tire crude figures of hawks from First 
Dynasty pottery in ibid., pis. 44 and 45. At a later date someone has tried to turn the 
rfr-sign into an antelope by adding a head at the top left. 

I am indebted to Professor Cerm' for drawing my attention to the dots as an essential 
part of the serekh (see Petrie, Abydos, n, pi. 9. 205, now in the Cairo Museum, and 
Borchardt in ZAS 41, S5-6), and thus confirming not only that we have here the name 
of King Djer, the third king of the First Dynasty, but that some of the incised parts 
of the scene date from the First Dynasty as well as the parts that are in low relief. The 
rock is of soft sandstone, and easily marked. No doubt some of the incisions are of 
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later date. Part of the original central scene, as well as that above the boat and at fhc 

extreme right of the rock, has probably been deleted by the easy process of rubbing out 

with, another piece of sandstone. 

On the original scene have been cut several Middle Kingdom hieratic graffiti, via:,: 

(■) SlhMdLfe (*) hS-M'i1 
‘The Master of the Hounds Raffiebau’s (or Khehcbau’s) {son) Hetcpi/ 

already published by Sayce. 

In the bottom right-hand corner of the block is another hieratic graffito, also published 

by Sayee, but copied by him inaccurately: 

3- i 
‘The Master of Hounds Raffieba,.. (or Kheheba...).' 

Above and between the two city (?) signs, and below and to the right of the incised 

figure of a man mentioned by Sayce, is a vertical hieratic graffito—not mentioned by 

Sayce, unless it corresponds to his figure of an Egyptian sitting above the cart (?), 

below whom the name of Mentuhotpe is written— 

'Mentuwoscr’s son Mentuhotpe/ 

On the back of this same block of rock, facing south, are outline drawings of human 

beings, an archer, a cow, etc., and the following graffiti, which are considered by Cemy 

to date from the Middle Kingdom unless otherwise stated: 

5* -fii J w ‘The scribe Sonb,' 

6. <Wadj(?)hotpef.1 

7. 'Nebamun'(New Kingdom). 

8. ‘Anena Pendhout’^ {New Kingdom). 

Apparently associated with (7) is the largest outline of a man, facing left and possibly 

wearing on his head a crested metal helmet. 

On a rock above the block with the scene in relief on it are the following Middle 

Kingdom graffiti in hieratic: 

9. ‘..--Intef/ 

10. ‘Montuy.’4 

11. ‘Mentuhotpe’s son Intefi.1 

Nearby, on another weathered rock to the right of the foregoing, are traces of short 

hieroglyphic and hieratic graffiti. 

1 The animal, judpng by its ears and up-mmed tail in {3) and {igj can only be a dofj (itm), although it is 
nol found elsewhere jumping up as in (3) and (19), The first sign of the title, which is not dear here or in (19) 
seems undoubtedly to be mufti in (3). For the title ntttkx tsnt see fFfr. iip 75* 7. 

z Clearf but probably for j^p being a not infrequent element in New Kingdom proper names. 

1 See Ranke, Dtt Personennamen* ii2p 15. 

4 So far not attested; formed from Mn£ta bke ^ from Hr. 
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On another slab of rock, dose to that with the river fight scene on it, are the following 

Middle Kingdom graffiti (sec pi. IX, 5): 

12. Unintelligible. 
ac ? I? ? 

*3* ... . 1 - l $ Unintelligible. 

14. ‘The excellent scribe Mentuhotpe’s son Oker.’ 

15. (1) [ *f=$ ‘AmenemopetV son Hotep.’ 

16. Unintelligible. 

18. c^! 1.Mentufcotpe.’ 
19. | ‘The Master of the Hounds Khemi/ 

20. ‘The royal.Djedu.. .yeb.’ 

For graffiti 19 and 20 see pi. IX, 6. , 
On the back of this block is (21) a very weathered hieratic graffito which seems to 

contain the name Imeny. 
On the west side of the hill on a block of sandstone near the top of the hill is the out¬ 

line drawing of a large figure killing a smaller with a club and the hieroglyphic graffito: 

22. <l) Vfi<2) (New King*™)- 
‘The Scribe Patjuy. His sister Nubersetyt.’ 

The occurrence of graffiti at Hieroglyph Hill and Gebd Shekh Suliman indicating 

people with names as closely associated with the Eleventh Dynasty as Intef, Mentuhotpe, 

and Sebkhotpe, employed in the vicinity as officials on such settled pursuits as quarry ¬ 

ing stone for offering tables, hunting, and clerical work, suggests that we may have here 

evidence for the occupation of Nubia as far as the Second Cataract by the Eleventh 

Dynasty. The even earlier scene in relief depicting a fight round a ship must have been 
carved to commemorate the original First Dynasty conquest; and these occurrences 

so near the Middle Kingdom base of Ikn suggest that that base too may date back to 

Dyn. XI or even earlier. 

Atiri Island ...... 
In November 1945 a fortified Christian settlement was found on the island, with a 

small mud-brick church at the top, in which are traces of paintings including a robed 

human figure. Sherds include a coarsely glazed ware, possibly of local manufacture. 

On the east bank of the Nile there appear to be four X-Group mound graves, the 

tops of which are said to have been levelled during the reoccupation, to enable officers 

to pitch their tents on them. 

Akasha East , 
In the gravel on the 100 (?) ft. terrace, south and south-east of the old officers mess, 

have been found sherds of A(?> Group rippled black-topped red ware, and fine ware 

I It is hardly possible to read anything d*e than Ipt; if the tatter is correct, this is so far the only Middle 

Kingdom example of this common proper name- 
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incised with herring-bone and other decorations, also a green stone celt with a fish tail 

butt (Khartum Catalogue, No. 4753). This indicates an early occupation of the site. 

Gebel Purer^ Dakka {Dakki on map) 

On Gebel Furer there are petroglyphs of several boats of ancient Egyptian type, 
cattle, and a giraffe. 

At the foot of the hill to the east, and on the eastern slopes of the hill itself, fine sherds 

decorated with herring-bone and incised lines of dots and also with combing have been 

found, indicating an early site probably contemporary with the rock pictures. A chert 

crescent microiith and a small stone palette were also found (Khartum Catalogue, Nos. 
3887, 5263, and 5264), 

Map Sheet 35-M 
*Amaralt East 

A few sherds of protodynastie (?) black-topped red rippled ware have been found 
on the gravel south of the village. 

'Amaral 1 West 
There is a robbed Nubian cemetery with Kerma-Culture sherds about a quarter of 

a mile north of the temple. 

Gebel Abri 

On a slab of sandstone which has fallen from the cliff at the south side of Gebel Abri 

there are rock engravings—an upright human figure facing left wearing the Double 

Crown and carrying a vsn sceptre, and to the left a bull or cow with spreading horns, 

one of which has been utilized (by a later artist?) to give an upraised arm to the head 

and shoulders of another human figure, the head of which suggests a Roman style. 

Behind the Egyptian figure are two smaller figures, one of an antelope or cow with 

horns growing forward, and the other with spreading horns, On the extreme right edge 

of the slab are two concentric offering tables. Possibly the whole group is contemporary 

with the Meroittc temple of 'Amarah East that no longer exists. 

Abri Town 

In the District Commissioner’s office at the Police post there has been for some years 

the base of a double statue in black granite, with an inscription on the back containing 
the name of Amenophis III. It is believed to have been brought here from Sadenga 

(Suwarda?) by Crowfoot, and it has recently been moved to Wadi Haifa by the District 

Commissioner. It is hoped that the inscription will shortly be published by Professor 
Fairman. 

Over the door of a house near Abri school I found part of a sandstone lintel broken 

off where the cornice begins, measuring 132 X34 x ty-j cm., on which is a scene in 

which the Viceroy Hekanakht holding a fan kneels to right and left with hands raised 

in adoration of the cartouches of Harnesses II. I am indebted to Professor Fairman for 
deciphering the Viceroy's name and for transcribing the inscription as follows: 
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In another part of the same house was found the lower part of a right-hand door¬ 

jamb of sandstone, measuring 117 X34 X19-5 cm., containing the name of Hamakht, 

deputy of Kush, in the following inscription (for transcribing which I am also indebted 

to Professor Fairman): 

\J I 
..■VVL-JTWV 

^7 

i_'J n 

& 

Fig, 3 

These historic fragments arc on their way to the Khartum Museum. At first I thought 

that they had probably come from one of the temples on Sai Island, which are known 

to have been quarried for building material, and from which came a lintel and some 

blocks of the same Hamakht, now in the Khartum Museum, Catalogue No. 446; but 

the recent discovery of the name of the \ iceroy Hekanakht at Amarah \Y est by the 

Egyptism Exploration Society’s expedition under the leadership of Professor Fairman 

makes it possible that they came from that site. 

Sai Island 
On the watershed of the island about f mile south of the end of the hill there is a 

group of large low mounds, each covered with uniform white quartz pebbles and sur¬ 

rounded by a ring of black stones. On one mound the black stones predominate, and 

the white pebbles arc arranged like rays radiating from the centre. 1 hese mounds are 

clearly contemporary with the Dyn. XII-Kill tumuli at Kerma excavated by Reisncr. 

They were all robbed in antiquity and at least one, which measures about 130 ft. in 

diameter, was robbed again by the robber Abdclsamad from Lpper Egypt, who did 
F nto*s 
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so much damage to tombs in this area in 1922, Sherds of Kerma ware occur where the 

mounds have been disturbed. To the north of these mounds is an extensive Nubian 

cemetery, of probably contemporary date, which also has been much disturbed by 

robbers. 
In the sandstone south of the citadel is a New Kingdom shaft grave and a number of 

dynastic cave graves, all that are obvious having been robbed in antiquity. In a modem 

graveyard a short distance south of these graves I was shown by the 'omda in 1939 a 

cache of fragments from a number of statues which had been broken to pieces, burnt 

and buried, and disclosed recently by people digging a grave. The fragments, which 

are very incomplete and have been taken into the Khartum Museum, include pieces 

from a large black granite statue of a king, a small group of two figures facing inwards 

(possibly two goddesses protecting someone on a central block) also in black granite, 

a small statuette in dark-green stone of a kneeling man, a double statue of a man and his 

wife in painted sandstone, etc. With them was a fragment of charred wood with the 

hieroglyph \ on it. 
In 1937 Professor Blackman and Mr. Fairman found in the citadel the lower portion 

of a silcrete sandstone statue of Amosis I enthroned intact from the waist down, the 

feet placed on the Nine Bows. The front of the throne bears a hieroglyphic inscription 

on either side containing the king's cartouches. The statue was reburied in situ, pend¬ 

ing opportunity to remove it to the Khartum Museum. A head, wearing the crown of 

Upper Egypt, in the same material, and no doubt belonging to the same statue, was 

found by the 'omda about 100 yards farther south. It has an inscription on the back 

of the plinth containing the Horus-name of the king, and is now in the Khartum 

Museum (Catalogue No. 3S2S). 

In the modern Moslem cemetery of Adu, well north of the hill, was found in 1947 

a sherd of rippled proto-dynastic? A-Group ware (Khartum Catalogue, No. 5265). 

Wati'Q 
Fine sherds with incised herring-bone and impressed dot decoration indicate an early 

occupation-site on the gravel terrace north-east of the Rest House. 

Agula 

In March 1947 O. H, Myers and P. L. Shinnie found two Kerma-Culture sites 

(settlement and cemetery), the cemetery just east of a gravel ridge west of Agula village, 

and the settlement nearer the river and to the south of the cemetery. 

Gebel Delgo 
At the south end of the hill, where basalt scree falls over the sandstone, and graves, 

possibly Ancient Egy ptian or Christian, seem to have been cut into the sandstone, there 

are slightly lower down the slope a number of flat-topped cairns of basalt. From one 

of these cairns, which had been disturbed, had come sherds from a black-topped red 
pot with incised decoration reminiscent of Kerma Nubian and suggesting that the cairn 

may be contemporary with Kerma-Culture. Sherds of a red ware decorated with 

impressed dots and some microliths suggest that there is here also an occupation-site 

of even earlier date. 
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Sabut near Ceddi 
There are petroglvphs of Ancient Egyptian boats, cattle, etc., all over the sandstone 

cliffs which overhang the motor road where it passes between these cliffs and the river 

bank. At the northern end of the cliffs are several hieroglyphic graffiti, two of which 

refer to 'the Scribe Dh utmost and another scribe. Near them is a pctroglyph of a 

giraffe, possibly earlier than the cattle pictures, which suggest C-Group. There are 

later pctroglyp'hs, medieval horsemen with swords and dogs, and crude camel men 

(probably the latest of all). A lion with A*cuj- eyw . - - eyp*4> presumably dates from the 

Christian period. In the valley to the west sherds and late stone artifacts suggest that 

the whole area would repay exploration. A piece of vvorked sandstone, apparently from 

a doorway, suggests the possibility of cave graves. 

Tttmbus 
On the north side of the ridge of granite boulders cast of the quarry in which lies 

the well-known royal statue with a shattered head is an extensive cemetery. to which 

attention was drawn bv three uninscribed (Meroitic r) offering tables which had recently 

been excavated from a grave in this area by a local native. The cemetery must be partly 

New Kingdom, two Myccncan sherds being picked up by Dows Dunham and myself 

on a visit in December 1946 (Khartum Catalogue, No, S1?1)- 

Argo. Hag Zurmnar 
Sherds of typical Kerma fine black-topped red pottery and of Kerma Nubian ware 

arc to be found coming from the lower levels of the occupation-site a short distance 

south-east of the temple site with the colossal statues, indicating Kerma-Culture 

occupation of this site. 

Kerma Basin and Wadi KHo/Wt 
There are sporadic occupation sites probably belonging to the Kcrma-Culture all 

over the Kerma Basin and the Wadi Khowi east of Kerma. They arc easily recognized 

by piles of burnt red earth from the site of the hearth, which has been left slightly higher 

than the surrounding country by erosion of the latter. 

Bir ShetHat 
Just where the new- Sikkat el Maheila motor track crosses the Wadi Khowi north¬ 

east of a group of date-palms there is an extensive Kcrma-Culture occupation-site. 

Map Sheet 45-E 

Argi 
In the ‘khalwa* (bush-school) of Wad Shabbo there has been lying for many years an 

offering table of dark-grey stone measuring ryo by 60 cm. There are traces of a hiero¬ 

glyphic inscription along each long side, and between them the usual representation of 

loaves, baskets, joints of meat, and in the centre a wine jar: but the stone has been 

much worn, possiblv from use as a grindstone. 1 hut it comes from a grave in the 

vicinity and that Argi was a site occupied in Napatan as well as in New Kingdom times 

is suggested by the discovery of some robbed graves perhaps 2 miles east of the Nile 
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and not far west of the domed tomb (kubba) of Wad Idris, where fragments of pots, 

bronze awls, and a fragment of a scarab with a representation of a sphinx and Amcn- 

Re* and ‘MenkheperfFe1']’ in crude hieroglyphs (probably Dyn. XXV) were found, that 

had been left on the surface by the tomb robbers (Khartum Catalogue, No. 5123). 

Map Sheet 45-F 

Gebel Barkal 
For traces of four colossal royal figures cut in the side of Gebel Barkal in probable 

imitation of Abu Simbel, with a pair of cartouches (probably of Taharqa 688-663 B-c0 

and an inscription in hieroglyphs on the head of the left-hand colossus, see Illustrated 

London News, February 15, 1947. 

Map Sheet 45—C 

Hagar el-Menca {'Hagar el Meroe'), Kurgus 

In Sudan Notes and Records, 9 (2), 22, H. C. Jackson in 1926 reported the occurrence 

of rock pictures, a hieroglyphic inscription and cartouches, stated by F. Addison, the 

Conservator of Antiquities, possibly to be that of Tuthmosis III but more probably to 

be that of Shebitku (Shabataka), on a quartz rock near the railway line at Kanisa Kurgus. 

In June 1939 Dr, M, F. Laming Macadam wrote to me suggesting that this might 

indeed be the cartouche of Tuthmosis Ilf; I therefore visited the site and spent three 

days there in December of that year. 

The inscription is on the north-east side of a conspicuous quartz boulder just east 

of the railway line; the name means 'quartz rock* in Arabic and has nothing to do with 

Meroe. The inscription, which is not easy to see at first, has been hammered into the 

hard quartz rock. Fig. 4 shows what I w as able to record of it, but there is no doubt 

that much more could be made out by one well versed in hieroglyphs. The rock is, 

however, difficult of access, and since no expert has been able to find time to visit it 

in the eleven years since my visit, it is considered advisable to publish w hat can be made 

out of it now, pending a more thorough study in the future. 
There is little doubt that it is a boundary inscription of Tuthmosis I, reduplicated 

by Tuthmosis III, 
In the centre Amen-Re*, facing left, ram-headed and w earing tall plumes, seated, 

holds j and presents f to the beak of the royal falcon, facing right, wearing tall 

plumes. The falcon surmounts the Horns name of (apparently) Tuthmosis I, IG-nfjt- 

tttry-Mict, There is an undeciphered column of hieroglyphs behind the Horus name. 

Below are four lines of inscription. Dr. Macadam, who has not seen the original, sug¬ 

gested on seeing my transcription that the reading might be somewhat as follows: 

57CO (illegible) p 

— (illegible) 
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‘As for any Nubian who shall disregard this notice, my father Amun hath granted for 

me that... Amen-Re( and Atum,, ,his cattle. lie shall have no heirs Dr. 

Macadam comments that the word translated ‘disregard’ is used both of actual damage 

to monuments and of the overstepping of boundaries; and it seems therefore very prob¬ 
able that this is a boundary notice. 

Bdotv the four lines are apparently the cartouches of Tuthmosis I, ri-kpr-k;-rr, and 

at equal distances to right and left of the cartouches and slightly below them are (right) 

a lion facing left and before it ‘the Good God n-hpr-kt-rr\ and (left) a bull facing right 

forming part of the inscription ‘Amen-R£f, the Bull of his Mother’. All the foregoing 
makes a symmetrical layout. 

The reduplication of the inscription by Tuthmosis III has spoilt the symmetry' of 

the original, for owing to faults in the rock the subsequent scribe had to put the second 
version wherever the rock was good enough for inscribing. 

Immediately to the left of the central group, with the first two lines of the second 

version of the inscription appearing to form a continuation of the last two lines of the 

earlier inscription, is an almost exact copy, showing Amen-Re' ram-headed facing 

left, and before him the royal falcon surmounting the Horus-name of (apparently) 

1 uthmosis III II Ssl. Immediately to the left of the boundary inscription 
is the repetition of the Bull (‘Amen-Re' Bull of his Mother*); but the corresponding 

lion facing left w ith 'the Good God Mn~hpr-rf' is asymmetrically placed some distance 

above and to the right of the rest of the group (owing to the unsatisfactory' nature of the 

rock), and the symmetry' is further spoiled bv two vertical columns of hieroglyphs 

immediately to the left of the cartouche Mn-hpr-rf. Dr, Macadam was not able to 
decipher these two columns. 

In the left-hand figure of Amun enthroned, and in the upper lion (i,e, those of 

Tuthmosis III) the traces of red lines with which the scene was outlined by a draughts¬ 

man before it was engraved in the rock are dearer than in the rest of the scene. 

Another interesting point is that the technique and style of the cutting of the cartouches 
here is very like that of the cartouches of Tuthmosis 1 at Tumbus (cf. Leps,, Denkm. 

IIJ( S)» where also the craftsman had to deal with a hard rock (granite). 

In the extreme left-hand comer is a small inscription, probably a later addition, 
which appears to say something about ‘Nine (Bows r)’. 

On the east side of 11 agar el-Merwa are several other inscriptions and graffiti, mostly 

much destroyed by weathering. Low down on the north-east side is a small very well 
executed graffito in red. 

ill 

u 

On the western side of the rock (facing the river) are also several graffiti, traces of 
pink pigment indicating that there had once been a large inscription or possibly two, 
of which now only one or two signs are legible. To the right of this are traces of another 
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graffito in red, in which it is possible to distinguish the cartouche of Queen 'Ahniose, 

presumably the queen of Tuthmosis I, viz.: j ‘the great Queen ‘Ahmose 

repeating life' in one line, and immediately below —*■ \^accompanying the Ring 

in his goings.' , 
Down on the rivet bank* exactly opposite Hiigar eS-McrvVii, and situated where it could 

control the passage of boats through a bar of rocks, are the remains of what must have 

been an Ancient Egyptian mud-brick fort, presumably constructed by Tuthmosis I. 

The site is known as Kanisa Kurgus (i.e. Kurgus church) and judging from a mound 

of red brick fragments and Christian period sherds it did contain a church at a later 

date. But the size of the mud bricks (15 x8 X3t hi-) in the massive mud wail-—the 
north wall was 18 ft. thick where measured—leaves little doubt as to the real origin ol 

the edifice. The fort was approximately a rectangle, and measured 85 yards on both the 

river side (W.) and the land side (E.}. It is about 75 yards tong on the north side and 

70 yards long on the south side. There was a large entrance on the cast side and a small 

entrance in the north wall, the latter protected by a curtain wall; and outside the north 
wall there seems to have been glads protection. The west wall is protected from the 

river by stone facing, although it is now some distance above high flood level. 
Judging from sherds on the surface some of the cairn graves to the east and north of 

Hagar el-Merwa would be well worth excavating and may represent a Nubian cemetery 

of the period, if not earlier. The fort site itself hits been much damaged by people 

digging soil for top-dressing. 
This is an important discovery', for it seems to prove that Tuthmosis I advanced 

farther upstream and occupied more of the Nile valley than has hitherto been realized. 

Further, the occupation was probably maintained or repeated by Tuthmosis III. The 

strategic importance of the site is obvious, for not only would it control the passage of 

boats by river, but the land route from Egypt via Korosko to this part of Kush. 

Map Sheet 55-C 

East of Isjiabir 
A scarab of steatite (?), somewhat weathered, measuring 50 mm. in length, and 

inscribed with the cartouche of Amenophis III Nb-mm-rr mry-'hnn-Rr} the — in 

‘Amun’ being shown as a horizontal line, was presented to the Khartum Museum 

(Catalogue No. 3861) in December 1941 by Shekh Sadik Mohamed Talha, shekh of the 

Batahin kkut of Abu Dcleig. It was found a few miles cast of Isnabir (Lat. 15" 52' N. 

Long. 340 12' E,), i.e.approximately too miles east of Khartum, and although it has not 

been possible to visit the place where it was found, it sounds as if there were ancient 

graves there. 

Map Sheet 45-N 

Napatan (?) scarab from the Wadi Mugaddam 
In April 1945 ShekhMujedid Mohamed Mujedid, voaktl (omda of the Geriat,presented 

to the Khartum Museum two scarabs found near Umm Harot on the Wadi Mugaddam. 

Catalogue No. 4969/1 is of glazed steatite, and has on the back a reduplicated design 
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in which two barques containing the rope sign B are separated by two lotus flowers 

back to back, the whole surrounded by a border representing a rope. Catalogue No. 

4969 2 is damaged but appears to have on the back a crude version of mry-lmn-Rr in 

hieroglyphs. 

Map Sheet 55-J 

Napatan(?) scarab from Ko$ti 
When the new district headquarters was being built on a sandhill at Kostiin February 

1939, it was discovered that the site chosen was a somewhat eroded occupation site with 

Gebel Moya pottery dating probably from the Napatan period. 
In 1940 when the foundations of the new police stables were dug, a scarab was found 

and presented to the Khartum Museum by the then District Commissioner, Mr. A. S. 

Oakley (Khartum Catalogue, No. 3562). It is a worn steatite scarab, with ©c-8^ on 

the reverse, surrounded by a border, and may well be of Napatan date. 

Map Sheet 55-K 
Scarab of Shabako from Sennar 

A fine steatite scarab showing slight traces of blue glaze and measuring 37 rnm. in 

length was found bv Col. Topham, R.E., in October 1940 at the water’s edge on the 

west bank of the Blue Nile just downstream of the Sennar Dam. In this area (between 

the protection wall of the Sennar garden and the old river channel} various graves have 

been exposed and destroyed by erosion caused by the water from the dam sluices, and 

there is also an occupation-site with potsherds of the Gebel Moya culture. It is probably 

from this site that this scarab came: and it is important as indicating a settlement of 

Dyn. XXV date at Sennar. The design consists of a recumbent sphinx facing right 

with two feathers on its head and the sign ft for ‘protection* (?) between its paws: above 

its back ‘Amun’ in hieroglyphs. Below is the cartouche of Shabako Nfr-ki-n with 

a uraeus on cither side, above ^ (Khartum Catalogue, No. 3^43)- f his scarab is similar 

to, but rather finer than, the scarab (Khartum Catalogue, No. 1762) from Xapata 

published in Atm. Arch. Anthr. 10, 113 and pi. 42, 20. 

Map Sheet 66—J 

Doleib Hill 
Two fragments of alabaster which fit together and appear to form the base of a small 

cup were found at Doleib Hill, which is near the junction of the Sobat river with the 
White Nile south of Malakal, approximately 400 miles south of Khartum, and were 

sent to the Khartum Museum in May 1943 by the Rev. Don McClure of the American 
Mission (Khartum Catalogue, No. 4709). There is obviously an ancient site at Doleib 

Hill, and it is not impossible that future examination may prove that imports from 

Ancient Egypt reached as far south as this. 
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THE ANCIENT NAME OF SERRA (SUDAN) 
By ROSALIND MOSS 

In Mr, Arkell’s article on new discoveries in the Sudan in the present volume of this 

Journal, he mentions a New Kingdom rock tomb at Dibeira East, north of Wadi 

Haifa, which belonged to Dhuthotpc, prince of Serra,. When I visited this site in the 

autumn of 1946,1 made a rough copy of the inscribed lintel and jambs, and the follow¬ 

ing year Professor Fairman and Mr. Iversen kindly paid a special visit to it on their 

way to 'Amarah, and recopied and collated the texts as given above (fig. 1). The owner 

of the tomb, Dhuthotpc called Paltsi, and his father Ruiu 

were both princes of Serra, here written the sty le points to the middle of the 

ElffK C 
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Eighteenth Dynast}', and the feminine in ^ “ on the lintel strongly suggests Hatshepsut. 

This Dhuthotpc is evidently the same person as the owner of a stela found by Professor 

Griffith in the village of Serra East a few miles farther north, where he is described as 

the Scribe of the South ‘P-atst’, or Dhuthotpe, son of Ruiu, chief of Tehekhti, and Rena 

(Ami, Arch. Anthr. 8, 99, pi. 29, 2). A statue of a scribe Amenemhet, presumably his 

brother, with the same parents, was found at Buhen (Randall-Maclver and Woolley, 

Buijett, pi. 37 and p. no), and is now in the Khartum Museum, No. 92. Finally, on 

a block found at the same time as the stela, and now also in the Khartum Museum, 

No. 3739, is the figure of a [chief? of Te]hekhti Dhout, associated with the worship 

of Menkheperre* the great god in Tehekhti, identified as the site 

now' known as East Serra (Antt. Arch. Anthr. 8, 99-100, pi. 29, 4). But when the block 

and the stela were re-examined recently at Khartum, It was found that the sign given 

as o in the publications is really a plain circle o as in the Dibcira text; the variants of the 

name are therefore JljL (Dibeira tomb), (Serra block), and —(Buhen 

statue). I have not been able to find any other examples of this place-name, but in 

an inscription in the tomb of Pcnne, temp. Harnesses VI, at Aniba, we find a region 

on the east bank of the Nile near Aniba described as 
(Leps., Denkm. in, 229 c, 11. 9-10; Steindorff, Aniba, n, pi. 101; 

cf. p. 243), and it is tempting to connect this with Serra. Is it possible that the o is an 

alternative reading for © or 0 with the phonetic value of vtornwti Professor Fairman 

tells me that in a stela of the time of Ramesses III at 'Amarah, the name of Pesiur’s 

father Penne is written a . which would seem to support this theory, and it is 

rather unlikely that there would be two different places with such similar names in the 

same district. I suggest tentatively that the name of Serra should be read Tehnut rather 

than Tehekhti. 





Plate XI 

i. Khartum 5162, from Seim West 

2, Khartum 5261* from ^erra West 3+ Khartum 3725, from G- DabarSaah 

4. Khartum 3732, 1 ,mtel from ArgTn 

MEROITIC INSCRIPTIONS AT KHARTCM 
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FOUR MEROITIG INSCRIPTIONS 
By M. F. LAMING MACADAM 

The four Meroitic inscriptions published together in the present note are in the 

museum at Khartum. The first three were originally meant for inclusion in an article 

for this Journal by Mr. A, J. Arkell, recently retired from the post of Commissioner 

for Archaeology and Anthropology, and I am grateful to him for having, when he 

decided to recast the form of his article, permitted me to publish them instead, and for 

supplying me with photographs and details of provenance. 1 he last item was noted at 

Khartum by Miss R. L. B, Moss, who kindly called my attention to it, and all the 

inscriptions come from sites just north of \\ adi Haifa. For permission to include this 

I should like to thank the present Commissioner for Archaeology', Mr, P- L. Shinnie, 

who also supplied the photograph. The texts here given are in my handwriting: they 

are not facsimiles. 
1. Stela Khartum 5162 (PI. XI, 1) 

Upper half of a Meroitic funerary' stela of white sandstone, said to have been found 

at Serra West, 2 metres from the boundary' of sakiyah No. 122, and io metres north of 

the north-west comer of house No, 375’ The stela is partially cut away, leaving a flat, 

unmodelled figure of a man, on which the ears, breast, and tunic have been roughly 

indicated by incised lines. The upper part of the stone contains five lines of cursive 

Meroitic of late sty le. 

9/*fn 

iU} fiQ 

No I 

‘The revered Aretebikar, abrs mtele, the hbi, the drp in Pat. ,beqe{r). May the great 

and beneficent (?) god ever grant to him abundant offerings.’ 

Line i. The writer has transposed the signs ,*U/.Abrs is a title applied to Akinidad 

in his stela (JEA 4, 159 ff.), 11. 4- again in Mer. Imcr. No. 92, L 6, and to Tafiyi- 

damani in his Gebel Barkal stela (Boston 23,7s6* n- 4~5> from photographs kindly 

supplied by Mr. Dows Dunham), 
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Line 2. For mte Griffith suggested the meaning ‘second’ in Karanog, No, 17* Zyhlarz, 

Nub. Gram. 27, connects it with the title w.tT in the Nubian Sale of a House (P. Berk 

11277 “ Griffith, Nubian Texts, 54). The variants /4, V3/9 of the definite article 

appear so regularly after nouns and verbal forms in the enumeration of titles that one 

suspects them of being ‘appositive’ forms, i.e, that they indicate a noun in apposition 

or the conclusion of an attributive verbal phrase. 
Line 3, Tftyin is an epithet of Isis in Mer. laser. Nos. 85 and 133 and again in 

Karanpg, No. 76, variously introduced by 939/3- ^ qualifies mk ‘god’, but without 

prefix, in Meroe, No. 7,1,13, with reference to Amun of Napata. See also No. 4 in this 

article, hr. 
Line 4. Atepe is thought to be the Eg. ^3“ ‘ftmeral offerings', occurring in the 

terminal formula J {Karanog, 53; Zyhlarz, Anthropos, 25, 442). Mhe, var, mhe, applied 

to both bread and water, is now well known as an adjective meaning ‘abundant’ or the 

like. In the formula J another word takes the place of mhe, but this is preceded by 9<*j 

as mhe is here. 
is one of those all-too-numerous verbs for which we can at present render no 

more precise meaning than ‘give, grant’. At least it has the virtue of resembling the 

Eg- V, *!*■ 
The particle 9^» often written ^ (numerous examples in Karanog, 47), Is considered 

by Zyhlarz (op. rit. 444), following Meinhof, as expressive of continued action. Its 

separation here from the final /^— is understandable if unusual. In support of this dura- 

tive sense one may quote the final word berkeii in Mer. laser. No, 121 which Zyhlarz 

(op. cit. 435) has shown to correspond closely to the common type of demotic graffito 

containing the words m*f mn dy m-bth X (deity) ‘his name remain here before X*. I 

take this opportunity of pointing out that the root ber looks uncommonly like mar ‘be, 

remain, endure’, in Saho and ^far. 

2. Stela Khartum 5261 (PI. XI. 2) 
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'The revered Lapakhidave, patronized by the prince in Meroe, begotten of . .r, 

patronized by Nava, .ri in .. .khe (?), wife of the great pre of Amani (?) K. .bekefiaye, 

sister of .. .fi.. .kh (?) the King’s Son in Atekhe, patronized by Shapari (?),.of 

the strategus of the water (?) ...... The mlS.’ 
Meroitic: funerary stela of white sandstone found in March, 1947, apparently from 

the same site (Griffith records the discovery of Meroitic remains in rock-cut shaft 

graves of the New Kingdom at Serra West, Ann. Arch. Anthr. 13, 18). The stela has 

the figure of a standing woman in relief, wearing a skirt, coloured red above the waist. 

The base is 1 ft. wide and the stela 1 ft. $\ in. high. On either side of the figure are 

13 lines of cursive Meroitic, of late style and difficult to make out. 

Line 4. Apart from the usual expressions of filiation on the father’s and the mother’s 

side there is commonly a third relationship signalized by yetmdeU. This, if it is a 

family relationship at all, is not a close one, for if so it should be deducible from the 
numerous partially interlocking genealogies which can be constructed from the funerary 

inscriptions of Shablul and Karanog. Accordingly, Griffith used to translate it Tin of 

or ‘related to’. With the root mde one may compare mde-s, a word commonly appended 

to the names of deities to express a relationship between these and the person to w hom 

the epithet refers. Thus on the columns of the temples of Naga and Amara (Mer. 

Jnscr. 1, pL 23; II, pi. 6) King Natakamani and his family are variously called mde-s-l 

with respect to Amani, Aritefi (the Sun), and the god Makedeke. Zyhlarz (op. cit. 436) 

has postulated the existence of a suffixed s which refers backwards, and which is perhaps 

the same as the suffixed $ used in Meroitic as one method of expressing possession. 

Thus Amm mde-s-l, Anieh-l mde-s-l, Mkedeke-t mde-s-l, may be taken to mean 'the 

one who has Amani, the Sun, or Makedeke respectively as mde\ The same notion 

seems to be expressed by ye-t-mde-le, the latter being applied in funerary inscriptions 

to deceased persons with respect to mortals of high rank and importance. *1 he idea of 

patronage comes immediately to mind. Whether Zyhlarz is right in following up his idea 

bv connecting mde with the Nubian ut^6oy(n) servant, serv ice (Gnjjfith Slndits, 195.) 

is not yet clear, but I feel sure that ‘patronized by’ is the best attempt to translate 

ye-t-mde-le that has up till now been produced. 
Line to. Premntk, perhaps ‘great pre of Amani’, nearly similar to icemnitk ‘great we 

of Amani’ in Karanog, Nos. 47, 72, 75. However, in one of the photographs which I 

have used the word looks like premn-lh ‘great premn\ 

Line 13. For mis ‘wife’ see Griffith in Karanog, 68. 
Line 15. Peste, var. pelte, like pqr (I. 2), is a princely title. A certain Abratoyc, 

apparently the son of King Teqerideamani, is one holder of the title, and this appears 

in the Meroitic inscriptions {Karanog, Nos. 51, 52) In which he is mentioned. It has 

been pointed out by Griffith (Met. Inscr. II, 47, n. 5; Dodecaschocnus, 1, 118) that in 

Leps., Denkm. vl, 91, Gk. 317 this title is rendered /WiAewf Ai&wiraw] but 

since in the demotic graffito Philae 416, 1. 15, this same Abratoye is called ‘the King’s 

son’ it is worth considering whether peste can be a Meroitic corruption of the Egyptian 

pi si nm, This I think is highly probable. In the first place let it be remembered that 
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si sm', more exactly si nm< n Kts, was a title conferred in ancient times on the Egyptian 

viceroy of Nubia as a special mark of favour. To Egyptians in Nubia the viceroy would 

have been simply pi si nstc, pronounced, as can be fairly established from cuneiform 

transcriptions of these words separately in other contexts, psiinsi or psiemi, The Greek 

transcription Zlovoios (Spiegelberg, ZAS 64, 135 f.) does not render the argument 

invalid, for o in Greek transcriptions is a vowel of very indefinite colouring. That 

ififvrrjs should transcribe the Meroitic pcste may perhaps require a little explanation. 

Meroitic seems to nasalize its vowels before dental and guttural consonants (Zyhlarz, 

op. cit. 418) in certain circumstances, and in such cases writes no n. Thus the Meroitic 

equivalent of /IperStunj? becomes Arette, i.e. Are(n)d6tc, while J&wSoki? transcribes 

hike, kdke, In the former case the omission from the Meroitic of any indication of the 

accented vowel (to which the Greek falsely gives the value w) will be noted. It is thus 

quite in order to assume for pestSsome such pronunciation as pese{n)te and to postulate 

its equivalence to pevnjs, The addition in the Greek text of the words fiaaiXcio; 

AiOumatv very strongly suggests that i/Hcvttjs means pi si nsw ‘the Son of the King’; the 

only real difficulty is to account for the change of s to t. Without the explanation of this 

the conjecture must remain unproven, but it may quite possibly be forthcoming from 

some as yet unformulated rule of Meroitic Lautlehre. 

It may be added that the existence of local posies (c.g. in Akin in Karanog, Nos. 47, 

77) does not detract from the probability of the equivalence of peste, tpevrrjs, and pi 

s; In the times of Egyptian dominion over Nubia the title was not meant to be 

taken literally, and we should perhaps be over-hasty if we assumed that the Meroitic 

title necessarily implied royalty. 

Line 18. For kdisli > kdite 'sister1 see Griffith, Karanog, 66. 

Line 26. For mlele, of uncertain meaning, but especially common at the end of 

funerary inscriptions see Griffith, op. cit. 41. It is usually preceded by the terminal 

formulas ABC, but I am unable to discern them here. 

3. Stela Khartum 3725 (PI. XI, 3) 

if*} 
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'Isis! Osiris! The revered Qeyi. .i. .ftmakas, bom of . . .ikhlakhil, begotten of 

.. .etashibale, mother of the envoy Kadi..l in G..beqe, patronized by the mesn' 

Formula AB. 
Thick, round ^topped, sandstone stda, found at Gebcl Dabarosah by the army when 

making a road in August 1941. Nine lines of incised cursive Meroitic, of late style, 

below a roughly cut disk and uraei. 

Line 2. All the recorded holders of names ending in mk-s of whom the sex is known 

are women. 
Line 5, One expects the holders of names beginning Kdi to be women. Probably 

wc have here a female envoy such as Zyhlaiz (op. cit. 435) supposes to be the author of 

Mer. Inscr. No, 121. 
Line 7. For stele ‘mother’ see Griffith, Karatiog, 68. ‘Mem of Amaru’ is a title in 

Karamg, No. 105. 

4. Khartum 3732 (PI, XI, 4) 

Half of a Meroitic sandstone lintel from Argin, showing one side of a winged disk 

with uraeus, and inscribed with a funerary text in five lines of cursive Middle Meroitic. 

Various considerations indicate that the text is only half complete and that it formerly 

continued for the whole length of the lintel, 

/**££<*>'* ' Hbtfl 

.fM* ■ * tet 1 

[,**44> >f rj v"* 
v*/*t*n **i*[f*Mfj»»^ ] 

9[f]\ 

‘Isis the beneficent (?)! The revered [name and title(s)], begotten of Tametememc, 

born of [mother’s name], dske of the west (?), ds[ke of Mash (?)], patronized by [patron’s 

name or titled, the wide of the envoy.* Formula AB. 
Line 1. Oe-tnyin-qe-H, see No. t, 1. 3. The second qe, absent in No. 1, appears also 

in Mer. Inscr. No. 133, Karanog, No. 76, and Faros {Recueil Champollion, 570), No. 4. 

Line 3. Dske is a title in Karanog, Nos. 9, 37, 945, 103. Since three of these instances 

are ‘of Mash’ (Bes ?) it is perhaps this word that follows ds[ke\ later in the line. For 

tenke ‘west’ see Mer. Inscr. u, 12. 



NOTES ON THE INSTRUCTION TO KAGEMNI AND 
HIS BRETHREN 

By WALTER FEDERN 

Sir Alan Gardiner’s republication and translation of the Instruction to Kagemm and 

his brethren in vol. 32 of this Journal have once again drawn attention to this difficult 

text. With his general interpretation I find myself in entire agreement, but offer the 

following notes as a further contribution to the problem. 
I, i, Stake; Gardiner’s translation ‘submissive* in Davies, Tomb of Rekhmirgr, 88, 

seems preferable to ‘timid’. The laudatory epithet of a nomarch, mdt sndwd suggests 

that a superior to whom the sndte owes his prosperity was mentioned before the line 

firet preserved, Wn hn n gr\ according to Sethe,* ‘Open is the tent for (not “of”) the 

silent’, i,e. he is received as a friend. 
I, 2, For ivsh sP cf. Pt, 225. The sense seems to be ‘He is influential’. 

f’ 3 . Thi mtn is the counterpart of tndd mind In the latter expression, the way of 

someone else, not the subject’s own way, is referred to; the same should be true for 
tfn intnd ‘Refractory’ seems the best translation. I would render the whole sentence 

I iter all v as follows: ‘Talk not! Ready are knives against the refractory, without proceed’ 

ing, except for his fault*, i.e. they always lie in wait for him, but strike only when he 

commits himself. 
I, 6-7. Tr in l. 7 means, in my opinion, the time allotted for a course of the meal. 

The temporal clause jnot tr may close, not open a sentence. The idm n'f form of smfj 

may have had present meaning, like that of rh and sh;<} and, it seems, hm? ‘Wretched is 

he who is greedy for his bellv when the (allotted) time has passed. He forgets those ,. ■, 

etc. Retarding the orderly winding up of the meal, the glutton shows lack of considera¬ 

tion for his hosts—evidently a major social offence. 
X, 7--9, Ihf seems to denote the condition of body and mind after much eating.14 The 

two pieces of advice run in the same direction; seeing a companion eat will stimulate 

the appetite of a glutton, and seeing a companion drink will please a drunkard. If you 

sit with a glutton,’ eat, and his surfeit will have passed. If you drink with a drunkard, 

accept, and he wrill feel satisfied.’ 

1 Urk. vi r, 17, 19 = Janssen, Dt iradithnede Egypt ifckt autobiograjU v66r hit Nicmse RtjM, 11 Dq. 

1 Komm. ftr. til, iz& (*d § 607^). 1 *» 3641 12m 

* H'6. If, 176, 6; cf, Janssen, op. c«. It, Be; II, 10+-5. . . „ . . , , 
1 The meaning ‘the right wav' assigned to mtn in our passage by Wb. 11, i7h, S is insufficiently supported by 

the references there given; in Bnt.Mus. 372, 1 j, *NI hr mtn nn the for™ marks the 'way’ as pnmanly 

that of someone else who leads, and makes it ‘the right way’ only by implication. 

6 Cf- Gardiner* Eg* Gramm,, § 414* 4- 
* Cf- Erman. Ag- Gramm, (4th ed.)* f 303, n. 2; L^febvre, Gramm. Eg- doff,, 5 Ot>s. 

« Cf the late word [tfi ‘to fU] with* be swelled with*, Bnigsch, Diet* SuppL 905; cf, hJ7jfr id,, Diet. 107^ 

SuppL 916 ; frfn ‘meal'; Wb, nf z?ir i t-iz- m . , . 
* Who b not necessarily stingy, a3 the interpretation \Eat only when his appetite 1$ past would imply- 
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1,9-10, M idw r kef r-gs skn seems to me advice not to speak out in aggressive manner 

against the eating of meat when in the presence of a gourmand. It may be presumed that 

in Egypt, as in other ancient civilizations, eating of meat was restricted by religious 

considerations* ‘Accept when* he gives to you. Reject it not (sc. meat).* Compare the 

story of the Coptic monk Paphnutius, who converted a robber by drinking the repulsive 

wine to satisfy that sinner’s whim* For the lack of an object after ssft an exact parallel 

exists in Sfi. S. 20-1, sturd pzc dd n-k, 
I, 10. The 4$ passages with hu m in Janssen, op. cit. vi j, show that in the language 

of the M.K. the lack of an evil activity or bad habit was denoted in this manner, not 

freedom from subjection to the adverse actions of others.1 Srh 'reproach1, therefore, 

should be taken here in an active sense,4 ‘He who is free from the habit of reproaching 

on account of food, no word can prevail over him’. Not the words of other people arc 

meant, but the words that rise up in him but are left unspoken. He who has learned to 

repress his desires (11. 3-7), his aversions (11. 7-9), even his sense of propriety (!L 9-10), 

in the matter of food (where feeling is most elementary), will retain self-control always. 

1, it. IIrr need not be emended into htr, in view of the possibility* that Sethe6 was 

right in distinguishing the word (IVb. n, 438, 4. 5) from {Wb. v, 313-16), 

and in view* of the use of f as a phonetic determinative (ri)—perhaps to be discounted, 

as a secondary N.K. development, in pri,7 nri,7 and t?-mri7 but sufficiently attested 

for the M.K. in certain personal names.* Htr would be a hapax legomenon; hrr, 

though of unknown meaning, is not; it occurs in the form Imrr in the Pyramid 1 exts^ 

and in the Book of the Dead,10 where it denotes a quality that can be attributed to a calf, 

Grammatically krr is probably Old Perfective, attached to the preceding imf, A -hr-r 

‘onward to’ may be compared with dr-r-r ‘right down to’, Gardiner, Eg. Gramm. § 179, 

Dji-ib. which cannot be separated from ft'df‘to lag, delay’ {Wb. 1,388), is the counterpart 

to hsh-ib ‘to be quick-witted’, a quality warned against in Peas. B i, 212; dft-ib ‘slow- 

wittedness’, therefore, could be a good quality. The resulting translation ‘meek (?) to 

the degree of slow-wittedness’ may be more than a mere guess . 
I, 11-12, ’Em n 'pleasant to’ seems in the language of the M.K. to mean only ‘dear 

to’; there is no evidence for its meaning ‘kind to’11 like im-ib. Itm n-f fobs r motift 

i The form dif, so far from needing to be emended into the participial ditfr may be significant, "when he 

gives you * + .% regardless of the propriety of Hie invitation. 
* Zocga, Cat. 308-0 = StdmSotff, Kopt. Gramm, (znd ed.), p. 9*- 
a Janssen3? translation of his No, 4. §& m ki (Hainub. x, 10-1 i) as ‘free from being hated1 (llt 205-6) does 

not seem necessitated by the two parallel* refereed to, viz. Cairo 583, 5. hrmhr lrl trf nht imkt f hr vmyw, and 
pjm 244, di fkt +fmst mrtvtfi for fa in fa-/1 the dislike for him, inspired by hlm\ is no more intrinsic-ally passive 

than ffirwi in the mnut f of the Ptahh&tcp passage. 
* ,Reproach{inE)h seems the right rendering of likewise in Siuft lllp 42 (Janssen, op. cit, VI G 9), rm 5Wi 

frkr “there was no reproach of (by) a hungry one' (cf. Pyr, 386 a,b% n irfan rrP(r ir'O etc.) and Brit. Mus. 167s p 5 

(Janssen, op. cit,p vi D 26), n srh i 1 did not reproach the great ones". 

s Doubted by Gardiner, op. cit-, p. 4&9h M 6P 1. 
* Komm. Pyr. Ill, 141 (ad I 55^)l *97 § 649c)- * Wb. t, $32, 1; llh 279, H-14? V, 223. 

* Ranke, Pmonenrntment i> 82, 21; 293, iji 30% 23; 397, 21T 
» Spr, ziS, § 16w ff. 10 Ch. iog, it; ZMS 59- 19- 37* (*0- 

ii rfhc two earlier reference? of BT&. lp 79. it for the latter meaning do not prove it; they are tm-nH n ttvfcH 

"1 was dear to my mother*. Rue de Tamb. 11 =* Urk. l. i99> & = Janssen, op. cit. I E 1; im iri n Shtt-Hr "I was 

It £ JiWi 
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therefore, probably is to be rendered‘Dearer to him is one who is harsh (or who scolds )' 

than his mother1. This is another sign of self-control. 
II, i. The meaning of n-ib ‘high-minded12 seems to be ‘proud’ in the sense of ‘self- 

confident’^ (cf, Greek in Ep. Rom. 11, 20 and II Tim. 6, 17)- had 

the connotation of ‘success’, cf. Polotsky, Inschr. d. II. Dyn. 43 ff-1 Jb,A t6, 19^ 5- 
U; 2. The true meaning of the verb tin seems to have been ‘to be discontented .4 Iinto 

(IVb. t, 146, 1-3) means: ‘“discontented” passages', i.e. ‘difficult passages, unsatis¬ 

factorily explained by earlier interpretations.’ 

dear to the Cow-Goddess', SlUf. v, 13 = Brunner, Texie, 66, 13. Note also the passive character of the noun 

timt in nb imt, Janssen, op. dt, rv Ac 2-7; II, 177. 
1 Cf Suys, Fellah Pkddeur, 133, sd Paheri, pi, 3. The translation 'to chide’ Or ‘to scold’ fits all passages in 

which kihs occurs. Peas. Bt, 2*3-14, mkthfwkft tetr k tm spr bw-dm trk (a passage that has never been rightly 
understood) warns the hearer not to scold a complainant in order to avoid hearing something bad, but to listen 

to the end (cf. the stela of Mentuliotpe. 11-12 = Janssen, op, dt, it Bq 1). 
* Cf. Janssen, op. cit, u, 2t; he interprets it, however, as ‘cheerful’* 
J Not only in Pt. 32, m nK Ib k hr rfyh, but likewise in Pt. 178-9-im k ff“ ®‘* r f rht n k Im f hntw, if 

interpreted as advice to the underling not to fed confident of success merely because he knows that his master 
and model once started in as low an estate as his own is now. For ter ./ft, too, the rendering ’self-confident' always 

gives good results. 
* For the evidence cf. Gardiner in Rft\ trav. 33, sd Sin, B 4, 



THE THIRD DISTRICT IN TUTHMOSIS IITS LIST 
OF PALESTINO-SYRIAN TOWNS 

By S. YEIVIN 

A very large literature has grown up round the various lists of Palestino-Syrian 
localities engraved by the orders of Egyptian Pharaohs on different monuments erected 
by them, beginning with Tuthmosis III and ending with Sheshonk I.1 

Noth in his analytical and comparative discussion arrives at the conclusion that it 
is impossible to find in these lists any traces of territorial divisions, since as he puts 
it ‘Namen aus nachweislich derselben '“Gcgend” an sehr weit voneinander getrennten 
Stellen ein und derselben Liste auftreten koimen’.1 The last statement seems quite 
correct at first view; however, such inconsistencies should have led scholars either to 
a reconsideration of the identifications proposed, or to a revision of their ideas about 
the territorial divisions of the area under discussion. 

The author hopes to prove soon in a separate study the system of territorial divisions 
underlying Tuthmosis Ill’s shorter list (119 localities) of Palestino-Syrian towns as 
a whole, but this note has a much more limited purpose, to discuss only one of the 
medium territorial units included in that list, namely, the third district, comprising 

Nos. 31-49.3 
However, some general introductory remarks cannot be avoided. On a detailed 

analysis of the whole list it becomes quite clear that it includes what was to be later 
known as the Egyptian province of Canaan stretching from WadJ-I-'Arls in the south 
probably to the frontiers of the Syrian kingdom of Hamath {El-HammeJi) in the north 
inland, but apparently excluding the Phoenician coast from (north of) Acre northward, 
which formed part of another Egyptian province, D>kyA It becomes equally obvious 
that the Egyptian territorial divisions of their newly acquired Asianic empire Mere 
based on political units found by them in the conquered territory. The Palestino- 
Syrian part of the Hyksos empire, based on a quasi-feudal system,5 was apparently 
headed by the ruler of Kadesh on Orontes {Tell Neby Mind)6 as the most important 
subject-prince of the Hither-Asianic portion of the Empire. Under him came smaller 
units, which later became Egyptian provinces; thus the province of Pi kn<n (Canaan) 
was originally, it seems, the vassal kingdom of Megiddo, Hence, we find Tuthmosis 
Ill’s shorter list headed by the names Kadesh, the most important subject-state, and 
Megiddo, the centre of the vassal kingdom next to it in rank. This kingdom in its turn 

1 The latest collection of these monuments in J. Simona, Handbook for the Study of Egyptian Topographic! 
Lists Relating to Western Asia, Leiden, 1937? the latest analytical discussions in M. Noth, Die Wege der 

Pitaraonettheere in Paiustina und Syriett, ZDPV 60, 1S3 fT,; 61, 36 ff„ 377 tf. 
* Noth, op. cit., 192. * Sethe, Vrk. iv, 782 f, 
4 On the possible interpretation of this term os Par alia, sea-shore province, based cm the Human sey* 

( — water, stream), see my article on 7Vie Sepulchres of the Kings of the House of David, JSES 7, +!■ f thus 

take a rather different view of the extent of Djahy from Gardiner, Osvmastica, i, 145* f. 
* See, for example, K. v. Galling, BRL, s.v. Hyksos. 'vPezard, Qadesh, p. 17. 



Map of Tuthitiosis Ill's 'Third District’ of Palestine-Syria. 
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was divided into several districts, some of which may not appear in the list, either 

because they were not conquered bv force of arms or because they did not take part 

in the confederacy which originally decided to oppose the Egyptian invasion, or some 
other reason. The districts in their turn seem to have been divided into sub-districts, 

each containing a number of towns, even- one of which was the seat of a minor vassal, 

a wr (a 'great one’) in the Egyptian terminology.1 
In the shorter list itself we find that the first district, comprising Nos. 3-12, appar¬ 

ently includes Syro-Lebanese territories, for such names as can be definitely identified 

in it are in the inland Bak'ah. Such are Dbhw (No. 6), which is most probably the 

Biblical mo or nmQ;2 Rd-bf-m (No. to), most probably Biblical in the iorm in 
which it appears in the Ei-rAmarnah letters, later by less than one hundred \ ears than 

the list.5 The second district (Nos. 13—3®) includes the anti-Lebanon, the Damascene, 

and Transjordan; Ty-tns-s-q-w (No. 13) — (No. 16) most probabh 

El-Hammeh, c. 10 km. north of Damascus, on the way to Berut;4 Bt-i-ms-i-v) (No. 19), 

which seems to be the Biblical TH3;S and then a long list of names associated with 

the northern part of the Transjordanian plateau (including the Bash an, Gaulan, and 

Hauran). It includes Nos. 20 {21 ?)~30.6 
We now come to the third district, which comprises Nos. 31-49 of the list, in the 

following order: 

31. Rj-w-yst (rawisa) — ST1?.7 

* Tliis term seems to correspond to the Akkadian-Cuneiform political term Wfc. the man-ruler of a toum, 
a citv-state, very prominent already in the Mari documents (sec, for example, G. Dossin, Let archives iptsiotaires 
du palais deMari, in Syria, ig, 117—I. 25 of document. The author owes this parallelism to the courtesy of 
Dr. B. Mahler), and occasionally also in the EA correspondence, less than a century later than the list in 
question. It is quite probable that this term (wr) gave rise, by a process of 'degeneration' and scaling down - 
$0 common in titles and official functions, to die later Hebrew term brij E?*K (2 Kings 5,1; Job I, 3), b7111 illFK 

(2 Kings 4, S). It should be noted that Tuthmosis Ill’s longer list originally contained about 4“ names of 
towns, while the Gebel Rarkal stela speaks of 330 chieftains who took part in the battle of Megiddo (Yeivin, 

JPOS 14, 194 ff.; more especially p. 201). , 
2 ^ Sam, 8, 8; 1 Chron. t8. 8. Albright, AM 212, identifies it with modem Ba albek. This identification, 

however, raises many difficulties. , . 
1 Maislet has lately published a very detailed study on the problem of Lei?* -H ammat, tn which he supports 

the conclusion that it is a separate place-name, to be identified with modem ij}J in the n. Bak ah. He then 

rightly identified it with Rich' (E 31) of Poserur's execration texts, tahfpana of the EA letters (Nos. 53-4) 
and fijft'te-in-the-Forest of Amenophis It's stela, mentioned also by Raineses II. He did not, how ever, notice 
this possible identification (Maisler, BJFES 12, yi ff-v and more especially pp. 100-2), The problem of the 

province of Canaan is also discussed in that article- 
4 Nothing >3 so far known of the archaeology uf this place and its immediate vicinity. DuSsaud, Tafia- 

graph™ hisionqite it la Syrie antique et medieval*. 291. mentions the place, but does not say anything about 

its connexions with antiquity. rx .* 
* Mentioned toother with nit? (2 Sam. 8, 8) as a city of Hadadezer king of ?oba, from which King David 

took much copper. Possibly Ber^tin. south of Baalbek; see Abel, Geographic. II. 7* This seems to be identical 
w ith nnifia mentioned in Ezekiel’s description (E*. 47.16) of the northern boundary of Palestine, and associated 

there with fiammat and Sibrayim. This association, however, raises some doubts about the probability of 

AbeFa suggested identification, „ * ,. 
* For a detailed discuss iun and identification see B. Maisler* Unttrrud&ngen zur alien Gwkurkte twd 

EthnographicSyviens and PalSstim*, 1930.43 ff- ml 7^S 9, 80 ff, (Nos. 21-30); see also Abclp op. cib nt 8 f. 
t ]ud. 18, 4 ff. Later renamed Dan by the Damira (ibid,. 29), modem Teft-Z-jEty# on the spnng from 

which flows the Nahx Leddan, one of the three streams that join to form the Jordan. Jt seems rather doubtful 
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32, jHvs-dt-n (hasura) — lisn*f 

33, Pi-kto-n (pihura) ~ 
34, K-n-ti-;-ri-t-w (kunnarat) = rfljp.3 

35, Si-m-m(y) [or : (§amTana) = see below. 

36, '-ty-m-m (’tamm) = * 

37, K-i-m-n-; (kasuna) — JT't??j7-s 

3S. Sf-n-j-m-imy) (sunaroa) - Drill?.6 

39. M-{my)-h- ~n (musa’ra) = 1TK1?73.7 

40. *-k-s-p (’altsp) = r]®5X.8 

41. /£'-6-r-jw-7u(}’)_n (kb'sumn) = see below. 
42. T-t-ci-n~t~k (ta'anaka) = 

43 ■ ‘y-b-Ti-rt-mzc (vabra'amu) = 
44. K-n-t-ic-(knta ’asna) = see below. 

45. R-ti-m{y)-ri-ki (rtimaraka) = 1 
46. ct-rJy~n-t (ravana) = see below. 

to the author whether the place named in the execration texts (E 59) as 'wsy can be interpreted as 

a Transcription of as suggested by G, Fosencr, Prince tt pays d'Asie et de Nubie, 92, and accepted by 

Maisler, BidL desdL frist,jwu&j i {Cairo, 1946), 62. The transcriptions quoted in brackets are made in accor¬ 

dance with ihc rules suggested by Al bright > The Vocalization of tfte Egyptian Syllabic Orthography* 
1 Jos. tip 1; Jud. 4, z and elsewhere. Modem Tell tVakkdf (TcH'd-Kwlak)j sec J- GarsEimg+ Ann. At At. 

Anthr. 14, 35 If, The place is also mentioned in the execration texts (E 15); sec Posener, op, dt-> 73 and 

Maisler, op. cit., 50. 

1 Modem Tobak&i FafcL The place is not mentioned in the Bibleh but plays a part in the EA correspondence 

(letter No, 265}. It is also mentioned in the execration texts (E S); see Fosencr* op, cit,* 68^9 and Maisler, 

op, eit.p 47. 

I Jos. 19,45- Modem Tell rUT£ymth. For the archaeological exploration of the site see W. F. Albright and 

A* G, Ri>wt, ft;A 14, a$t ff-p especially pp, 2 S3-6, 

* Jnsr 4 9, 33- Modem HiTbeP^d-Damieh. Talmudtc sources already divide between 'AdtimI and Hemirekeb 
(Jen Meg- i„ i). For the possible connexions with the Ugaritic epos of Kereth see R. de Vauxh RB 46, 

362 fit. and BJPES 6P 34 fT; nd 3-4, 33-4. Whether the Hebrew form reflects a status const me tus fof a 

plural?) as suggested by de Vaus (ibid,, 36*7) or the m of the Egyptian form reflects a survival of m locatkvum 
or m of an old tamyitn is a question which cannot be dealt with here in detail, 

s jos. 19, 20. The equation Is already established by E Muller, MV AG tzt 16. Various identifications 

have been proposed; for the latest attempt to identify it with ElAjirb^h, or IJirbet Kay sun, on the head- 

wateri of Wadi Birch, see N, Zimballist, EfifPES 13, 31 IT, One thing is quite clear, however, whatever 

identification is adopted f£i£yon must be located somewhere in the plain surrounding Mount Thabor on 

the north-east, east, and south-east. 

* Jos, 19, iS and elsewhere. Modem S6U»t< Also mentioned in the EA letters (Xo, 230). This division 

explains the enmity between Shunem and Megiddo so well illustrated in EA correspondence; ct Alth PJB 

2os 3 5 ff* 
5 Jos. 19, According to Maisler it should be identified with TelT-n-NahL in the southern part of the 

Plain of Acre, north-east of Haifa (see Bull. des tf. htst.jvwest ip 49* n, 3)- The place is mentioned also in the 

execration texts (E 13)+ sec Poscner, op, cit., 71 f. and Maisler, op. dt*, 49. 

* Jos. 1 it 1; 19, 23. According to Maisler it must be identified with Tell Harbaj in the south-east comer 

of the Plain of Acre (near fCTar y*sldim)p Me BJPBS 6P 15S. lire place h mentioned also in the execration 

texts (E 11); see Posencn op* dnh 70 f- and Maisler, op. rit., 49- 

* j os. 12, ai; Jud, 5, 19 and elsewhere. Modem Tell Ttimh, 
10 Jos. t7, 11 and elsewhere- Modem Tell Bafameh, See j. Garstangh yoshua^Judges, 384 f, 

II Jos. igh 26 [in the territory of Asher). The place is so far unidentified, but the context of the above- 

men tinned verse excludes any location which is not in the Plain of Acre. The equation of the names has 

already been proposed by M. Multcr, MV AG 12, 17 - and sec below, p. 5S. 
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47. n-r-i-k (faka) — 13V-1 
48. Rtc-v-kd-d-i (rusa kdi) = [or: ^1P Ekn- 
40. K-r-y-y-m-n-t (krivamna) — see below. 

Proceeding to analvse this short list of nineteen localities we find that the first four 

are all situated along the Jordan, starting with Laish in the north up to Pehal, Hellen¬ 

istic Pella, in the south, and including Kinnarot, just above the south-west tip of the 

Nos. 36-S, Wp, Optf take us along the Wadi Fejjas (Klurbet-d-Damieh) to 

the foot of Mount Thabor, near the head waters of the Wadl-l-Blrch (Mirbet Kay sun.}, 

and farther south to the foot of the Lesser Hermon {Salem). 
It seems to the author that No. 35 ought to be a place connectmg the two lines 

mentioned above: (a) Laish, Hasdr, Pehal, Kinnarot along the upper Jordan \alley, 

and (b) ’Adoim, Klsyon, Shunem—branching off hne (a) towards the south-west. 

Indeed, we have such a locality in No. 35—Samana (Sam'anar). Looking for a like y 

identification on the ground we find that a short distance south of where the Wa 1 

Feijas falls into the Jordan there stands on a high tell the modern village ot El- L be>- 
divyeh f Abeydiyveh) guarding a ford over the Jordan on the famous Darbl-l-Hawameh, 

the highway which connected the Hauran, up the Wadi Fejjas, with Acre. ^ 
It seems likely that the tell of El-'Ubeydiyyeh covers the remains of ancient bam ana 

of Tuthmosis Ill’s list. It should be noted that this bam ana is probably identical 

with the SimKku (E 55) of Posener’s execration texts.* The latter contain quite a large 

proportion of settlements located in the Jordan Y alley.’ . , . 
It is true that Saarisalo* does not mention among the sherds he found during his 

examination of the teU of El-'Ubeydiyveh anything earlier than LB, but he himself 

. Jud . 3i Modem Tell Ftihhdr\ see J, Garstang, op. clt.. 353 f. The place is mentioned in the ™tion 
texts (E ^y. see Posner, op. dt” *7 f. and Maislcr. op. cit Sj> The ending of the name-rendered by the 
execration texts may represent some dialectic peculiarity; cf. the Greek transliteration of Acte. 
'* This has been identified with }la'i’-n-\rakuTah or some other point on the Phoenician coast; see Noth, 

ZDPV 61, 65; also M tiller, MV AG 12, 17- For the authors proposed identification see below, P-59- 
1 r Postner od dt ot Since this equation seems practically certain it vindicates the transcription of 

version ft of Tu’thmosis Hi's list (definitely .W-rfv, using the proper hieroglyph D 36 
.rart„rih_ ,i.e r\ as auainst versions a and e {Ss-m-mfyi-n-r, using hieroglyph D 38, which is eonrnionlv 

used as a mere iterative or al ternative of the » proper expressed by G 17) (see Sethe, Urk. W, 
given in the execration texts supplies us also with the etymology the name ^ is a ^eophoric namx 
on the pattern of bp®?, SKH? (?) (*ough these are n. pr. P- and not n. pr 1.) compounded with name 

of the (‘An), the mate counterpart of Anath (already suggested by Albright) rh.s would aUo explain 
whv die name of this place did not survive in Israelite times. Its pagan association led the Israelites to change 

it (cf. the shift from rbpa to 0^ in Western Judaea). 1 his may pos^bly be the Biblical ^ 

10 33) Saarisalo’a observations on the name [The Boundary behnm hwlw and A^ tHelsinki, 
o9’i”l seem to be unwarranted. The spelling Snm also disposes of the objections of M. Muller to the equu- 
[■ n with ^manias fsee MV4G 12 it), partly supported by the author {BJPES 2, t. 29), though he already 

equation of No. rS of Tuthmosis Ill's list with SbrUMOt* but the same applies to No. 35 underd^cussion), 
Since the spellings are equal but fur the added determinatives in No. iS. In the case of the latter both versions 

1 ^An S^hSrS^topOgrapWcal aspect of the execration texts published by Posener is given 

by B. Maisler in hi® above-mentioned article m Bull, des it. hat. !t 33 If 

s Saamalo, op. cit,p 71 ff. 
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observes that his examination of the scarp of the tell was rather cursor)1, and in view 

of the archaeological contents of all the tells in this part of the Jordan \ alley1 it is very 

unlikely that this tell does not go back at least to the EB period, if not to the Chalcolithic 

period. If the proposed identification be correct we now have five localities in a sub- 

district stretching from Laish in the north to Sam ana (;) (W. Fejjas), west of the 

Jordan, and Pehal, east of the Jordan, in the south, comprising the broad strip of 

valley enclosed between the Transjordanian plateau on the east and the mountains oI 

Galilee on the west. One wonders whether this sub-district is not to be identified with 

mentioned in the story of the conquest, as part of the territory owing allegiance 

to the king of Hasor,3 or nlll?-1?} mentioned as part of Y"IK among the areas 

devastated by Ben-Hadad during his invasion of Israelite territory' in the days of 

King Baasha.3 , 
Years ago Maisler identified this Sam'ana with Semumyyek.' 1 his identification, 

agreed to by Albright,5 has much to support it. Its main advantage is the continuity 

of references to it in Biblical and post-Biblical literature* This position can also be 

reconciled with the analysis given here of the third district in Tuthmosis III s list. 

For this purpose one has to assume that the enumeration of the cities belonging to 

the Kinnardt sub-district ends with the town of Kinnarot (No, 34), and bam ana heads 

the enumeration of the cities belonging to the second sub-district, giving first its 

westernmost town (No. 35), then its easternmost town (’Adorn!—No. 36), followed by 

the two intermediate settlements, Kisyon and Shunem (Nos. 37 other hand, 

the identification proposed here has the advantage of naming a site winch marks the 

southern boundary of the sub-district of Kinnarot on the west side of the Jordan, just 

as Pella marks it on the east side of the Jordan. That the neighbourhood of the Wadi 

Fejjas was actually the southern border of this sub-district is shown not only by the 

location of its second sub-district along the Wadi Fejjas westwards, but also by the fact 

that the fourth district discernible in Tuthmosis Ill’s shorter list seems to comprise 

the territory' later occupied by the tribe of Issachar (Nos. 5°^ or 50-9), and the 

northern boundary of that territory runs along the Wadi Fejjas.7 The equation with 

Samhuna (which supports again the reading Stmm, with a rayin) mentioned in the EA 

letters can be reconciled with both locations. For all that we know of Samh&na is that 

letter No. 225, written by Sum-Adda king of Samhuna, reaffirms its writer’s allegiance 

■ For surveys of die Jordan Valley between the Wadi Subbai and JisrM-Majimi' on both banks of the 
river see Ruth Kalntr and A. Bergman. BJPF.S Yin, 85 ff,; the triangle between die Jordan, the Yamiuk.and 
the lake of Gcnnezareth—B- Maisler. M. Stekelis, and S, Yeivin, BJPES iO, ff., 102 ff.; It. 34. wff.J 
and for the eastern Jordan Valley south of die Yaimflk— N. Glueck, BASOR Nos. 91 (Oct. iQ43)t 7«.; 

97 (Feb. 1945), 10 ff.; too (Dec, 1945). 7 ff.; 101 (Feb. 1946). 3 ff. 

* Jos. it, a. 
1 i Kings 15. m. See also Yeivin, 'Ere$ Kinnurol, 15 ff. _ 
4 MiisltT, BjFES l, 4, 1 ft; following Albright and Alt Kt also equated this barn ana of TumrnDsis list 

with the SotkOw of the eiveration texts (id.. Bull, da it. Mfl.jubtt, t, 60 f.). 

1 E.R. Albright, BASOR No. 81 (March 11741). P- "9. n, 15. 
* See note 4above; and cf. the LXX version in Jos. 19, 13, which reads EvpowV for jnlSf, associated with 

the north-west part of the Plain of Ezdradon. 
1 Saarisalo, op. cit., 154. He actually identifies the boundary line with the high ndge separating the Wadi 

Fejjas from the W adi Serrat to the south. 
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and obedience to Pharaoh, and requests the sending of an Egyptian rObis; another letter 

of the same vassal (No. 224) explains his failure to supply corn as due to the destruction 

of the crop (through drought?). Neither of these supplies any clue to the location ot 

Siimhfiiitt, The n tent ion of Sum-Adda in association with Sutatna of Acre (EA No, S) 

as the plunderer of a Babylonian caravan passing through Hnmatiim (Hannaton) in 

Canaan may be due to accidentally similar names. But even if we assume the identity 

of the two Sum-Adda's this association of the ruler controlling the entrance to the 

Wadi Fejjas, who would know of every caravan entering this part of the route, with 

the ruler of Acre, at the terminal of the route, would be just as likely as the association 

of the two closer neighbours if we assume the identification of Sam ana with Simonias- 

Simron. 
The second sub-district, already outlined above by the mention of the three localities 

Nos. 36-8, comprises apparently the fertile valleys lying among the mountains of lower 

Galilee in the east, the SahlM-’Ahma and the plain around the north-cast, east, and 

south-east foot of Mount Thabor, as well as the northern part of the Plain of Ezdrae- 

lon.1 If the sub-district ever had some particular name we are ignorant of it at 

present. 
The next three nairies, MiS’ai, and Kb^ Swm7it take us to the next western 

part of the third district, lying in the south-eastern portion of the Acre plain. The first 

two are to be identified with Telt-n-Nahl- and Tell HarbajS respectively. As to the 

last-mentioned locality it undoubtedly represents one of the numerous Ceba s of 

Palestine compounded with a second name for purposes of differentiations In view 

of its association with the two preceding localities the author is inclined to identify it 

with Tell'Amr, lying at the entrance of the gorge through which the Kison emerges 

into the plain of'Acre. This has been identified recently by Maisler as Gaba (of the 

Cavalry) mentioned by Josephus.* It is not known how it came to lose its predicative 

indication of Stvmn, nor is the exact connotation of the latter known. It may possibly 

be a transcription of alluding to the olive oil, for which the whole of Galilee was 

so famous in later days,6 

* St-t helowK p. 60, a Sec p. 54, n* 7 3 Set; p. 54, n. 8. 

3- 

aid their identifications and localisations (mainly in the Valley of Beth-Si* an and the south-west part of the 
Plain of Ezdrselon) will he given in the author's forthcoming detailed study of the whole list. Maisler, with 
whom this article has been discussed, accepts now the identification proposed here. , . 

* Cf. Dent, 33, 24 describing the domain of Asher (in which this territory was to be later included!, n 
later times the whole of Galilee was renowned for its dive oil; see S. Klein, V?3it pX. p. 143 (quoting post- 

Uiblical sources). Note that the map of Carmel in E. v. Muelinen. Beitragc zur Kmztnm faKatmd* {/.DPI 
3i, foil, p. =58), Shows near Tell Harbaj, between it and Tell 'Amr, a very small mound <ir> the plain) marked 
as Tell'-s-Semen, The author dismisses it with half a line,'.,. ttarbadxh, neben dan der kleine Tell «-■ *■«« 
sich bcfmdet' (p. til), Abel, Graphic, ll, 13. thinks of a possible identification with her Swmn; this, 
however, is out of the question, since die she represents only a (Byzantine) settlement (Dr Maisler, oraJk). 
The mound is not marked on some recent maps, nor is it in the latest list of arcbaeologiaiL sites published by 

thi Dept, of Antiquities [Palettine Gazette, No. 137S (a* N*r. t944>. Suppl, 2, 1219tf-k Nevertheless, the 
name seems to point to a survival of the old predicative indication Sterna in the neighbourhood, 

BJO04 1 

* 
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The fourth sub-district, comprising three names, namely, Taanach (No. 42), Iblcam 

(No. 43), and Knt’snr (No. 44), encompasses the south-east comer of the Plain of 

Ezdraelon, at the headwaters of the Kison, contiguous with the second sub-district 

on the south-east, just as the third is contiguous with it on the south-west. The first- 

mentioned two localities, marking most probably the north-west and south-east limits 

of the sub-district respectively, have been identified long ago.1 The third-named town 

presents, however, some difficulties. 

It is not mentioned in the Bible, but its name occurs in the EA letters (EA 319, 5) 

as Gintiabia.x Two more place-names are mentioned in the same vicinity in con¬ 

nexion with the former name, namely, Ginti Padaila and Gina. Gina is most probably 

to be identified with the post-Biblical ‘'Pi ( — Pumj), which is the Biblical Beth- 

Haggan, modem Jenin.3 It seems to the author that the first and third names refer 

to one and the same place.* This may be due to an original bipartite (or tripartite) 

division of the locality, analogous to those proved by Maisler to have existed in some 

Palestinian and Syrian settlements.5 It is possible that at the time of the Egyptian 

conquest the principal settlement, the seat of the local feudal chieftain, was Ginti~ASnat 

and that therefore the locality appears under this name in Tuthmosis Ill’s list. Later, 

another of the component settlements, namely Gina, rose to power, and its headman 

w as made the local feudal lord. This could have been done by the Egyptians as a result 

of the untrustworthiness of the Ginti-Ahta chieftain,6 or may have been due to some 

other reason. In any case, with the rise of the Gina ‘quarter’, the town came to be 

called Gina = Beth Haggan, and in the course of time with the fusion of the separate 

‘quarters’, the other name dropped out of use and was forgotten.7 If this assumption 

be correct, the third place-name in the fourth sub-district is to be identified with Jenin 

in the south-east tip of the Plain of Ezdraelon, the centre of a fief embracing that part 

of the plain and the ascent of Gurt between the territories of Shunem, Taanach, and 

Ibleam. 

The fifth and last sub-district of this district comprises five localities, Nos. 45-9® 

Of these only one is definitely identifiable, namely, No. 47—Aka, which must be 

the well-known port of Acre. 

This takes us to the shores of the Mediterranean. It would seem, therefore, that the 

last sub-district of this district is also situated in the Plain of Acre, but does not include 

the south-east triangle formed by the third sub-district discussed above’ 

Indeed, the first place-name in this sub-district. No. 45, has long been equated 

with ’Allammelek, a town in the portion of Asher.10 Some years ago Maisler rather 

hesitatingly suggested a possible identification with Tell'-s-SfibaU1 The author would 

prefer to identify it in a more northerly situation with either Tell Khan or Hirbet Ba'uk. 

1 See ft 54, nn. g and m. 1 Knudt3*>n> op, eit.T 1352- 31 Ibid.* ijii+ 
4 Albright"* recent attempt to identify Ginti Padaila with Jat (seer Albright, BASOR No. 104, pp, =5 f) 

probably identical with Ginii-Krrmilr receive* now new support in GrdsclofF and Maisler1s study of Shcshortk’s 
list * Maisler, Hebron* Oinahurg Volume* 3toff. 

* Cf. EA 350, which speaks of the treachery of the chieftain of Ginti Fadalla (Knudtoon, op. tit, 1311)+ 
t As, fur example„ m the case of Hebron j sec Maisler, Dinaburg Volume* 316ft. 
1 See above, p- 54 and n. 11 mt p. 55 and nn. 1-2. See above, p. 57. 

ia See above, p. 54 and n, it, 11 Maisler, BJPES Yir 158. 
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No. 46 represents a place called something like ]'U, hence obviously situated on a 

rather substantial spring. 
The large springs in this part of the Plain of Acre are those associated with Tell 

Kurddneh, feeding the Nahr Nu'man and the extensive marshes on its banks. The 

author has little hesitation in proposing the identification of No. 46 with Tell Kurddneh, 

It is true that Maisler has already proposed a very plausible identification of Tell 

Kurddneh with Aphek (of Asher).1 But such change of names need not surprise us ; 

there is a case of a reversed change in the Sharon, where Aphek of pre-Biblical and 

Biblical days is known now as Rds'-l- Bin 2 
No. 48—Rasa Kds, which must correspond to a form like BHp 27KH (or perhaps 

eriT]? PKl) —has long ago been identified with Rd f-rs-Naqurah, the bold promontory 

jutting out into the Mediterranean, where the present frontier divides Palestine from 

the I .ebanon* It is true that so far no ancient teU has been reported from the neighbour¬ 

hood, but on the one hand western Galilee is one of the archaeological I v least-explored 

regions of Palestine, while on the other hand such a locality may not hav e been a large 

settlement; it may have been a small fortified place occupied by the local chieftain re¬ 

sponsible to the ruler of the sub-district, whose centre would have probably been at Acre. 

Another possibility which should be considered, and is more likely, is an identification 

with the north-west tip of the Carmel range, to which sanctity had been attached from 

the earliest times. This, too, has already been proposed long ago.4 In this case there 

is at least one tell which may be identified as the settlement bearing that name, namely, 

TelF-s-Samak, on the sea-shore, where the shore line of the Bay of Acre takes a turn 
to the south. The current identification of TeW-s-Stmak with feikmonah of the post- 

Biblical texts need not necessarily militate against the identification proposed here, for 

the name Sikmonah is not mentioned before the first century a.d.,s and the earlier 

name of Ros-Kodes may have been changed by any one of the new conquerors who 

possessed themselves of this area in the course of the intervening years.6 

The last name on the list (No. 49) of the sub-district under discussion is Kriyymn. 

As far as the author knows, no identification has ever been proposed for this place. 

With all due hesitation he would like to suggest an equation w'ith a name which, 

although occurring only in one late text, seems to be of Semitic derivation. This is 

Calmnon, mentioned in the list of road stations of the fourth century A.D. It is stated 

there to precede Sycamona, when proceeding from Acre southwards, and to be situated 

at a distance of 3 miles from it. If Sycamona is to be identified with Tell'-s-Samak,7 

Calamon must be located somewhere in the easternmost part of modem Haifa. No tell 

1 Jos: 1pp 50, Set \1 rider, BjfPES 6„ 151 ff, 
3 This Aphek appears in Tlithmosis* list in the form of 'p$n (No, 66) in its appropriate place, 

3 See above, p. 54 and n. 2. 
+ Abel, Geographic, uP 13; and others 
* M+ Avi-Yonah, Map vf Roman Palestitie*, 7. 
* It js true that Abel does not report any sherds earlier than lr 11 on tins tell (on the basis of Jirku^ state¬ 

ment in ZDPV 163), but without proper excavations it is difficult to be sure that the site was not occupied 
before that period- Thus, for example* Ganstanp rep°rtcd MS find® in a small trial trench outside the city wall 
of Ayh while the excavations of the tttt have definitely established the fact that the site had not been occupied 

between the end of EU and the early phase of lr 1. F See above. 
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is known in this neighbourhood, unless it be Tell Abu Ha&tgm, which seems archaeo¬ 

logical! y unsuitable since its occupation begins only c. the fourteenth to thirteenth 

century B.C.1 It has been assumed* that the name derives from a Semitic fllObS, mainly 

because in the neighbourhood of its assumed location there is a Wadi Salaman, which 

was thought to have preserved traces of the original onomastic tradition. If, however, 

the author’s suggestion be correct the original name must have been ]TS*?p (from the 

= reeds), a name quite appropriate to the flora of the rather marshy vicinity.3 

In summarizing it is possible to say that the third district in Tuthmosis Ill’s shorter 

list probably corresponds roughly to what was later the kingdom of Hasor; and it would 
be safe to assume that the ruler heading this province was the king of Hasor. His 

kingdom-district comprised five sub-districts, the first and the fifth having each five 

fiefs, and the second, third, and fourth having three each; that is, if wpc accept the 

author’s identification of Sam'ana. If we accept Maisler’s identification4 then the first 

and second districts contained four fiefs each, the third and fourth three each, and the 

fifth five. 

Proceeding from the north-east southwards and westwards the first sub-district was 

apparently all KinnarOt,s with its sub-district chief—the king of Kinnarot. The local 

fiefs were Laish, probably ruling over the northern valley of the Huleh; Hasor (as a 

local centre, apart from being the metropolis of the whole district), lording it over the 

southern Huleh and the plateau about the modem Jewish settlements of 'Ayyelet- 

hassahar, Mahanaim, and Ros-Pmnah; Kinnarot (as a local centre, apart from being 

apparently also the centre of the sub-district), dominating the valley later known as 

Ginnesar and the coastal strip on the west of the lake to the effluence of the Jordan 

from the lake; Pehal-Pella, the centre of the eastern part of the Jordan Valley from the 

lake southwards as far as the Wadi Yabis most probably including the lower valley 

of the Yarmiik; and fWi'an, ruling the western Jordan Valley between the lake and 
the Wadi Fejjas. 

The second sub-district stretching across Lower Galilee included three (or four)* 

fiefs: ’Adomlfm), which from its naturally fortified prominence dominated the fertile 

lands of SahP-l-'Ahma; Kisvon, ruling the fertile plain round the foot of the Thabor 

and the head of the Wadi Bireh; and Shunem, which lorded it over the northern part 
of the Plain of Ezdradon. 

If, however, Maisler’s identification of Sam'an be accepted in preference to that 

proposed here by the author,7 then the western part of the Jordan Valiev between the 

lake of Gennezareth and the Wadi Fejjas is to be assigned to the territory' of Kinnarot, 

1 Hamilton, QDAP +, 8 ff. 1 M, Avi-Yorah. op, cit., 6 f. 
1 With all due reserve the author suggests a possible identification with Tell AbtI Mvdaaumt, near the 

\.'ivc Sfl^nSn quarter, in the valley (Muclinen, ZDPV ji, 37 ff. and the figure on p. 38). Nothing is known 

archaeologicfllly of this utl, and it would repay exploration, Muctinen Tikes it to be a natural limestone 
hi]lockr The possibility of yet another explanation of the name i& nut excluded by the Egyptian trtmsUteri- 
ti-mn. This, may be derived from (ace, kaiuma—child, lamb) ; ef. the royal name Kalamu(wa) nn the stela 

from Zenjirli. It would then have to be transliterated—pJaVs (and not as above). See also p 62, n. a. 

* See above, pp. 56 f * See above, p, 56, & See above, p. 56, 
7 See above* pp. f,h f. 
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in addition to that assigned to it above,1 2 while the northern part of the Plain of 

Ezdraelon is to be divided between Shuncm (the north-east plain) and Sam* an- 

Simonias (the north-west plain, round modern Nahalal together with the valley of 

Netofah:) - 

The third sub-district embraces the south-eastern part of the Plain of Acre in a line 

stretched more or less along the right bank of the lower course of the Kl&on, with 

Gaba of the Cavalry (at Tell idmr), in the east, defending the western entrance to the 

gorge of the Klson and ruling the eastern extremity of this part of the maritime plain; 

’Aksaf, leaning on the foot-hills of the western range of Lower Galilee and ruling the 

northern comer of this stretch of plain; and ^Iis’al (at TeW-n-Nahll), dominating the 

central stretch of this part of the plain between the river and the first patch of marsh 

some distance to the north of the tell. 
This was probably the kingdom of ’Aksaf, for though both Mis’al and ’Aksaf are 

mentioned in the execration texts and in the Bible, only ’AkSSf is indicated as a royal 

residence both among the vassals of the king of Etasor3 as well as in the final enumera¬ 

tion of the conquered Canaanite kings* 

The enumeration of the sub-districts so far proceeded from the east westwards, from 

the first sub-district to the second, and from the latter to the one next adjoining it on the 

west—the third. Before proceeding, however, to the westernmost sub-district, the list 

puts on record another sub-district (the fourth) adjoining the second—on the south, for 

which purpose it has to return to the south-east corner of the Plain of Ezdraelon. Here 

we have the kingdom of Taanach,5 with the fiefs: Ta'*nak, in the north-west corner 

of that stretch of the Plain of Ezdraelon, ruling the lands on the upper KlSon; Ibleam, 

in the south-east part of that territory, dominating the north-east corner of the Plain 

of Dbtan [SahV-l-Arrdbak); and Knt'sn: - Jenin, north of it controlling the south-east 

tip of the Plain of Ezdraelon and the territory later known as Ma'aleh Gur.6 

The fifth and last sub-district is the par#liti of the province formed by two triangles 

based on the western foot-hills of Lower Galilee and western Carmel respectively, and 

meeting with their apices at Acre. Thus we begin with ’Allammelek (probably at 

Tell Kisan)t between the Nu'man and the Halazun ruling the central plain of Acre. 

Next on the list is a certain rfyjjyn ( = ’Ayana), which the author has identified with 

Tell Kurdaneh, dominating the basin of the Nu'man. These two points mark the basis 

1 Set above, p. Go. 
- This valley (SahlM-Batten0 contains some uHs which seem to contain LB and also MB remains. If 

7V/ Bvdmziyyth is really the site of Hannaton then we know by name at least one of these settlement^ since 

Hinnattrm is mentioned in an EA letter fNnr 8; Knudtzonfc op. cit,+ 85 if,; 1027} as the site of a breach of 

international law, where the caravan of a Babylonian merchant; was attacked by subjects of the kin^s of Acre 

and Sam'an (?), its owner killed* and the goods stolen (sec also above* p. 57). 

* Jos. ii, 1. * Jos. 12, 20K 

f Cf. Jtid. i9s where TfrE Vi "]1LTQ seems to denote a territory rather than a name of a io\\n, which 

is lo be computed wich Ps. 83, 10-1 ip when: the defeat of and Yabln is vaguely localized on the bmok 

of 3>t3on f]Wp Vn33) as contrasted with a definite indication of place-names in the localization of the defeat 

of the Midianites by Gid'on ifEin-Dor and "Adamah). 

2 Ivinas 9, 27; possibly to be identified with the Gurra mentioned m the Taanach letters; see B, Hrom>\ 

Tdl Taamk, 113, m; pL 10; Moistvt;Sef*r Klautmr, 1937, 56-8+ 
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of the first of the two triangles to which reference is made above. Next comes the apex 

of this triangle at Acre, the great maritime port, and undoubtedly the centre ol the 

sub-district, which is to be identified with the vassal kingdom of Acre, From there the 

list proceeds to the westernmost point of the second of the two mangles to which refer 

ence is made above, namely, to R5S Kodes [or: pdos; KM\t at the north-west 

tin of the Camel range, possibly to be localized at AM-*1 "hich lorded it most 

probably over the strip of plain west of the Carmel (and the tip of the plateau:), perhaps 

as far south as the Wadi Tireh. Last on the list is the eastern end oi the base line of 

the second triangle, at Kakmon (Kriyymn), which ruled over the coastal plain at the 

southern end of the bay of Acre and the strip of plain south of the Kison, perhaps as 

far east as the gorge of that brook,2 . e 
This survey brings out most plainly the fact that the Bronze Age population or 

Palestine kept to the plains and valleys of the country with incursions here and there 

into the larger valleys between the mountains contiguous with the plains (as in the case 

of Sahl'-I-’Ahma in the east, or the Valley of Dotan in the south). It was left to the 

Israelites to reclaim the mountainous districts, settle them, and draw them into the 

orbits of the civilization of the country. And thus we find later that such districts are 
named after them; for wefind in the Bible D'lSXiHX 'K.H'K.Tfnt X,, 

but we never find ">3X pX ,p 'X .TOE®’ 'X ,pWl 'X ,p*W 'X.for these d.stncts w ere 

settled in pre-Israelite times, and were probably known by their older appellations ' 

It would be a very instructive study to compare the list of kingdoms figuring in the 

narrative of the Israelite conquest (in Joshua and Judges) with this list of Tuthmosis 1 , 

with a view to finding out the changes in the political map of Palestine during the 

fifteenth to thirteenth centuries b.c. under the Egyptian domination and during the 

early penetration of the Israelites into the country. This must, however, be reserved 
for some other occasion, following on a complete analysis of the political-administrative 

aspects of the whole of Tuthmosis Ill’s shorter list of towns, 

i Kirsfs* * “>ijentjficd "ith at *•hMd °f ,r** "hetihe 
archaeological corner is f.voumble to this soggestl™ <xs against the identical ton propped above, 

P' " Denuu}34, Jud. 1*. iS; W- «, si; « Sam. i3, 71 Is. S. z3; i Kings ,S. « r«pectivdy, and many 

other references. 
4 Cf., for example, the above-mentioned case of Taanach (p. oij. 
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rrrJ^ WT\Xt^ a£ Or ^fvtflrrL^ J“?L ^kl U*Jht e| A '5^ | J i Jr riFiSI 

^=» ^3 ^ J |. tJEjta *=* * W frtj TrMth -vrurHL o^, t+rflt -^ff+ -<& - 

27 RtbWM ^. 28, Vw: i 

M q,tSST*SlSn%^^^1^^-V,ISe!.‘«XJ 
2^+dl ^ -fcf^ PtVtMA ^ ^tijb j ±rJJk wrvrW Uwft p| ijlt 

-wLj tfJiirMk J£fli*^7v cunr^i ^ft+t- 2> *r4 C-| fcti t<rV7\,, P 1^ J 3£f T'? ; 
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-tAjs. blih 

tMA* 

EiSlj2Zi#iai T4 QdXvt -tALt n Hx+^l 

-£o a JXttU W -tilt Jb<A-bflirv ttrAen, |iXo44j^Ai^ ^ttA^nl-- fjfrb- 

4>t(t+ S HZ Li^ffnhj, 78 h, 1Z ^ 2 4/j MrA#" A ***^4 p WAi^tt, -tAl iwAj&Xe ff| tff -cAjl , 

As'n/iUXaJt^j w Cfet* fA*( il^t G oJ^DU^t 1 „ „ * „ , '^C&rst 

-Urt^J a*L iJlt -C^ h|^-i (xXih^£ UiU^fcjb OA&X -fcftt JieLf W JbcHiJl- 

J....i it vTJifcr -f^JEfiv hjvhpv TvytHr. J"| t^iz i^j|e§e'>v££ Xir ^ ”Xuj ji 

frM -foxtj <*rk& urW , *| ttU4fa£,X* X< 4jub*^( |*r -(At (cjj, f fljj 

'HJjwX^ O-^ci -Ell&r |*-f -t^4 ^Al YMU^r. 

30. ATyfrtAfc* <rr\JyiojnJU Jbtt olmK n. 20r 

3L R&<u£l^ [a] ( ? f^nlXlt HU-CL*/^ 0-| Q . 

32. Xipaxx^ ot^ij uj ^T! 0 TlX '(Ayt <LtC Jth' d ■tAi tifTi^V^Tyri^ Ej^ twXuixX 

<^4L*t4 |li*“)^-fefJL ” ’ E.m,iso,3 q JU,tL*^Ls<« JU.:4M 

IS m i ??. AJ il ^ ICfHe cit K^j C jiBei tf. |i« ™ibL u jU- 

dUtflf* ^ StJa* & Jj'fki &A XlWlJS teU$> YnClArtVJ E-ST*£if,3r We tA^riiC CaxLlie 

^dlx cAjo^x ^ 4tf ^ 'Aw ; t| ^l1- ■ Kw a^jst, Atvtv. Sew: 4*3J ZH^ tW£ EyiTl. 

33. We ^DaXi iAt >rwxA £^<M^beoL M vfv -iff Xe t ^A^ne *ajt jd^i &| a* |XyjAi o| 

■GlAx JUl-J> j, iffV iAe fvH^vrvtXb ai SaAJLu^iA. 

34-. "TAe. itk|ha vt^i $£A&lk#rut aXftr aJiujiteL -& ^I&x£ (, fKt (we vrv -tAs iCw-naA 

^ 35, fX. 533_)j.*^v qX£ A^tmhajhv Wi jpii-|iLixi^^ -die . 

35. 1UJ cfiAet Kia^n4i °i v5? ^ -rvo^nd a 4s^ufcAe. V/g -iAfrt ^Ai Lb c 

e^mwaZu^ 'IvnjL^ 2i± J5-n*it taiW- W^uW tjt ’U^ntfclt cffii it-rfwnX >a 

AlmK.jTL. t, *x£ ^ i ^Sjt cp^ -tAtn- c«-n, -^Aif 

■tf-lUiXt ^tAc 4^X ■«xAm ’tAai' Jt tJb ^ JjLAjJJt^ -fXat 4k XAe 

crvtvH A -tetiw -&ATii^At«nv# jAi+cjrK , umtXct Xe 1 TKt fh»Au -.rmaJL T -tit eU^^Y* ^ dk. 

tsH-tTrjv, 34 Kn^iflU iATv^tj Jb^j |. i 

37 J^ i^fiyrrTULA ^ TEA. 35, ^vf. -tAt ta-dL AxXA. wJjt ^£e -e^U 

^ hj^ * 4il l^fvdL cUit^Tj. -Wll -CLlI #j ct Jb-KoXe j wAwib tAe ^■Ctn^yAt t«tw 

38b 7ff^ Jfrfrw f^«>rrvwuH ' wjiLj JtaL+lXJbtTj Jbet VAXA^r Xa^„l[. g4-, 

S^Lt o^W-])&r Jfe|tlft.j ■££. 30?-)Q; "itt^ Sajtt.T.^.O. J.3. 

a) Ste.,c.Y, ^awX^Atr w, few. H,^!'^. 
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Of "f&ft,, SaM.I^ir * L, E<j, 3 J.^j, ■** vt*^ ciW "CcF trtbt Te^fjt 3? &, tt/rvcst UJhCfe {Jt& 
JF ^ 
caj?^ Amur. 

3?. Witfc d^JbWiiru^ c| >U -Ibb, Wc oioustW|o+ iJU-ifc 

E-B.3T,*. RtV&-*.,o| «<***«, -r £r-[j] n Tnfl£; JU -n. >^ut. nn^C, aww*!^ 

3EA.29.Z4.n.9. AO. StruE: iit eta. dlSK N H-Z||. 

41. HLot "jSaJbHC ^y-F-ue- CF^ £ - J,. C^Q^iXeSjUtt- OL OrttbioTT.. o| nil 1?^ . ' fit^cci txr*4 

all'UkjcLiA T 

4Z. 3*r fwt iflc Jb** EUJ^iS; 137,^6; 10; 3E>A, 

43, l^frodl -fee* Wfl-IEj^T fu iftt Jb^iaZtrucX -Wt 

[ft? fr] altirtf *=>j& = Tiutt iwt 'V&ijL* tyvrlr 

44- We awwwt -djt itwvrv jfc-ATTTJb -CRffe 

Ja-f {H4* a| Ja-^^x^L -bujnA *<4 J£A. 35, JOO ^■'211. T^e 

**j-l A -^u^j ab+Ca^n^ -JL t* &4 ifte J&|t *rudl o^rxdL *l£ die m[ tam^wt f>£ 

... ce,*rt Y1 xb die v£*fr jfcb, -urnifArt ■*j^ndU^t -Gf wILcJt 

*& Wjr. Yj 33(^2 tisrji 335, Tf 'W^iol £iAt j& aj>fc*j^v d*& TTniimma dftus< cu^lh ■ du usnJUt 

^&* -w^.X* 

T?x -Ewtf ^j-LCL^rt tM +ru dUt* |*V^% < j|> £-fu T4*fl Seb'Ctfij 

{?) Abt JbX&vm ■ c^Judtjb c| dL> J E-YIlIjfiTj Pij--P5; M^+e—.'TlP^aw I 

T4 ■JtLu^ff o444 |i^rfi t^^XinjoU f^rry tvjC ] (^j -tUt " iJhvAb (>| ^il 

Ll(^v 

45. Wft *t4r tn&^firfvoe ** ^^rvirwn i) kjb cr| f ^hXtv fukit t^Sowrtj 

c| 44 |av^ c^iveA, 4£- W4, 3fT^4^9. 47. 5 tt 4W, fcXwifr, 

47 fcb. T-4 <^>XWflLLAiA«j ^AJa 'fitEffu OtC4^4^CaX^J rrfuJitA, "|wrrv &V^ | iTEA,55fc 10L 

4Sh We DH^b^v^nt 4^a£ 4ijfc 4a crmAiiAi ^ fjJU* -Wa o^ dU dr»xrtiftt^ 

4?. 3fc^v 4-iyC A« W^llI, 3^3.^- 50. 

5 f. T4 TUAAflMmOj t*!J%r^dbA 3<at+7Tv*r-r^- a4-uJ dWi -(4 CaTfT\|^«m<l- tVL' 

i|a4^ul. ww ^jTidT^iHjLrn.- wJ^p Matu tvn^t d« 

(€l) A a a iwinv -mAA^ f ^rtrr "v rce^E>4fH^A4^- {$) A * ^ AO^ai^, a if 'mjujm* 

1*^. ojrO^J>€ c-r^b4i^rv^ , (*J m <4 IrOAmA Vn*Ju+t - t4L4 

^({.J '(iAwir OwJ. ^^lo-Wtol ( esb£i|l£ in, Ox j ^ tr t^td |^ fi/uJL* tnipTi’ywtb 

T^JCAttA wjt &T dUou^fi. 
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O/htft&E* fllAlttlML- T-Ra Ex*wwv1v2tJ!> Cult 4Jb -Rritcwii ** 
1 I J!I D „ , , tC^LC 2T x: to, j<a. <=3> 

(a}. I, *= 'iiTC, 'ten** (= n^lIS^Io/Si Z. tj YFi4^*hi, 

! f^not JAm- 'tibE Jjuyntta -CRt Itovrui S*J t^f ’fi*', -iflt "Lt-rraT 'tAi T^vi^i vt+tft o'J tde 

Ln 210,10} 3. Wi V ii? IfuJ; {Wr*? tiu* Wo -till- |* o| My*^, £EMi,a. 

$)■ k JL, s^a f -£um^ o^o^vtri^, 'l*1^ citb^+t- jL^CtAM.1* 

EJE^lSSjo; 5,f? Si i^3 lr ■{^ott, |ts*r 

At^tv, £.Iri02,3|-(2. 

(c).s.i^lri ^C\®2^ f«v ^ul V*ftt 

oUtitcL JUcLa O^vwi K^ttuCj EOTj^/Sj 7. ip#iv^^a- # GUrO^i-r^ 

.dL*. Mtt>c. 406, TVfct&.^lS; X. ^ <= yrtit |tw wn 

. ct^Lyilj, 

&b fote’ £,!&,£ 11,14) A«* SJf^.te*w|i. P.^'l !?, ? 

_£,. JUj 597,?. 

(<£). '‘f’' n-,ftfti{v^vn^ 4j> -miTTvt^, £.3^14,11' S, |v£. 

II ^ _c ©O Vrtu4«My i#i\JstUiftWL*n *FvttRW ttt*£ UrU/YTbRe*, 404-, 

<xriW>t ml*v ■Urftfl' o/rttJsi* e&aArr'- <W£& Aift t«c£ Trtfi'rvtt+, £.K(?5(i-3; J3. A *==*> 

4 *ll tj^ft i 1 ' ""3 ^ u! ^ n '* , I ■* v&mjytil -ik &rrvJjt &U/*A. tflntmxU* Oyr\jt( vAmi 

f** Wl t^vnt 6^ mMw(ct’£.I|«J(|fO> S, fii, ee^il; aiw £ 1,34^fP-M; H^tAf.«jlJ,-2W(flj 

(4-^ J= ^1 itfvfli'r flmdl 'fivit -CV^ Jvrt- 

^ -Rn-b C0W^> -uXcr -flu» jiJLJW ^ QwiX^ lj.2 J, ] 5. i ? P 

^-^'t ^ ^1 [ s -caT^c. 4jflTA-a4i+^ o.ifT^a^. ^Ajl- I £. 3 7iJ ' J ^ i aH^ |vt, 

cccXkix^ it-11—J-A £ ^ I S o| 

jvLi£w>, £.1,3 74,3-4; J7. 

ts_ “A ^ Hrfifl-(t£}|c a-W |t£L4 

av^fJLJLb' Lm^T.^i H£iWf5;IJi^rji5- f v-,. +.-£* 

JLb-twe. E-Sj % V?; >w oAff fl, 19, ^ i i Aw; 

f^Vr^-O'l w^l*1 4YV "Sib "tia^XtflK4_b -20, Ifr 

ni*v- iW^' tti ’ &vJ^ArtXt^jwLr AtwVj wvsju.Tt,'!-^ 

wvtl'Etfe E.X, 37^10 ■ gj?> tv£.«tfcn*.__ 

^TltfubtJLt^ «W£bft t.J3,^A3 feni, Ln^U3. ^) Set f'Wtj-rtfr 414,11.70. 

c) E. t^xlhYuJL,.'^ U ^7 C £> , 
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Gi^tv -tRi MjSjLrnA &vi# -St OJb-Cvt ^v^fv^-uL tYu fiLv4‘£3,n. 

^ f & 1U J 7 s$ tj £. X, J 7 (25} * f'furt., jk* 4QS, Tcabt G; 

H/3 ? jn 'tRe, o| ttjiJ&vM 4*j£ |v+&t)Lc<fl(f -w^ new ■£<. cJaat 

dUnrUbot cu^st -tRt |W>ka^fc yru ym^iurtv r *-£&& $jdl ^ *t^Rt 

R^vryi, *tR* D+W&, W^5+ o"£ trfU-if!., 4/*v dj-Ccf: 

52, -u*j-j^ 'mj j I tuuj; 

53. TlRt. AiJfl^dU T^i-rrvrHC il 3Uyv f-b-t* Awjfl mh I 

54*, 1L ^utt * Jjdjjtm,. O Qsn. &+Ttr|' a^OUM, Wb TtfX&> 7, A ewui P; JG,I>; J f, A ■ a£w 

Pl^tl^Hj J^T. 

35. 5eea&® N. J45,j7> P.ff, ?2jfl'?3,f. '/c>tti/nJj. <*> ^ejJru&l^ A axto-Kim^ -Gr £.12, 

27M- Set aiitf f^thJ I, ^lP^4 

56. a. ^H^nJUn.^ATwi^; Juts a4vt tv. / 4*. 

5 T. J).iW ** jvn4aj^ CL Wrtt |»r e^thieb-j -R&P QTVt^" Se£& -ILmj)J(^ -Lb JuUatjyfljoJkdi 

CBE3 ^ ^.S^, W^.!Tr4-yS.>t ft/'ut-wv Ml^ P i* ^ J '>7? ^ 0/ Wet JJ^vt^Cwn^( £,^I,2 I^Zj 

a, i<J* c^nnX^j £.32, ZZZt4-; nXtf Xt*ma^ TEA,.2I, 

2T a^sij ^fv Ecf^tr Gjjfrr\JUiT -tR* 'fij -tRi 7r\aX/n^ oil 

^ 9***** > 133.8 j o^rd ^ -tRif Lff T<ct ^ 5^ 4i ^ ^tRc "£jfrf c| £.^135, 

?, No-Ct -tRjul- CR^a-&r ^/&. HI. J^ $T Oi ‘*tll. 

38, ~l&Y vJj-y •>l£’ -ijjpj. T4a LcthL o| K/tue-u* AjnMJEi6f A-ee £.ITJ/ii>JH-(^u.^-ct-a^ffi?cm 

1'- fJ»'Ji M.iW(2*3 ' Te*t?,3>3 -|ie^fl^(» _£.r,54-J*J: 

59. ^ t+ 54e 4* ck| t^e !'j<Jtz- '&s+n. o| -tile TJlift.■ yidJztA s>it a>6»ff Text 5,3> ^»r 

t^TcWl-^rtL^WJ^ Lx,4-64,1-2j 44^*; 555, S--6- 2I,I&«,2; J33,J3. 

60. M jjtJrteai&fl T" m T J'cn, t^o«, ^e*t* **n M^Lt-4-5, £. 

tL VdL, -Urt Rftr/< mUa. 

61. Oii^ 1 Jbtt Li, 293, rj; 35,-f-jj tt. 146,3 - Ttet 

£2, TRt Jtwtn* f|uijRiX' JA d^i£x«c ■& ^J>ucRjtJbp 35=^ H J NqvJ.' 1^^^, ^^C-RfyU.^, 

HIj fuExLP, WnJQ} &srJL'th kfu*t .38,37 Me-rUIorut^ a£o- Q-tty,27 

t3. |W jtRc l^trn^ ^ tefrvv tfj (L vifw| -r JbU aA? £.IJ [2^ Em,**,* 

64. — |*+ ju™* cl^&iLi.. W-Ltl. -tLt ‘R-n^T tl <t-^ t|. ^ ^V ^ 1*1 *T, ^IT, !3B,r. 

65. 2 c|, trl^lj v2Xi,|^. COfMKiV; SH.fggJ3* 7fr3t2 8jA, 

ct-j CR*Jb^Y4aiJ* ■Kj^^jHAdtiuO^ tMt -C^*nrJL , j -t Jb,R<jujUr t6+(iu^j£j £t Jht- 
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. o^r 

a. 

47- H<jj 'TvalZ X&. jj> a. gj &*> ‘fdr '$»*' tk& 

Utyt*- Ey^A^*. JUnJ^ im. ^ ^ £i *« 

WTftAT^lmi 0^ dwb TEA. 30, 2 I, trvJJ$L (j , 

48, -See, %uXL. f'ri&t.^-. 43, io^c^). 

49, 5e& Atl/h. . Sew. 43, 2B0, n- LXJOK; JEA.^9, 33, n, 20. 

70. S^7EA.Z%29,n.\k- 317,4 

7J, |*r m. 7Z [ra]^ 

73. fTV ortrfc 4u4jUtTV fjn, ini -Cj «f" t? Wiv**^uwJ, |*+ fr. 

74. T^ewrrt!*TRyf ti t -&«tv <r™J£*<L*n. TEA. 

35,105,- a. wmi (?| dL fijaut* <™l eA*" a- ^ ^ die ft&ii -iJU! & 

-U-JbX wn> atlt^iHxW (VS-Jir,4o). TJu, -itv™. &|i|iiAf* jU%£ ^ dx L& £<^Itt^I)|n*b^Cat 

«, ivmm <J dU -fvai&ce H HT oX 0-W ai <i- Atwwm-, A«. A-hm. 5e^v. 42, 

49^492- 'fUbckrf. T4 Extern o|MnW' Ha&i. U. Th o|lb £Dyw^. 

jij. (^) *v-ft. 7 i ami |**cLrm** XLnw*’* itontA **. , Tfk C^g|A WmJintTE, 

193, I$5-7, T&c <u«vivk d* |i4w«v^ ta^vCe«Xi *n. -lb. Li|t s- 

q,. A A a. TUymt 0^ (It H S'■*>(!> , a| iAiX dliTt a^H, TAfi^ C^MH' 

IA i iu^ j&ajl -t£t ■ -CAit -€#1jE TT^IV^ "Fp^nJWV 

7-» noc \B2Ti, 

f I't «b -fui Hom*« |»| e^Sw*^ RtA yXrMtoj i.-1, S3, lOj 5 A is=» ^ 

12^1'^ i 1^ djutOh. H 

Ei,ji,i»i tiiMSSjil'91—^■2J^niTp,J 

-£r*cL (2^) tu* ^jl|^£cw fl-b lamjfrrv ^va^v ^n- jt^it flff^€ o| 

EjI^ST^-ro-Sr^ ttcsy^ J#Hto; 5. S wjP © n (J)^ryuM 

-tff xfut J!> a^iC-j^+TH, -flU He^t jL Vi^Tu^tct OrCrl iLal Truo/jLlfet a, ■die. Hauw 

IT'lflwyniX'j yi'Xtx. I^ J-Xiutii 

^ ^, £-T3,JlZ?p ISj 1 \ $4, -tjy; *Al ^~l ^ ^ aC18 

^ O F Jb-R^lw^ |U ^ -tir die <Y*^ C Hem*/1?) ** iL* *o^vc£vc^ 2 cnjt+ 

Lo^i 4 Hawse a| f '£.1,3?^-^ (iR* tWcxt JL*t aiw ^Pr- 

J^l. H-&-bjL ^wjtctiry^^ _ 

I a) £TntTvl t)-^) ^'m^L *-- 

is tM2 
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^ A* a. -tA* Tuyl , n wrvt^w»\ 

i A.oa 91 "tfLw tfu ZfrtL 4n 

-.>^~2/SA/3iTFfcV.-£*M 
nvs^vi yu* ih&- -t^i ^cu6L«. i^vit Eh- -tK« -tA* H Cu£-£ t£Lfc*v ffrf iK^, lX&jie/*Ti 

««v*i is- 

J|flveA''*j 1°^!^ ^ t^e^vl 4ttJ& -tJuj pnt&<nu (&M> ‘ jtm), 

£ Sf.M^II-rJ, Jit 4^ 0 k\J""' a I 4 t ”^fl E“3, -*t|wvu ■tlt^rJb -try Zh HcttW d^ 

t£i?$,,'... - 4iptf+b ^ -dU^rgL 4-iru tJit H CH&C •ffe- 

i~~v L3,3J7,5j {3. A *f ti i n H^s fro ».*« £ -fc^ =tftjt fJiyuAe t| if 

Hi* £.YI, 1 B, J*v \^3iJ r^3 'l? 

■fu*>n|u4/ frfl^v j%fil£u(LflTv/ -C&e lltLodt Stol <c^Arf^ut> |m>v n. iw,ia> J£ ^ ^ 
I 5^* Ck i™ 1 £—J I | F 1* J Q- |V 1 Q f H JJ _ i •* 

J]<z>- © ^ l <5*-=► 1^ IXAtz -Wit StaJi 

du JfouM «| -Re^a^ aX -IU4U^7Xj , M. 141,1, SL Tit c* <Jui twhJ. ntL. 

fd P l'ii^e*Y, *dtk E&Ujf-i. 

It 4*tk|pv£c -itf Jtwk ■ij +oL*Ji,j6tui<LTM|, tm,?-n'npj xXt T^ippjJUju. *+ ^ 

tj jU'iw, (Hi4t€ jJ'-bj,, J>t* E.i^a.aj. 0*v iL ^ t**. 

J3, J4,fs <*^J.n, Jh- «^tovni-j ‘fwAt*^ wJUnafc JLui' -{^Jt-pcHtr ^W(tw* 

’ftAvt o^utrv Ttwixtil, 

"IS, ^<rt kf-L-n-^miti, £ l,l»3,IZ; YE, IVJ,W. 

7A. $*t W.x '30>. 77, Ur i 78, Cf, £,^, *^Wt 

7P. 5« 6,c, bo. fcU *i It cj; tflL^ ^ .j^: 

3 I -G»^tiC Swooy. B2, E-mfriwi 0 (& *f S<^> -hjlfrr A^), fcifi; 

'Sd+rw J >JLc^ fu*£L*^ 4ft <x y^o. <nv jJU i^Y*nt - ± ^nj,. ^ o^Jm UuMi 

■tvnm&ttd vaXkt tf| tJL Jba^rut , 

83, L ^>. c{.i4A|v<iL^ (Eli, 

d*vl *VL n/26, ^ tfwt4£ 4* Q^vLcl -fi R*u* *z.% O m» t+*t p T *<L 

*B+M. I^C |f. 43 fiv(£j 

&4-. SttWw, U*7JP.JVi HATJi T.ini*,«tf7j 3^W. Cf.Xit^ 

fwUttgr ? il^ £ M 33ji, 

flj^LeLn^ d± 4 h4 4~ 
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85, 5 i 3 : do&b "tJu 5 - JVTVTI oJfe 1 Lirrv^dhsr^^ a*rul .(Xt 

-ktcffi%c£ 5 dL&G^t^njO^^ ? 

$L % ert- XA-it 'fcjyit etl j*-u S-eiJitj A Trwry ^ Jl thuL A [Jut iltyitt&r. ’uAt+t -vCrtM** 

'fiX f4umeruL£i4X' -2-uot IU*t tfix cflTft-iixjt iff ottmw^ £ *rt™4. 

87. A/cii cx.itJ X* Vfj? rn*+ EjouXifiiw^ IX^, jX* 

J&t i* a. *i4*n* |^l iiu, A/«AiHJrr£st; ■ fe'SCQ? ° o' ^©*=> 4^*5?“}}} 

t *vw- ^} d ^ T4 Jtxrn. c| ■fSt* 'f*£»&mi*4MJ*,l Jb^M“£t -ftj* iR^n±t 'K^p«innA 4*1, '(# 
J M 0. ■ , . ■ ’ A J » i>l ff 0 * 

(j rs 
*4, Jk'yjj s™<£ Lower Ey^C, *ffv©K*y?v <j| (JU [^* *| ■& *4^,, £.11,141,6; f!t 

Ma ^Xr'aH vft- !M* a^J, -t£fc l**£ 

tXfrj *wn-fy» £W>fcd£^*rv ±A&ri, Htf-rWs v*v ilu ^ Aj) £,IP 
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Conclusions 

The earliest representations of the ceremony of Driving the Calves cited by Wb, t, 
469, 8, Belegstelie/t, date from the Eighteenth Dynasty, and are to be found at Der el- 
Bahri (Naville, Deir el Bahari, v, pi. 134; vi, pi. 164) and Luxor (Gayet, Temple de 
Louxor, pi. 9 — Bonnet, Bilderatlas, fig. 91). The ceremony is depicted also in the 
temple of Hatshepsut at Buhcn(MacIvcr and Woolley, Buhen, It, pi.35, top), and on a 
New Kingdom coffin {ZAS 39, pL 5). It almost certainly appeared in one of the reliefs 
adorning the pyramid-ternpie of Sahure' (see Sethe ap. Borchardt, Grabdenkmal ties 
Kdtiigs Sashu-rer, 113 f. and pi. 47), Thus its performance can be traced back anyhow 
to the Fifth Dynasty, 

All reliefs of this ceremony show the king driving four calves, a white, a black, a red, 
and a speckled one, into the presence of a male divinity, who is sometimes accompanied 
by a goddess (only in Ptolemaic examples). In the Sahure' relief this male divinity is 
unfortunately destroyed, but was presumably Min; at Buhen also the head and name 
of the god are missing, but he was not ithyphallic; at Luxor the god is the non-ithy¬ 
phallic A men-Re', but in both Der el-Bahri scenes the divinity is the ithyphallic 
Amen-Re*. On the portal of Euergetes I the divinity is Mm-Amen-Re*, at Edfu he is 
Homs the Behdetite, Min, Amun, or, exceptionally, Osiris (Text 4). Osiris is also the 
presiding god in the painted scene on the New Kingdom coffin. 

The feature common to all representations of tire ceremony is that the King, who 
wears the efef-crown,1 holds in one hand the coiled ends of four ropes (each terminating 
in an ^-symbol and attached to the leg of a calf), and at right-angles to the ground what 
appears to be a wavy rod. In the other hand he carries a straight rod, usually terminating 
in a snake’s head, held parallel with, or at a slight angle to, the ground. The wavy rod 
and coiled ropes are always in the hand farthest from the beholder, i.c. in the left hand 
when the King faces right, and vice versa. The relief on the portal of Euergetes I (see 
JEA 35, pi. 7) and its accompanying Text 3, D make it dear that the two rods represent 
a snake that has been cut in half, and this is apparent at Buhen, Der d-Ba^ri, and in 
several of the Edfu reliefs (see E. IX, pis. 17, 64; E. x, pi. 92; E. XI, pi. 244; E. xiv, pi. 
633, and see also D. 1, pi. 83). In E, ix, pi. 40^ the wand ending in a snake’s head has 
been omitted, and in Gayet’s line-drawing of the Luxor relief and in E. ix, pis. 17 and 
32, the snake’s head is not shown, while in M, pi. 25, the wand is replaced by a mace 
w ith pear-shaped head.1 

In all the early reliefs, from that in Sahure's pyramid-temple to that in the temple at 
Luxor without exception, each of the four ropes is attached to a calf’s foreleg. In 
Euergetes I’s relief likewise the four ropes are fastened each to a foreleg, the King being 
on the left, in faithful conformity with ancient usage.3 At Edfu, however, the rope is 

1 Ac Luxor and in Text I (£". ixh pi. 64), however, the King wears a wig and fillet surmounted by an atef- 
crown. 

1 A]I these exceptional features may be due lo errors or misunderstandinga on the pare of the modem copyist* 

J In />. ip p). 83 h the ropes arc attached to the right forelegs, Ehe King being on the left. Note that the accom¬ 

panying text, though belonging to Category 11 (see below* p. vS), preserve* traces of the earlier pastoral 
character of the rite. 
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normally fastened to one of the hindlegs, and only in the relief to which our l ext 5 
belongs (see E. IX, pi. 40^) is the older usage preserved and the ropes attached to the 

left forelegs.1 t f 
The scenes on the New Kingdom coffin2 are exceptional. The ‘driving of the calves 

is depicted on the extreme left of the panel as an addendum to Heb-sedscenes in which 

the King performs what Kees has termed the ‘Hebsedlauf* and the Ruderlaut . The 

King stands on the left and wears a wig only; behind him is an upright dnb-sign Q. 

He drives the four calves towards the fetish of Abydus, which faces towards him and 

behind which come the Ileb-sed scenes. In his left hand the King holds the wavy wand 

and the coiled ropes, each terminating in an ^-symbol and each attached to the left 

hindleg of a calf. In his right hand is the straight wand, which passes behind his body; 

the head of the wand is now missing. The scene shows marked late characteristics, and 

we doubt whether Mbller’s early dating is justified, although it cannot be later than the 

Twenty-first Dynasty. Compare the garbled version of the driving of the calves on 

another coffin from the second cache at Der el-Bahrij in which the I un-mutef priest, 

dad in a panther-skin, drives the four calves towards two deities bearing on their 

heads frt and the emblem of Nefertum respectively ; in this scene there are no ropes 

and the head of the straight wand is indeterminate but may have been intended to 

represent a snake’s head. 
A study of our texts clearly shows that hwt bhsvi was in the first instance a harvest- 

rite, a ceremonial threshing of corn conducted by the King in the presence of the 

harvest-god, originally Min (see lib. in, 47, i), later the ithyphallic Amfln (cf. If A, 1, 

469, 8), at Edfu often replaced by Horus the Behdetite, Min having already at a com¬ 

paratively early date been identified with Horus son (if Osiris and Isis (see Selim 

Nassau, Hymtuts reUgieux, 138 ff.). Like most Egy ptian religious ceremonies it under¬ 

went a process of Osirianization and in consequence of this it was supposed to represent 

the ‘treading on’ {hh) the grave of Osiris by the four calves (see below, p. 78} with a 

view to hiding it and so to preventing its violation and profanation at the hands of the 

god’s enemies. 
At Edfu the reliefs depicting the ‘driving of the calves’ fall into three categories, the 

texts of two of them representing the older version of the rite, those of six others the 

newer, while those of three display a confusion of ideas or a complete misunderstand¬ 

ing of the significance of the ceremony whether in the form of Category 1 or II, 

Category I. As already stated, only two of the Edfu reliefs, Texts 1 and 2, are con¬ 

cerned with the earlier version of the rite. We were thus only too glad to avail ourselves 

of the kind permission of the Oriental Institute of Chicago to make what use we pleased 

of their admirable photograph of the relief on Euergetes Fs gateway, especially as it 

supplies us with information that seems to occur nowhere else. To the inscriptions 

accompanying the relief we have given the number 3 arid assigned them to Category I 

where they clearlv belong. They will henceforth be referred to as Text 3, A, 3, b, etc. 

1 Nq photppnplis or drawings of Texts 2 and 14 have been published. 
* Georg Mflllcf, Das tfb-fd da Osiris nach Sargdanlttlujig dts Net ten Reiches {ZAS 39, pp, 71 ff.; pts-4, 

* Cairo 6ot6; Chassinat, La second* irauvmlh de Deir epL 5. 
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From the group of texts forming Category I we learn that the site of the ceremony 

was the presiding god’s threshing-floor (Texts iT A and 3, d), and that the threshing 

was clone by the calves (Text 1, A and 1, c). The main object of the ceremony was to 

secure plentiful harvests (Text 3, c), for in return for filling the god’s own granary to 

overflowing (Text 3, A and d) the King is promised an abundant corn-crop year by year 

and fruitful fields (Text 3, E, r, E, 2, and g). 
It should not be overlooked that the King plays a pastoral as well as an agricultural 

role (Text 1, c) and so is associated with Anubis, sovereign of the o?i&-cattIe (Text 1, D 

and see Commentary, n. 14), Accordingly, the presiding god promises that his calves 

shall be well fed and his herds numerous beyond count. Furthermore, the god under¬ 

takes to nurture ‘thy (the King’s) youths’ (Text 1, E, 3), this suggesting that an agricul¬ 

tural rite has been attached to a yet older one, the object of which was to ensure the 

fertility' of a pastoral people and their cattle, see below, p. 80, n„ 3. In all these three 

representations of the ceremony the presiding divinity is obviously a fertility-god,1 

and the officiating King is either equated with him or likened to him, i.e. is the god’s 

living embodiment (Text 3, c), is Horus himself (Text 1, c), or the latter’s heir and 
successor (Text 2,g), 

Category II. In each of the six Osirianized versions of the ceremony one reference 

at least is made to the ’treading of the grave' (| with variant spellings) of Osiris, 

the ‘treading’ being certainly performed by the four calves (Text 4, d; cf. E, 11, 51, 12) 

with a view, as we shall see, to concealing the grave. In five out of the six reliefs the 

presiding divinity is either Homs or the i thy phallic Amun, with both of whom Min 

had for centuries been identified. Though the secreting of his grave had hecome the 

object of the whole performance, only once in the eleven representations of hint blisw 

at Edfu does Osiris replace the old fertilitv-god Min or his equivalents Horus and 

ithyphallic Amun, the reason for this being the intense religious conservatism of the 
Egyptian priesthood. 

The meaning we have assigned to the verb hh in the above-mentioned context requires 

some consideration, and we herewith cite all the Edfu examples known to us: (1) The 

King directing the ceremony h-Eke Min on his stairway (htyw) I [' w?10 

trod the grave of him who begat him, Text 4, c. (2) In an account of the funerary' rites 

performed at Ref’s command on behalf of the dead gods of Edfu2 it is stated that the 

calves were driven {a tre°d their grave, E. II, 51, 12; cf. E. v, 131, 8. 

(3) The officiating King is like Homs, who drove the calves■*=■ MIE to tread his (Osiris’) 

grave. Text 5, n, (4) The King is upon his throne, driving the calves, protecting Br-bnv 

(Osiris), treading the grave of him who begat him. Text 6, D; see also 

I ext 7, d, (5) Cf Min who drove the calves in Heliopolis it is said, thou didst put thy creator 

together again an^ didst tread his grave. Text 7, a. (6) A formula to be pro¬ 

nounced during the performance of our ceremony states that Horus son of Isis has put 

his father together again ^ and has trodden his grave in Behdet, Text 8, a. 

1 In Text l, <3, for example, the presiding divinity* Hom$ the fiefrdetit#, is 'lord of grain* who created com1. 
1 We are dealing in another ankle with the cult of rhesc dead gods, to whom there are several references in 

rhe Edfu tests. 
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(7} Text 9, D informs us that the King as son of the Nile-god and child of the Tilth- 

goddess is he who protects Bs-bnv and treads the graze of his sire. (8) Finally, it is said of 

Horns of Edfu Thou art he who dld tread ihe grave 0? 
his father in Heliopolis beside R&, lord of Hwt-bnbn, E. VII1, 7, *4- 

As well as the verb |J^ ‘seek’, Wb. in, 152, 6 cites another word j»l (var. ”) 

meaning 'tread' or ‘set foot upon’ a place (etnen Ort betreten). It is this latter verb, we 

suggest, that appears in the above-quoted passages, and the evidence seems to favour 

our suggestion. The texts in Category I certainly speak of a ceremonial threshing of corn 

on the presiding god’s threshing-floor. In the Osirianized version of the rite the thresh¬ 

ing-floor, we venture to think, was regarded as the site of the grave of Osiris in his role 

of dead corn-god, and the calves by their treading of the corn and trampling on the 

floor were supposed to hide the grave from Osiris’s enemies. Certain texts belonging to 

Category II and one in Category III seem to support this notion. The calves are driven 

bv the King to hide thy burial-place, thy vault being sacrosanct, none knowing its portals, 

Text to, d. The King addressing Osiris asserts that he drives the calves so that thy 

Hallowed Land is free from all that is evil, thy place of burial hidden from all foes, Text 4, A. 

Or, again, his object is to hide thy upland tomb and in the guise of Homs to turn away 

enemies from the sepulchre. Text 4, D, turn away the steps of the Perverse One from the 

graveyard, Text 5, a, or conceal the vault of his father (Osiris), Text 8, D. Finally, the 

King is likened to Horns who buried his father in Heliopolis and hid the body of His-nose- 

liveth, Text 7, D, and is described as driving the calves and hiding the crypt of his creator, 

Text 7, G, 
The officiating King is sometimes equated with or likened to Min (Text 4, c [cf. 

Text 4, e, 1], Text 7, a and 7, c) or Horus (Texts 5, c and 7, d). That he impersonates 

one or other of these two gods, Horus in particular, is implicit in every representation 

of the Osirianized ceremony. 
Despite its Osirianization the rite still shows traces of its original pastoral and agri¬ 

cultural character. Thus the presiding divinity can still be regarded as a fertility-god, 

the giver of an abundant harvest and full cattle-sheds (Text 6, E, t and g; cf. D. 1, 147, 

15), while the King in the role of herdsman is Sovereign of the tvsb-cattle (Text 6, a; 

Text 9, a), trusty envoy of the Lord of Kine, son of the Ntie-god and child of the Tilth- 

goddess (Text 6, c; Text 9, n; cf. D. 1, 115, 3). Note also that in Text 7, d the King is 

described as driving the calves, treading the grave of his father, and trampling dozen those 

hostile to his sire, where perhaps the ‘trampling’ is reminiscent of what was originally 

the main feature of the performance, the treading of com on the threshing-floor by the 

four calves; cf. the symbolical trampling on fish by the prophets, fathers of the god and 

scribe of the sacred books, one of the ceremonies performed at the great festival at 

Edfu on the occasions of Hathor’s annual visit, E. v, 134, 2-3 and 5 “6- 

In the Osirianized versions of hot bhsw Horus and Min are now and then assigned 

the attribute who drove the calves in Heliopolis (Texts 5, c and 7, a; cf. Text t r, d) and 

in Text 7, P, it is definitely stated that Horns buried his father in Heliopolis,1 while the 

passage E. 1, 51, 13 informs us that the sepulchre of the dead gods of Edfu is the like of 

1 See also the passage E. Yin, 7, M* quoted above, ($)+ 
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that which is in Heliopolis} This claim on the part of Heliopolis to possess the tomb of 

Osiris mav be older than the similar claim put forward by Memphis (Sethe, Dram. 

Texts, 76)* a claim which Junker {Die GStterkhre von Memphis, 8) would date back not 

earlier than the Third Dynasty. The Heiiopolitan claim, though found in a Ptolemaic 

text, may nevertheless be derived from an ancient source and date, if not, as Sethe 

might have maintained, from predvnastie times, anyhow from the hirst to Second 

Dynasties. . , 
Because the rite was given an Osirian significance and performed to protect Osins s 

grave, it was eventually employed as a funerary ceremony for individuals other than 

Osiris, such as the dead divinities of Edlu,- and possibly, in view of the fragmentary 

relief in the pyramid-temple of Sahurc£ (see above, p. 7b), dead kings of the Old 

Kingdom. Apart from the paintings on the two coffins mentioned above, p. 77, we 

have no indication whatever that the ceremony was performed for private individuals, 

and it probably never was. In short, the paintings in question may be just the pictures 

of a rite that it was considered desirable to have portrayed on a coffin, such pictures 

possessing magical qualities, being in fact substitutes for an actual performance. 

Why does the King in all these representations of our rite appear regularly wearing 

the u/f/-crown ? According to Scharff, Die Ausbreitnng des Os iris knifes in der Friihzeit 

undKdhrend des Alien Reiches, 14, that crown is a combination of two Lower Egy ptian 

crowns and is not to be regarded as an older form of the historic double diadem. If this> 

view is correct, the answer to our question is that, like the Running of the Apis 
Blackman, Studio Aegyptiaca, i, 7 ff.), this is a Lower Egyptian ceremony. Now 

Scharff, Das Grab ah \Vahnhaus, 14, maintains that agriculture was practised in the 

Delta at an earlier date than in Upper Egypt.3 Accordingly, the corn-growing peasants 

of Lower Egypt may well have been the originators of this ceremony, which would 

naturally have been performed in the presence of a Lower Egyptian fertility-god. Later 

on, after the final union of the Two Lands, the dynastic Upper Egyptians took over this 

Delta ceremony and identified the presiding divinity with their own fertilitv-god Min. 

The officiating King, however, continued to wear the two old Lower Egyptian crowns 

in accordance with that conservatism which Egyptians were ever wont to display in all 

matters appertaining to the outward observance of a religious rite. 
Category III, Perhaps Text 10 should have been included in Category' II. It has been 

assigned by us to Category III because the priestly compiler of the passages composing 

it seems to have altogether lost sight of the true significance of the ceremony, assigning 

the hidden grave to Horus, the presiding god, instead of to Osiris! With regard to 

Text 11, though the King says to Min Thou art Horus who drove the cakes in Helio¬ 

polis, the purport of the ceremony is completely disregarded. Not only have all the 
pastoral and agricultural allusions vanished, but no reference whatever is made to the 

* On ihe other hand Test 8, a, places the tomb of Osiris in Pelidei! 
± Er n3 5 iz. E* V. 131,8 suggests that the ceremony was Intended lo be performed annually for these dead 

gods, see below*, p. Hi. 
J Even if £charff is mistaken, the hv?l hftsw may have been in the firai instance, as we have already suggested 

(see above, p. 7&), a pastoral rather than an agricultural rite, and so may still have originated in ihe Delta at a 
very early date (see Commentary, m 6) among the cattle-keeping section of the population. 
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grave of Osiris, while Min, the presiding divinity, appears not as a fertility-god, but as 

a desert-ranger and explorer of the marvels of Pwane. Text 12 is quite anomalous and 

once more the original meaning of the ceremony has been forgotten. It is true that in a 

much abbreviated ‘formula* the King claims to be Sovereign of the wSb-cattle, but the 

driving of the calves is not mentioned, nor again is there anywhere a reference to the 

grave of Osiris, The King merely offers Horus and his consort Hathor the four cords of 

the entire earth and is content to receive in return a vague promise that the inhabitants 

of the south, north, east, and west shall be his servants! Thus in this and the preceding 

representation the rite has become practically meaningless, which may possibly be 

accounted for by the fact that for a long period of time it had fallen into disuse1 and 

survived mainly as a pictured ceremony that tradition demanded should have a place 

among the reliefs adorning the walls of a great Egyptian temple. 

Postscript 

When this paper was already in proof Dr. H. H- Nelson, who is preparing a study 

of all the reliefs and inscriptions in the Hypostyle Mall at Karnak, drew our attention 

to a relief of Sethos I (No. 33 [237] in his manuscript) depicting the offering of milk. 

The title of the scene reads ‘Making offering of the milk of the cows of the estates of 

Tjeni This god Tjeni, Dr. Nelson points out, occurs as in a list of gods 

at the Pyramid of Pepi II,2 and in the names of two domains in unpublished scenes 

from the Causeway of Unis. Dr. Nelson has also shown us an unpublished scene in 

the Festival Hall of Tuthmosis III at Karnak* in which the King stands before the 

ithyphallic Amen-Ref with, between them, two bulls and two cows, the name of one 

of the latter, and also in a parallel scene, apparently being usbt. Behind the King stands 

a human-headed god *jt|5i ‘Tjeni, Lord of Kins’. Dr. Nelson is of the opinion that 

Tjeni was associated with cattle, especially milch-cows. What connexion, if any, 

existed between Tjeni and Anubis and Rnmty we cannot yet sav, but it is to be hoped 

that more information will be available by the time Dr. Nelson publishes this scene 

and his interesting comparative material. 

i Except possibly for its yearly performance at EUfu on the first day of the New Moon Festival in the third 
month of Shoinu {E. vp 115, 4>p when IJalhor paid a visit to Horns the Itehdctite, where it occurs in what after 
all may be a purely conventional list of ceremonies. It may also have occurred on the second day of this New 
Moon Festival (E. v* 13 it 8) among the ceremonies performed for the Dead Gods, if is in hmtu-n£r (see above* 
pr 78) means that die prophets "trod the grave1 by driving ihe four calves over the place where these divinities 

were supposed to be interred,, 
1 Jequierp £f monument fundrairt ^ PSpi //* ill, i5 anti pb> 24* 25j 
i Nelson, Key Plans shmemg Locations 0/ Theban Temple Decorations* pi* 7* KF. 184, 

mufti w 
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NOTE ON A PHOENICIAN INSCRIPTION OF 
PTOLEMAIC DATE 

By G. R. DRIVER 

Professor Honeyman In his discussion of the long inscription of the Ptolemaic age 

from Lamax tcs Lapethon (JEA z6, 57 ff.) has greatly advanced the interpretation of 

this interesting document, but he seems to me to have erred on one point. This concerns 

the prepositions in L 11, on which a historical problem of some importance hangs. 

The author of this text, one Yaton-ba'al, says that he lias erected the monument on 

which it is inscribed in the fourth year of Ptolemy (11. 3-8) and has established offerings 

"thsti im?Kbi pis naisbi nn ia vr byi ^rr by... mpbnb "b vx pxb 

'to mine own lord Melqart.. .for the sake of my life and that of my seed, day by day, and 

to the rightful scion and to his wives [sic] and to his blood’ (II. 9^11). Professor Honey- 

man thus translates this crucial passage, saying in a note on the prepositions in 1. 11 

that ‘the preposition [b as distinct from by] quite explicitly signifies sacrifice “to” and 

not merely “on behalf of” the rightful scion &c., and thus none other than Ptolemy 

himself can be intended’ and claiming in the text 'that the curious expression plS nasbl 

. . . applies not to the deceased Soter but to the reigning Phi lade Ip hus*. 

Docs j?7X tTOX in fact refer to either of these kings? If this interpretation is correct, 

it makes the writer jump from the last mention of Ptolemy (in II. 7-8), across the two 

statements of the dedication of the offerings to (b) Melqart (in II. g-10) and of their 

intention for or on behalf of (by) the life of the donor and his seed (at the beginning of 

I. it), to the issue of the same Ptolemy to (b) whom and to (b) whose family the 

offerings must ex hypothesi also be given (at the end of 1, i t). The order also of the 

persons thus mentioned is strange: the offerings are made to Melqart for Yaton-ba’al 

and to Ptolemy, who thus comes In as an afterthought. Further, the omission of the 

person whose HEX Is meant, namely ex hypothesi Ptolemy, makes the construction 

intolerably harsh and the passage hardly intelligible without an explanatory note. 

1 suspect therefore that by and b in I, 11 have the same connotation and that by is 

loosely caught up by b instead of being repeated, as bx is caught up by b in nirp fS? 

VTpnb □’rbn?^b Vjn^bft 'lol the eye of the Lord is toward them that fear Him, 

to(ward) them that look for Mis loyaitv’ (Ps. 33, iS; cp. Eccl. 3, 17). Thus the clause 

may be translated 'on behalf of my life and on behalf of the life of my seed, day by day, 

and (on behalf) of (any) lawful scion (thereof) and (on behalf) of his wife and (on 

behalf) of my kin’; the offering is for the life of the donor and his issue and for those 

of the lawful family and his kith and kin. The HEX is any descendants that the yiT of 

the donor may have, and the two clauses taken together are a loose way of describing 

posterity to all generations, for ever and ever, in the direct and legitimate line. 
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PICTORIAL COIN-TYPES AT THE ROMAN MINT 
OF ALEXANDRIA 

A SUPPLEMENT 

By J. G. Milne 

A coin recently shown at the Ashmolcan Museum by Mr, R. L. Sandys-W ood of l diver¬ 

sity College, Oxford, has enabled an interesting type to be added to the list contained in 

the article dealing with the activities of the Alexandrian mint in the reign of Antoninus 

Pius which appeared in volume 29 of the Journal,1 The type had been published 

previously, but with an error in the date which led to its being overlooked in the survey 

of the pictorial tvpes which were initiated in the fourth year of that reign, d he coin is 

a bronze drachma of the eighth year, with the obverse type AYTKTAIAAAP antuj- 

NEINOCCEBEYC Head of Antoninus r. laureate, and on the reverse the triumph of 

Apollo over Marsyas. The surface of the coin is rather worn, but the main details are 

dear: Apollo is seated to right on a rock, with drapery over his legs, playing on his 

lyre; at his feet his Scythian slave kneels to left, wearing a cap and short chiton, sharpen¬ 

ing his knife on a stone; Marsyas hangs suspended by his wrists from a tree, facing 

Apollo; between them is the date lh, 

The previous publications of this type are by Zoega and Mionnet: the specimen 

quoted by Zoega was at Florence, and he read the date as lb: Mionnet repeats Zoega’s 

description, and also describes a second specimen, which he says is undated.1 Probably 

they were both working on worn examples: Mionnet illustrates the second, which is 

from the same dies as Mr. S a ndys-Wood’s, and there can be no doubt that the reading 

LH is correct, as the obverse type is one which belongs to the eighth year, and there 

are two coins with different reverses of the eighth year in the Ashmolcan which are 

1 JEA zg, 63. A selection of pictorial coin-type* is illustrated on pi. 4. 
* Num. Aeg. 16& 36 = Mionnet* Datr. efc Med. Ant, vi, 211 1409. Mionnet* op, cit. vi, 283.1948 

and pi. opp< ixn 24. 
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both struck with this same obverse die. So this type of Apollo and Marsyas may 

certainly be added to the pictorial series which began in year 4. 

It strengthens the argument that this series shows signs of an artistic relation with 

Western Asia Minor. The nearest analogy, both in choice of subject and of treatment, 

is to be found in the scene of the judgement of Paris, which is found on the bronze 

drachmas of years 5 and 7: this was naturally at home in the Troad, where it was used 

on coins of Ilium in the reign of Gordianus III and on those of Scepsis in the reign of 

Caracalla: it also occurs at Tarsus under Maximinus. The Marsyas legend belongs to 

Lydia, and a group of Apollo and Marsyas appears as a type at Gcrme in the reigns of 

Caracalla and Gordianus III, though only the second has reference to the episode of 

the flaying which is the Alexandrian reverse type.1 It may be noted that in all these 

cases the dates of the coins are later than those of Alexandria with the same subjects, 

and that the treatment is much less elaborate. Borrowing of coin-types by the mint of 

Alexandria from other places was not unknown under the Empire: one of the earliest 

and clearest instances was under Augustus, when two types, the temple of Mars Ultor 

and a Triumphal Arch, were taken directly from silver cistophori struck at Ephesus to 

sen e as reverse types for Alexandrian bronze.2 But there is no trace that the two types 

discussed here, or indeed any of the exotic types found in the pictorial scries of the 

reign of Antoninus Pius, were derived from coins struck elsewhere. 

As noted in the former article, two artists seem to have been employed in designing 

the types for the bronze drachmas at Alexandria during the issue of this series with 

types taken from Greek legendary sources. The first, the more robust in his handling 

of the figures, was at work in years 4, 5, and 6; and he dealt solely with the labours of 

Heracles. The second came on the field in year 5, with his scene of the judgement of 

Paris, and was possibly responsible for the designs of most of the drachmas from year 

7 to year 10: at any rate the exotic types, Orpheus charming the beasts, Apollo and 

Marsyas, an improved rendering of the judgement of Paris, and a fresh set of the labours 

of Heracles, struck in these years, are certainly from his hand, and the series of Zodiacal 

types issued in year 8 also look to be in his style: as noted above, two Zodiacal types 

occur struck from the same obverse dies as the Apollo and Marsyas type. The first 

artist, in his treatment of the figure of Heracles and the simple grouping of his scenes, 

suggests that he belonged to a school trained in bas-relief: the second obviously drew 

his inspiration for his earliest mythological scenes from paintings, and the reverse types 

of the Zodiacal series may have been derived from a fusion of a double Zodiacal circle. 

Possible reasons for the innovation in the Alexand rian mint marked by the appearance 

of this series of drachmas with purely Greek types and of unusually good execution 

were discussed in the former article; but a further suggestion may be made. It is only 

in the large bronze drachmas that the innovation is found: there is nothing of the same 

character, either in the choice of types or in the artistic style, to be traced in the base 

silver tetradrachms or in the smaller denominations of bronze. Even in the drachmas, 
1 Ilium coin of Gordianus, Z./.jY, 15^ 43 (I^obbecke). Scepsis, coin of Caracal] ap ibid. ioh 155 (v, Sallct)* 

Tarsus coin of MaximiiiLW* Cilicia 205/223. Gcrme coins of Caracal] ah B.M.C. Lydia S4 '25, and of 
Gordianus, ibid. 80/9, 

J See JEA i j, 136. 
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the issues of the coins with Greek mythological types must have been very small: apart 

from the Heracles types, there are only one or two in each year, and of all these speci¬ 

mens are distinctly rare. It is possible that the Roman officials at Alexandria were still 

under the influence of Hadrian's policy for the revival of Hellenic culture in the Nile 

valley, which had been marked by the foundation of the town of Antinoe in Middle 

Egypt with a constitution of Hellenic pattern: the bronze drachmas were the chief 

units of currency outside Alexandria amongst the natives, and so might serve as instru¬ 

ments of education in Greek ideas. The issue was clearly tentative and short-lived: it 

had no lasting effect, any more than the foundation of Hadrian; and, though half a 

dozen isolated instances of Greek mythological types are found later, there was no 

systematic grouping like that in the fourth to the tenth years of Antoninus Pius. 
After this article was in proof, I was informed by M. Henri Seyrig that he had found 

a fresh addition to the Alexandrian pictorial series at Berut; the type is, like several of 

the others, taken from a legend with connexions in Asia Minor, Bellerophon attacking 

the Chimacra, though it is not known as a coin-type there. Another new type has just 

been acquired by the Ashmolean Museum, a coin of the sixth year of Antoninus Pius 

with the Rape of Persephone; this is interesting because the type is found on one of 

the medallions of the Ionian League mentioned in my previous article. The artist of 

the Alexandrian coin seems to have drawn his inspiration from the same source as the 

Ionian, and it is evident that the source was in painting, not in statuary. It will, I 

hope, be possible to discuss this in more detail at some future date. 
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POPULAR RELIGION IN GRAECO-ROMAN EGYPT 

II, THE TRANSITION TO CHRISTIANITY1 

By B_ R. REES 

In his recent article2 Sir Harold Idris Bell discussed the religious attitude of the pagan 

period from the Greek occupation until the end of the first century of our era, when 

Egyptian, Greek, Oriental, and European deities appeared side by side in Egypt and 

jostled each other in competition for the popular favour. It is the purpose of this article 

to make a rapid survey of a cross-section of the papyrological evidence for the transi¬ 

tion to Christianity, with particular emphasis upon the period in which the new religion 

was in the ascendant and which extended from the early fourth to the seventh century, 

and, on the basis of this survey, to attempt a statement of the essential differences and 

resemblances between the old and the new popular RaUgiositdt. for the early Christian 

period spanning the second and third centuries the evidence of the documentary papyri1 

is so weak and uncertain that it must not be handled except with extreme care and by 

expert hands, and it will be mentioned only en passant and where there is little or no 

doubt of its authenticity. Of course, the theory that Christianity was an insignificant 

quantity in second-century Egypt has now been entirely discredited by the discovery 

of palaeographically datable Biblical papyri,4 so that the reader of this article must be 

warned that it deals with evidence, not of a struggling but of a conquering, even trium¬ 

phant, Christianity. 
In the first place, it goes almost without saying that there were some customs and 

institutions of a popular kind which Christianity adopted from paganism. It was not 

working in vacuo; it was presented with certain material to work upon and a certain 

social framework within which to work. Nor was it merely destructive of existing institu¬ 

tions. Its history is a history of assimilation, adaptation, and improvisation, with some¬ 

times one, sometimes another, as the dominant partner. So it was in Egypt. Here, as 

elsewhere, there were many respects in which it differed,5 both in its outward forms and 

in its inner spirit, from the pagan creeds which it fought and conquered. But, if one 

examines early Christianity side by side with some of its great pagan rivals, one is 

struck more by the similarities than by the differences, at any rate in outward forms. Of 

course, many of the resemblances were pure resemblances, attributable above all to the 

desire of the really great religions of the time to satisfy the same contemporary' needs. 

1 I wish it> express my gratitude to Sir Harold Idris Bell for his kindness in reading the rough draft of this 

amide and making valuable criticisms and suggestions, 
= Popular Religion in Graeco-Roman Egypt: I, The Pagan Period* in JEA 34p Si IT. 
3 See BelBvtdtncti of Chmtmmtv in Egvpt during the Roman Period, Harvard Theological Renew, 37, 

185 ff, 
4 See Bdlp Recent Diseoceriei of Ptblical Papyri (Oxford p 1937)^ -8 f- 
s Nock* Conrtrsion (Oxford* 1933), 92 f.F notes some important differences. 
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The fact of resemblance in itself must not be pressed too closely. An effort must be 

made to penetrate the externals to the inner spirit which informed them and made them 

what they were.1 , 
A good example of this difficulty, that of deciding what is due to pure coincidence 

and what to imitation, is provided by the custom of seeking oracular responses from a 

particular god or gods.* Of the pagan usage there are numerous instances in the papyri.- 

The questions asked were of a practical nature and the deity to whom they were ad¬ 

dressed was named at the beginning.4 When composed, the petitions were deposited 

in the temple of the deity concerned.* For the most part, they were written in illiterate 

Greek. They emanated not only from the upper classes but from the lower as well and 

thev testify to the existence ot a real need among all sorts and conditions of men, the 
need for supernatural advice and guidance in approaching the practical difficulties ot 

everyday life.6 
Christianity found that the removal, to all intents and purposes, ot polytheism and 

pagan monotheism did not necessarily imply the removal of the popular needs which 

they had tried to satisfy and often succeeded in satisfying. These needs termed part ot 

its legacy from paganism and, for the lack of any novel solution, it found itself using 

the old, which had already proved its worth. The same kind of problem was posed. I he 

deity-—now the Christian God, with whom a saint was often invoked as well—was 

addressed at the commencement ol the petition. The petition, when completed, was 

presumably deposited in a church. One petition,7 addressed to the ‘god of our protector, 

St. Philoxenus*, asks whether Anoup should be taken to hospital and then invites God 

to ‘show His power by accepting the prayer*. Another,8 addressed to 'God Almighty *, 

inquires whether it is the Divine Will that the writer should make a certain journey 

and whether success will attend the venture. Another’ is both interesting and amusing, 

as the writer seems to wish to give some indication of the answer he wants, or at least 

expects, a conception which chimes in better with the pagan idea of a contract made 

with the oracle than with the orthodox Christian idea of resignation to the will of God. 

Here too St. Philoxenus is coupled with the Deity in the invocation and a negative- 

answer seems to be expected, so that it might almost be said that the petition is pre¬ 

sented so as to give God a last opportunity of preventing the petitioner from committing 

an indiscretion or injustice, a negative function of the moral conscience hav ing affini¬ 

ties with Socrates’ Seu^v«*. Finally, the fact that one petition8 is addressed to the 

‘Father of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ* and the association of St. Philoxenus in 

the invocation, combine to suggest that its efficacy would be increased by the inclusion 

in it of some mediator, an idea which has been common to religions of all creeds and 

of all ages.” 

1 Cf. Scott-Moncricff, Paganism and Christianity in Egypt (Cambridge, 1913), «i. 102 S., 132. 

1 E.j*. PFay. 137-8 ; BGU 229-30; Wesscty. Script. Gr. Spec, no, 36; PLond, 1367*/; tVChr. iaa. 

* FOxy. VUE, 114S: ii40j with which cf-vif 923; DC* i2lj, 5 Fl'ay- &■ 
* See especially PQxy. m* 1477- 7 POxy, vmp 1150. * PGxy. Vi, 925. 

« PGxv. XY1P 1926. * , f 
1“ Cf, the hero-culi$ in Creek religion. Nilsson, Grttk Popular Religion (Columbia, 1940), 19 f* 
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The papvri provide our fullest and most trustworthy evidence for the magical beliefs 

and practices of the early centuries of our era. Apart from the corpus of Preisendanz 

and other, less comprehensive, editions or collections, isolated specimens occur passim 

and yet comprise a mere fragment of those which were in existence from time to time.1 

We are fortunate that Egypt has preserved such a wealth of illustrations of the practice 

and significance of magic at that period of antiquity when it was most rife. But, as 

Professor Nilsson has emphasized,- the importance of the magical papyri is not confined 

to their usefulness for the study of magic. They are valuable for at least two other 

reasons: because thev throw' light upon the Greek religion of their time and because 

they are instructive about the religious syncretism of Graeco-Roman Egypt, its nature 

and implications. It is with the last point that this article is concerned, and especially 

with the Christian attitude to magic as revealed by the papyri. 
‘There were no such watertight compartments dividing the religions of late antiquity 

as we arc apt to suppose.’^ It is, therefore, not surprising to find that Christian and 

Jewish prayers, quotations and sacred names appear cheek by jowl with their Egyptian, 

Greek and Babylonian counterparts. The author of one particularly interesting example 

of this syncretism4 is plainly anxious to include as many as possible in the 

briefest possible compass, for he includes a selection of heathen, Jewish and Christian 

elements in his brief invocation. For us the insertion of an appeal to Jesus Christ is of 

especial interest.5 St. Michael too appears, as he does in a number of magical papyri, 

in which long lists of saints, angels and archangels are always comparatively common, 

as they are in Other spheres of religion, ‘The names of angels’, writes Professor Eitrem,6 

‘possessed great magic powers amongst heathen as well as Christians1, and he goes on 

to compare their importance with the epithets of God amongst the Mohammedans, 

ninety-nine of which had a particular efficacy. In a fifth-century amulet7 designed to 

ward off fever and ‘other ills’, several ayio* are appealed to: Sts. John the Divine, 

Serenus, Philoxenus, Victor, Justus. But not satisfied with the completeness of the list, 

the Writer added ‘and all the Saints’, so as to be on the safe side1. The occurrence of the 

Virgin Mary and the Holy Ghost is also frequent. One Gnostic charma consists entirely 
of a symmetrical arrangement of the elements Tranjp, utos, jloJttjp XpiaroG, and 

TTT'tupa ayior [ji'c], joined by a cross and augmented by the Greek vowels, except, 

possibly, e, with the Gnostic title of the Supreme Being, Afipaadg. at the bottom to round 

it off, as it were. The mtvpa. Hytov is used in conjunction with o uid? toC 9eoQ in the 

purely Christian formula already mentioned,51 in which the opening verses of St. John's 

Gospel are cited, the Virgin and Saints invoked, and the evil spirit exorcized. 

It is clear, then, that the main formal difference between Christian and pagan magic 

was one of nomenclature, a substitution of Christian for pagan both in the 

invoked and in the automatic charms utilized. As examples of the latter w e have already 

noticed the Gospel of St. John, the symbol of the Cross, and the seven mystic vowels, 

1 Dfhismanii, Light from the Ancient East, tr. Strachan (London, 1910), 249, quotes Acts XIX, 19. 
5 Greek Piety (Oxford, 1948), 174- 1 Ibid, ^ POxy. VIU, 1152; cf. VII, 1060. 
1 Cf. PGM IV, 3019 ff. (I, 170). * POsIo 1, p. 79, on col. Vi, 171 ff. 
7 POxy. Vlll, 1151, 41 If. Cf, PPrine, in, 159, addressed to "the good angels who rule over us all’. 
1 POxy. vi, 924, 15 ff. * POxy. vin, 1151, 41 ff. 
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the last-named, of course, not being peculiar to Christianity. The XC Psalm1 and the 

Lord's Prayer2 * were also regarded as having considerable efficacy, for obvious reasons, 

and so, to a lesser degree, were St, Matthew’s Gospel5 * and the Book of Proverbs.4 The 

papyrus mentioned as containing the XC Psalm is one of the worst spelled and most 

carelessly written of all the magical fragments, many of which were not above reproach 

in this respect and betrayed many faults of illiteracy and ignorance, faults intelligible 
enough if it is remembered that it is for the lower classes that the magical arts have 

greatest appeal. It ends with ciA\tjAjowia and an invocation of the four evangelists. 

But, for all this, it must not be assumed that the Christian attitude to magic5 was 

mainly friendly and conciliatory. What is surprising is not that Christian elements are 

discoverable in the magical papyri but that they are so few, considering that Chris¬ 

tianity was the predominant religion of the period. Nilsson* has explained this apparent 

paradox by' attributing it to the innate hostility' of Christianity' to magicians, right from 

the beginning, and its essential unproductivity for their purposes, which was even more 

important. It accepted the belief in balfioves but it called them ‘evil Baifiovts and sought 

only to exorcize them and combat their power for evil by arraying the powers of good 

against them. To the magicians, Christ was only one among many and the 

Christian God was to be ranked alongside Zeus, Helius and others oi the lesser magical 

deities; to the Christians, Christ was the most powerful of mediators and there was one 

God. Gnosticism and orthodox Christianity must not be confused in their treatment of 

magic, for Gnosticism had in this respect more affinity with Hcrmetism than with 

Christianity- It stood on that narrow border that separates religion from occultism and 

into its magical formulae it drew all the powers ol darkness that true Christianity sought 

to overcome.7 * In one badly spelled Gnostic invocation9 the Deity' is evoked under vari¬ 

ous names, of which several are non-Greek and some quite unintelligible to us— 

’EAouctv, 'moval, TittpKaptKtarrto ktX* In the text also appear 'Hhos and 

’Ornavos and the undisputabiy Gnostic But in another example,11 the rela¬ 

tionship with Christianity is much more easily discerned: in a charm against reptiles 

and ‘other ills’, which begins with ttjv dvpav ttjv and continues with the 

gradual diminution of rAfoc&£njvta there is an invocation of foot inter alios1* and a refer¬ 

ence to St. Phocas, the Syrian Martyr. Titus, there are degrees, so to speak, of Chris¬ 

tianity in magic, and a line over which Christians would not pass, and could not, if 

they were to remain in the body of the Church. Magic was a means, not an end, to 

Christianity, and as a means it was accepted—but only so long as its acceptance did not 

1 pOjry. xvi, 1928. Cf. PRyL 3; Stud. Pal. xx, 394: PSl 719; PPHne. it, 107- For the use of psalms in 
magical papyri generally See CsllatE, jiegyptus, xm, 209 IT., Frcsut, tJ ^gypte, sx, 3*5 i hoitin- 

beutel-Bdhlig, Aegyptm, xv, 418. 
* BGU 954; PPrinc. 11, 107. i po=W- io77* 
* PSI 1297. Isaiah vi, 3 is also quoted in FPrine, 11, 107. 
* Christians did not deny its powers hut they condemned its use by members of their own Sect. See, e.R., 

Tert. Apol. 35. 
4 Die Religion in den grieehisehen Zaiiberpapyri (Lund, 194^). 35■ 
1 CF. Duchesne, Early Hiitory of the Chureh, I, I25, ’ FOxy, XII, 1566. 
* Cf. BGU 1026, xxiii. 10 Cf. POxy. xn, 1566. 11 POxv. vir, 1060, " Cf. BGU 956. 

13 See N'ock, op. cit,, 62, 63, in. 

Blows N 
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involve a denial of the fundamental beliefs of the Christian faith. I he attitude of the 

Gnostics represented a compromise which cost them their membership of the Church.1 

The subsequent history of the influence of magic, particularly of demonologyi on that 

Church ties outside the purview of this article, and it is sufficient lor our purpose to 

notice that this influence began with the beginnings of the religion and is well testified 

to by the magical papyri, those monuments to popular religious syncretism. 

From earliest times, Greek deities, both Chthonic and Olympian, had been invested 

with healing powers and, in addition, cults arose in connexion with certain deceased 

physicians. The most powerful of these was the cult of Asclepius, a deified hero. Now 

the syncretistic cult of Sarapis borrowed the healing function of Asclepius as one of its 

divine attributes and, like Asclepius, Sarapis was the God of Health—though he was 

much more besides—and operated in very much the same way.1 He too worked miracles 

of healing;3 he too, in order to effect his cures, made use of incubatio or Tentpelschfof, 

so well known to us from the cult of Asclepius, and Strabo4 testifies to the Serapeum 

at Canobus, in which it was the custom to sleep, in order to obtain a cure for one’s own 

sickness or that of another. So close was the connexion between Asclepius and Sarapis 

that Imoutbes,5 the Egyptian Imhotep, commonly identified with Asclepius, having 

been also a historical person before his death and deification, formed one of the circle 

of deities round Sarapis at Memphis. Parnell points out6 that, whereas such cults com¬ 

bined the scientific with the miraculous, ‘it was easier for the new religion (sc. Chris¬ 

tianity) to adopt and foster the miraculous than the scientific tradition’. 

However that may be, Christianity found here again a clamant popular need which it 

had to satisfy. Papyri show two ways in which it set about the task. First, the Christian 

God and His Bon became the only Gods of Healing. A Christian amulet,7 already cited 

in another connexion, invokes the ‘Son and Word of the Living God, who heals every7 

sickness and every infirmity’. To us, immersed in the Christian tradition, this is no 

novelty; the New Testament bears ample testimony to the belief in Jesus Christ as a 

healer of the sick. But it is interesting to remark how, once again, Christianity found 

itself try ing to supply the deficiencies caused, or likely to be caused, by the removal or 

displacement of the pagan gods. This deficiency, a theological deficiency which was sup¬ 

plied by clothing the new objects of worship in the attributes stripped from the old, 

was not as important as the practical one, the need for medical practitioners and hos¬ 

pitals, both of which had derived naturally from the cults of Asclepius and Sarapis. 

Some of the more important shrines of healing continued to exist even after the estab¬ 

lishment of Christianity.8 But the majority would disappear as competition increased.9 

The answer presented itself along with the problem; the material was again ready to 

hand. Just as the temples of pagan healing deities had their sanatoria to which the sick 
1 For other typical Gnostic amulets cf. POxy. xut 1478; CFR zd 12 ; PPrinc. ltb 107; m, 159- Fox Christian 

charms cL BGU 944 5, and far their pagan counterpart see BGU 956 and FTebt. 275. 
: RE, sal Sarmpis, vT c, 5. 3 Suet. Vesp. 7; Tsic. Hist, tvp Si; cf, FJut. Alex* 76, 
* xve 1, it 17. * For his healing powers see FGxy. Xlp ijSf ; cf+ 13S2 for Sarapis, 
* Greek Here Gulti end Idem of Immutudity {Oxford, 192 i}p 275, quoting AmobiuS* AdtL Set. Ih 4S-9. 

T POxy. Vllt„ 1151. 11 E,g, the Asctepieium at Cos. Famdh op, dt,, 274 f- 
a For Christian inctdwrio see Deutmer, Da Intubations (Leipzig,, tyoo), ch. iv; M, Hamilton, Ineubetion ztt* 

(St. Andrews, 1906), 109-231, 
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could resort for treatment and attention at the hands of the priests of the god, so the 

counterparts of these institutions sprang up alongside the Christian churches and 

monasteries, and the Church undertook a responsibility for essential social services 

which it has never since relinquished. was the name given to these ‘hos¬ 

pitals’ and we find reference to one, situated near to the (presumably) church of St, 

Nilus, in a receipt2 acknowledging a charitable benefaction by the heirs of Flavius 

Apion. In other fragments,5 written by the same hand, dated the same day and in the 

same manner, a charitable foundation described as the ‘widows of St. Michael’ is men¬ 

tioned, together with the ‘widows of St. Victor’ and the 'widows of Sts. Cosmas and 

Lamianus’, as the recipient of a quantity of wine. It might be objected that these illustra¬ 

tions are too late in chronology to have any bearing upon the development of the history 

of Christian v«™«/MEa. But surely it is more reasonable to hold to a gradual evolution 

or Christianization of voaoKOfieia in answer to a current need than to assume their sud¬ 

den emergence out of the blue at a time w hen Christianity was already the dominant 

religion. There is, in fact, ample evidence, both within and without the papyri, for the 

attribution of healing powers to anchorites.4 For example, the letters to Paphnutius3 

contain several appeals addressed to that holy recluse by men and women of the highest 

station in life and entreating his help in sickness of mind and body. ‘Remember us in 

vour prayers; for if your holiness continues so to do, it w ill be our lot everywhere to he 

in good health’, writes an Athanasius,6 w ho may conceivably be St. Athanasius. Another7 

asks through an amanuensis not only for prayer but also for <TAtuov, a practical approach 

which might suggest that the anchorite’s powers were not confined to the realm of 

spiritual measures.8 All this provides adequate testimony for the importance of the 

ascetic as healer^ and, moreover, leaves more than a suspicion in the mind that the 

Christian ‘hospital’ may have developed from the ever-growing circles of adherents 

who gathered about the cella of the anchorite to seek his help for the cure of their 

bodilv infirmities. 
With the growth of Christianity in Egypt, as elsewhere, there came, then, a corre¬ 

sponding grow th in the responsibility of the Church. The administration of ecclesias¬ 

tical property became an especial problem, to which there are many references in the 

papyri. A contract,10 dated a.i>. 573 and made by the wpcBWTnJs11 of the ‘holy church’, 

arranged for the management of an entire village, evidently included in the church’s 

domains. A sixth-century' letter12 to a man named John from his friend entreats his help 

I Sophocles cites six example* in Byzantine authors. The earliest example in Prcisigfce's Wvrierbuth is late 
fourth or early fifth century—PS I H4, 16- 

s POxy. xvi, 1898. iqr 2Q. Cf. SB 4869* 3? PLond. 1028, lb; FAmh, 154, a* S. 

3 POxy, XVlh 1955, 1956. 
* For an estimate of their place in Byzantine life and thought see Baynest Tfie Thoughr-World of East Rome 

(Oxfordh 1947), 7 f,P 34 ff* 
* PJews. 1923-9. 6 PJawi, 1929. 7 In Pjcwsp 1928. 
* The text is too badly mutilated to admit of certainty, 
* rutvyap der#redvTwr wu &p^att*v6vnav 4iroKaXupatn &un4ovTtM PJews, 1926, 9, 10 POxy. XVI. 1S94. 

II A secular term adopted, ef- PGxy. xvih 1950. For the elaborate organ teat ion of church property see Bell 
on PLond. 1782* 1, 

ia POxy. vi# 941. 
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in obtaining a piece of ground for brickmaking from the oworo/ioc, or steward, of the 

Church of St. Justus. Earlier than that, there is an extract1 from a receipt addressed to a 

chief steward from a labourer on one of the Church’s holdings at Colotes near Oxy- 

rhynchus. All this points to a semi-feudal administration and the impression is streng¬ 

thened by the endowment, maintenance, and even control of churches, monasteries, and 

other ecclesiastical property by the greater families, e.g. the Apion family, dating, for 

the most part, from the sixth century.2 Bequests made by this family to the church- 

controlled institutions have already been noted, and on the verso of a papyrus3 probably 

belonging to the Apion archives there is an account of the general expenditure on the 

Tarousebt estate, which includes a payment ckkXijmW Afifld '/cpaKtWos. Else¬ 

where,4 the ‘gatekeeper of St, John’, which is either a church or a monastery', comes in 
for a payment of wine from the butler of a comes. 

By this extension of its sphere of influence the Christian Church now bade fair to 

rival even the most powerful of the hieratic systems of the past. In Egypt, of course, 

the seeds of power had been there all the time—amongst the priests of Ptah in Memphis, 

of Amen-Re* in Thebes, of Horus in Apollinopolis, for example5—and, under the 

tolerant policy of the Ptolemies and encouraged by their lymphatic indifference of later 

day*s, the priests had increased their secular power and with it their influence through¬ 

out Egypt.6 It was only the central authority, at once strengthening and controlling its 

members, which was needed; this the Christian Church7 was not slow to provide. And, 

as the great families became more and more entangled in ecclesiastical affairs, so the 

dominion of the Church itself widened, until wre find it entrusted with the most secular 

aspects of local administration. The Church came to be regarded, for instance, as 

generally responsible for the maintenance and organization of the bread supply to the 

poor.® 'This tendency to invest the Church wdth secular powers blunted the distinction 

between the religious and secular authorities. ‘Clerics occur not infrequently in secular 

occupations’, as Bell and Roberts point out,*3 and this was not altogether a desirable 

development for cither side,10 Bishops and other dignitaries are commonly7 mentioned 

in connexion with the trivial affairs of everyday life; one is even asked to give his ruling 

on the price of transport for camels.11 They assumed various judicial functions,12 some 

f POxy. xvi. [900. 

See Bell, Egypt from Alexander the Great to the Arab Conquest (Oxford, 1948), 121 (f,; id.. The Byzantine 
Servile State in Egypt, in JEA 4, 86 ff„ passim. 

* I’Oxy. vii, 1053, 23. # POxy. ,4t( 3 
1 Murray, The Splendour that teas Egypt (London, 1949), 214. 

* For bibliography see Wallace, Taxation h, Egypt (Princeton, 1938), 23S f. 

K.B. 1 here was no Mtihraie, no Isiac Church, The efficiency of church organization, itself based on the 
imperial system, may be gauged by the attempt of Maxim in to imitate it in his abortive scheme to reinstate 
paganism in the Eastern Empire. 

4 POxy. XVI, I9J2. Cf, PJews, 1914. 48-50. • On PMert. r, 44, t, Cf, POxy. I. 136, 7. 
10 Attempt* were soon made to prevent it, e.g. by the dtrrlypa^ov of Licinius in Eus, HE X, 7, and Constan¬ 

tine s letter to die proconsul of Africa quoted in A. H, M. Jones, Constantine the Great and the Conversion of 
Europe (London, 1948), 83. 

I Oxy. x\i, 1871. Cf, 1848; 1911, 52, 92, 94; PPrint, it, 82, in which a bishop, two presbyter*, and n 
tleJCon are parties to a StdAwuif, 

PLips, 43, Cf. Cod. Throd. 1,27, i, and Jones, op. eil-. 99, 217 f. For clergy as arbitrators see FMon. t, 14. 
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of which would seem to have been delegated to their subordinates.1 Coming events cast 

their shadows before them in one papyrus of the fifth century2 which records a marriage 

em TitxpQvniti t«i’ imtntQvuiv. So, even at this early stage of its history, the hands of the 

Church’s officials are becoming soiled with the dirt of everyday life and the way is made 

clear for the warrior-priest and the ecclesiastic-politician. 

Finally, it is worth noticing that Christianity often took over the temples themselves. 

There is good evidence of churches which were, in reality, converted temples, at 

OxyrhynchusA Even more significant perhaps is the practice of naming the new churches 

after the old temples A and, sometimes, after the deities who vvere worshipped in them.3 4 * 

The process of assimilation was not confined to the institutions and customs of 

paganism but extended to the field of religious terminology. Now religions, in their 

early stages, do not seek to express a precise theology. Their concern is with the 

strengthening of the tics of belief and communion, their primary aim to win the struggle 

for existence. Formal theology is a later development, the child of established religion, 

belonging to the phase of consolidation, not of formation, and it consciously avoids, 

wherever possible, resemblances with the older religions which surround it and tend to 

impress themselves upon it. Its aim is exact definition. To achieve that aim, it creates 

a fresh terminology which will distinguish it from lesser creeds without the law. Our 

concern is not with the creation of this theological vocabulary by a handful of scholars 

but with that earlier, popular phraseology' familiar to the humblest Christian and handed 

on from one generation to another, so that traces of its survival are still clear in the 

papyri of a much later period. Here too we find Christianity borrowing, appropriating. 

It was most natural that, when early Christians tried to describe their God, they turned 

to the pagan cults for their modes of expression. This is not imitation in the strict sense 

but inevitable similarity. 
The ancient cult of Apis had supplied one of the Egy ptian elements in the syncretistic 

cult of Sarapis,6 and the Apis Bull had been buried at Memphis in its burial-ground 

west of the city from the time of Amenophis II. The excavations here of a later Sera- 

peum revealed inter alia the name ‘Apis, the Living, Osiris* for a Bull buried in the 

reign of Amenophis III; under Dvn. XNV the description ‘Apis the Living’ again 

appears. Christianity, another religion centred upon a resurrected God whose death was 

at once a symbol and an act of redemption for His followers, employed the same term; 

one example of its use has already been quoted.7 Another occurs in a Christian charm8 

of distinctly Gnostic flavour, in which the petitioner describes herself as ’servant (lit. 

slave) of the Living God’.0 In fact, the expression becomes more common in Chris¬ 

tianity than in paganism and admits of further extension, for the phrase tjj Kvpvs?, which 

1 Cod. Thcod. iv, 7* Cf. Cod. Ju&l, h t3, i, and see Lictiitiarin in CAH xiif 694. 

1 PQxy. vr, 903, 
1 POiry. ip 43, l zz: xivt 1683, i^p so. 

* FMert. 1, 41, tz. Cf, POkv. Viti* 1115—*Vrw i*p£* Myovorou (at Alexandria)—and the editors1 non; ad ioc. 

4 PQxy, xnip igtOp 3. Cf- PLond. 1419, 392. 

4 Recent articles on the origin and nature of this cult are: Youric* Harvard Tkeoltigi&d Review* 41. 9 ff.; 

Kles&lmgt Chromque d'£gypter 48* 317 ff* See too Jouguct, Trail elude1 sur Fhrltinisme (Cairo, 19++), 120 ff. 

? POxy. V1II> 1151 p 24. ® PQxy, vip 924, 11. * Cf. Daniel VT, 20, 26. 
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appears frequently in the Septuagint,1 is often found in the papyri1 as an asseveration 

inserted parenthetically, almost conventionally. Another variation on the original theme 

is fcos* Of course, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that the influence of the 

Septuagint itself explains the popularity of this phrase in early Christianity, but the 

similarity in the ideas fundamental to both Christianity and certain pagan cults is 

undeniably illustrated by it.4 

The word kv/hos was universally adopted by Christians, who seem to have had no 

aversion to the use of a word so commonly employed to describe pagan deities.3 Nor is 

there any valid reason why they should have had, since Jesus Christ was their Lord, 

just as Sarapis was the Lord of his worshippers. wptos, therefore, in the papyri is, like 

the singular d Btos6 or even Se6?,7 not a reliable indication of the religious beliefs of the 

writer, despite Ghedini's assumption to the contrary.® The use of the compendia 

9c, however, puts us on much more certain ground. For example, Grenfell and Hunt 

were quite prepared to accept as of Christian origin a letter of the late third or early 

fourth century9 on the strength of rrapa ri ; whereas a similarly phrased letter 

from parents to son of the fourth century',10 which has rw xuphp in full, falls 

between two stools. Of course, even here anomalies must be expected, since the Jews 

may possibly not have been quite as antagonistic to such nomina sacra as 8< as to «, 

and an additional warning against the too ready acceptance of them in letters of an early 

period as a priori Christian (or vice-versa) is given by an examination of the verbose 

letter to Apa Paieous,11 dated c. a.d, 330-40, in which they are subjected to strange 

treatment. The standard contractions are absent but the horizontal stroke is there all 

the same, sometimes duplicated, suggesting, as Traube hinted,11 that the compendia 

were not perfectly understood at this stage by less literate writers. 

An equally ambiguous term common to both pagan and Christian is wv fax.13 It is 

usually safe to assume that the great majority of instances occurring in letters, etc., 

dated to the sixth century' or later arc Christian. From an examination of fifty-three 

such instances in the Oxyrhynchus papy ri it would appear that there are three ways in 

which w 0™ is used. Twenty-eight of these examples of its use14 have what one might 

call the purely conventional meaning of lby the grace of God’ and are employed almost 

as an additional name or title. In a business letter of the sixth century,tS the phrases <n>v 

8t$ aSeAfcu and Blurmp out- are found with this meaning; in another,16 a physician is 

I E.g. Judges vjji, *a. * E.g. POxy, vi, 943. 1 POxy. xvr. 1874, 12. 
4 I’or its pagan use tf. PPar, 574, 1038, * E.g. SB v, 8006, Cf. Deissmann. op. cit., 353 ff. 
b SB ill, 7242; PMich. 111, 213. 1 SB jiif 6m, 

In his Letlere Crutiane dai poptrigreet del HI e IVsecitlo (Milan, 1923), an which see Bell, Harvard Theo¬ 

logical Review, 37, 192 ff, 

4 POxy. jtn, 1493, Cf. 1495, where both xvptos and 9t6t are contracted; xiv, 1774, 2 for tV Jew, 
la POsy, x, 1299, So too HPrinc. it, 73 (third century). 

II PJ™*, 1917* “ Nomina Sacra, 49 f, 
,J Often tri>v 9toU.of course, in pagan usage, as in POxy. xil, 14S2, 9; xiv, 1760, 15. Put the pagan avv 0m$ 

cf. POxy, k, 1220, 24; xiv, 1763, rx. 

■* Via. 1, 138,8; 138, 13; 14*, n; 156.5;xvi, 1S33, 10:1838,6: 1S44.6; 1845, 6; 1S46,5: 1847,6; 1848,9; 
1849, 4; iHjO, 3; [&51, 5; I&J2, 4', *853. 9: 1854, 13; 1855, 19; 1S56, 8: i860, 16; 1861,3; *869, 21 : 1937,9: 
1997, 2 ; 2002, t; and the exx. in the two notes following. 

'* POxy- vt, 943. 14 POxy. I, 126, 23, 
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referred to as il/npxvk aw flew Ixrpot. Also conventional but with a slightly altered 

connotation, like our'D.V.’ or‘with God's help’, is another example in the same letter, 

oiv 6tm fiWivijj fifnjs (Vw/itjfffeuf.1 With this, the usual meaning in pagan 

associations,- nineteen similar cases may be compared,3 But there is yet a third shade 

of meaning which auv 0«yj can bear and which is more significant as evidence of true 

religious feeling* It can be seen in a phrase like emu &e6> vapaymoBot* which 

the editors translate ‘being obliged, by the grace of God, to arrive’. The difficulties of 

the translator are here obvious, but this instance is, for all that, not to be classified with 

either of the conventional uses described above; it is not an additional title nor is it 

equivalent to ‘ DAY It refers to a past event necessitated by the will and action of God. 

Amongst our examples, there are four more5 which fall outside the two main categories. 

One of them, in a letter of deeply religious tone,6 is ™ 6c& e^ofiaw or 'praying with 

God’s help’, which cannot by any stretch of the imagination be called conventional. 

Here we have an expression of real piety.7 
Other expressions, for the greater part conventional and equivalent to our ‘DAY, are 

almost identical with their pagan counterparts, e.g, OtoC &e\oiTos, 9eov /Jotjflowros, 

fiovhjmi flfew. But, in one early Christian letter, the first is given a conditional sense— 
ofrwf 6toC ffthouTOi rei TrfmTtuor yevr/rai^—and conditional too IS the use of 

the second in another fourth-century letter—e2Sdr«$ on IjjeW p* w da «»• waaxert, 

deoS{h?)8omrrt}?Q Speaking generally, however, such phrases are taken over as a heritage 

from paganism and fall into automatic use without emphasis upon, or analysis of, their 

fundamental significance. 
Pagan terms were also employed to designate some Christian festivals. Naturally 

enough, the word lopn'j itself is frequently borrowed, with the addition of &yi* to 

denote its essential difference from the pagan festival.10 Again, the 6fo£dwa(sc. Up*) 

was originally a Delphic festival at which the statues of Apollo and other gods were 

‘shown’ to the people;1’ in Christian usage, it reappears as the Epiphany, as in a busi¬ 

ness letter, apparently enclosed with a present of fish for consumption at the feast, 

which is described as Tranjyvpt? nav aylcuv Btoj>avL<m>.lz An interesting example of this 

process of assimilation is the word In pagan papyri, unlike the Greek litera¬ 

ture of the classical period, it is used almost exclusively of the birthday of a god or 

semi-divine personage, as opposed to yeWeia.K Transferred from its pagan associations, 

it may be used of Christmas or the birthday of a saint, or of the anniversary of his or her 

1 PQxy. tP 126? to. = See Bell, JEA 34, S9. 
I Viz * ip 133. ‘4, 20; t3*p *4; *37-^3; vii* I03&P i8;xvip m~r 14 s 5; *3 l 19] 1S97, 8; 

iS9Bp 23; 1965, 11; i?77p 7! 1 $85, «: 19S7. 26; i9&St 29; 198% 22; 2009, 3; 21039, *- 
4 PQiy. vi. 9^ 4- s POacy, vnF io72h 12 ; xvi, 1865, 7; 1868* to; 1870. 24. 6 xvi, 1SG5. 
7 CL Stop ovv Buy in the letter of Pst?nosiris1 PGrenf. llp 73, 16, 8 POsy. Xll* 1494, 3. 

* PFay, 136, 3, 
Tfl POxy* xvi. 1933, io* But without iylo. In FLond, 1036, 8; PS! 63h 26. For its pagan use see especially 

PHibch 27 p where it is used ten times, 
II Hdt, lp 51; Poll, ip 34; S1G 1064, 3 (at Chios), 

* 13 PQxy. xvi, iSs7p 5. 
fc3 For some pagan uses of see POxy, 1. 112, 4 (though the reading Gctut'o? [sk] instead of Geese has 

been suggested here); vn, 1025. 14; PHibeh 27. 205, For yev/mu see POxy. til,, 521 term- For a full discussion 

see Eiirem on FOsSo LIJ., 77, 12- 
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death. In an account of expenditure1 yw&hn 'Ana. ’Itudwav and y&48>ua EurpontT)? are 

cited, and the editors supply cogent arguments for regarding both as the festivals of 

saints, in the former case St. John the Baptist and, in the latter, the St. Eutropia who 

perished in the Decian Persecutions, It is clear that the word was adopted by Chris¬ 

tianity and used in approximately the same sense, rnutatis mutandis, as it had been in 

paganism. 
Some of the contrasts and new features introduced by Christianity have already come 

to our notice, but the question of vocabulary in general has not been exhausted. One 

point calls for especial mention, leading on, as it does, to discussion of the new (Chris- 

tian) conception of the divine-human relationship. In the papyri which were written 

by Christians the new vocabulary acquired from the Septuagint and the New- Testa¬ 

ment is everywhere reflected. Nor is the similarity entirely explicable by the use, in both 

papyri and scriptures, of the same dialect, the koo^}, giving to both the same general 

framework of language. The current dialect, wedded to the idiom of the New Testa¬ 

ment, in particular, is enriched by the infusion of new metaphors, combinations of 

phrase and modes of thought. Pagan intellectuals had been able to express themselves 

in terms of their relationship with their god or gods. But between them and the un¬ 

educated masses had been fixed a great gulf, which the one section did not desire, and 

the other did not know how, to cross. The chief reason tor this dichotomy was the lack 

of a sacred book which would link the learned and the ignorant. Of course, there were 

contributory factors: cults like those of Isis and Mithra tended to be esoteric and expen¬ 

sive. The leaders of the Christian Church, on the other hand, made no distinction 

between rich and poor, educated and uneducated. Their purpose was the conversion, 

first of Jewry, then of the world, and, as a potent aid in its achievement, they had a 

collection of beautiful, but simple, literature which the preacher’s voice could make 

available to even the humblest,2 The scriptures became popular and everyday vocabu¬ 

lary was leavened with scriptural terms. 
Thus presented with a ready-made terminology, the common man found himself 

able, if admitted to the Christian brotherhood, to express even ‘thoughts that do often lie 

too deep for tears’ in words not unworthy of the emotions by which they were inspired. 

The most precious possession which this newly acquired ability conferred upon him 

was a vastly improved technique of prayer, the spiritual medium through which the 

true worshipper is united with the object of his worship and the most satisfying of all 

religious experiences for those who can avail themselves of it. At this early stage, un¬ 

fortunately, Christians did not commit whole prayers—except the Lord’s Prayer, of 

course—to writing, so that our evidence is confined to the content of the sometimes 

conventional prayers inserted in private or business letters. The customary formula is 

ippaxjdat o£ (or v(t£s) tvxofjtai,2 which, although it does not often occur before the third 

century,* is pagan in origin for all that.’ In Christian letters it is variously expanded by 

1 PMert. t, 40, 5, 6* 
3 For a Christian homily whose author evidently knew Ms Bible by heart PBotir. and cf. PBour* 4. 

* PFay. 125, *4! 12% 9* 13$, i&J 135, 17; 13^ 11. 
* But ef, PFayH 117* zja dated to a.d. toS, * Cf> PGIssl ^6, u; 41* $. 
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the addition of scriptural phrases, such as Sti wbmtos wat iv ™vTt in one of the earliest,* 

which contains other typical Christian phrases and in which the writer twice addresses 

his son as lepos vtos, Another equally illuminating short prayer is ‘O God of the crosses 

which are laid upon us, help thy servant’,2 explained by Moulton and Milligan3 as a 

reference to God as ‘at once the sender and mitigatorof trials’ and an intriguing develop¬ 

ment of the command of Jesus Christ4—to* uravpiv avroG Kaff rfpipaw.5 

Nor is the influence of biblical phraseology confined to prayers. A badly mutilated 

letter of condolence,6 written in extremely vulgar Greek, erratic in spelling and employ¬ 

ing a coarse semi-cursive, also presents many echoes, e.g. ‘He gave and He hath taken 

away’, ‘to sing amongst them in paradise, when the souls of men are judged’, and ‘for 

they are gone away into Abraham’s bosom'. Expressive too are business letters, parti¬ 

cularly those of a later period; one,7 dealing with the non-fulfilment of leases, a most 

unspiritual topic, ends with ‘But with God’s help and by the grace of Our Lord Jesus 

Christ your darling son is in good condition’. The mere admission of sentiments such 

as these in business letters speaks volumes for Christian influence and its gradual per¬ 

meation of every aspect of everyday life. But it was a practice that could lend itself to 

excess, and there is much that we find nauseating in many documents of the Byzantine 

era,3 so packed with compliments, pious reflections and effusive greetings that any 

message they might contain is, to ail intents and purposes, obscured or altogether 

forgotten. 
This gift of self-expression had a corollary in a new understanding of the personality 

of God and His relationship with man. Greek religion had been primarily a religion of 

local and national cults; only in the mystery-religions had there been evidence of real 

religious feeling and that had not been of the kind to admit of analysis. The pre-eminent 

conception in Egyptian religion seems to have been that of a strictly business relation¬ 

ship between the two parties to an agreement, a ‘peculiarly Egyptian’0 attitude which, no 

doubt, persisted long after the triumph of Christianity, as in the fifth-century letter10 in 

which God is regarded as having rewarded human charity with divine and the lucky 

beneficiary is congratulated. But this aspect of the relationship was no longer the sole, 

or even the dominant, factor governing human action. 
The unique contribution of the new religion to religious thought was its creation of 

the idea of a family of which the centre was God and the radii Christ and the Holy 

Spirit, whilst at the periphery stood the whole Christian community. The idea of uni¬ 

versal brotherhood had been a commonplace of later Greek philosophy but that ot 

divine fatherhood was a Christian development of Hebraism. One could not love an 

abstraction as a father; so, when Christianity preached the Fatherhood of God, it 

1 POxy. xn, 1491. Cf. FGrcnf. n. 73,21; SB 1,4313, it; POxy, in, 527,9; BGU 892,96; POxy. vi, 939, 2®- 
1 POxy. vir, 1058, 
J Fofflfru/arv of the GrffT'tsUnami* s^v. entvpos- 
+ Ev. Luk. ix, 23. 
* For the efficacy of the t&v XpionavtLv and its frequent affixation to letters, etc.* cf. PI and. I* 16; 

PLip$- iF 9ox io; and the ed. note on PJews, 1917. 6. 
* POxy. XVl, 1874. Cf. PPrine. H, 102—oufrets M&pdmoi? dfidvaros ei ^7 vies q 
f PO*y. xvt, 1B6B. 8 E.g. PJews, (917, 1919. * See Bell, JEA 34, 96. 

10 POxy, xviP 1870. Cf. POxy. xvi, 183** 5. 
b 1002 C 
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invested Him with a father’s qualities, in addition to the philosophical attributes* The 

evidence of the papyri is eloquent upon this question. 
God the Father is full of compassion1 but He is also capable of displaying great dis¬ 

pleasure at the errors and follies of His children. A tormal deed" repudiating a betrothal 

speaks of ‘actions which are pleasing neither to God nor to men . The Meletian soldiers 

who were in the camp invaded by Athanasius’s adherents hid in the store-chamber, 

'having the fear of God in their hearts'.3 But God also shows the greatest possible fore¬ 

thought in directing the affairs of His children;4 his np&wa becomes proverbial. mCra 

ydp iffriv tq cv Ttj &i(a. irpovoia^ says one letter, and another, which is Christian at least 

in its phraseology,6 recommends the belief that (sc. ^ rt>s Btov wpo^out) irapt^et ro fitrd 

dAoh'XfjpMi tc tq oiWa d77o\njjt;ii\7 Again, He assists them in practical undertakings. 

one correspondent invokes the help of *God who comes to their aid for the workers in 

his vineyard." But God can be the opposite of helpful, even capricious: so the writer 

of a receipt0 seems to think when he promises to transport the sums received to 

Alexandria ‘apart from accidents from Heaven’—Syja 9eov j&w, the use of /ft* giving 

a most intimate touch.10 
Intimacy is the salient feature of the conception of the divine-human relationship as 

revealed to us by these few' glimpses, intimacy best illustrated by an affectionately 

worded letter11 from a slave to his master. The impression given is one of the closest 

possible understanding, resembling that between master and trusted dependent, than 

which there was no closer bond of affection in late antiquity: ‘now is displayed still 

more clearly the regard12 of the Lord God for you.’ Like a Father and a kind master, 

God is depicted as responsible for each individual, k<lt ovopa, ‘protect them each 

one individually’, asks a short fifth-century prayer13 written in a rude hand and illiterate 

Greek. 
The ‘man in the street’ attributed to God exactly those qualities which he considered 

to be fatherly. But he did not strip Him at the same time of those basic attributes which, 

qua god, he held in common with the gods of pagan philosophy. He was omnipotent 

and, in the name of the Son, could vanquish the mightiest of pagan deities, for even 

the Nile, a god of great antiquity and potency, succumbed to the power of Christ.14 

Similarly, the Lord of All15 was pre-eminent, taking precedence over all other beings, 

superhuman or human. Not even the mightiest seigneur might challenge His primacy. 

One petition, from a man of Jewish descent, is addressed ■«£ nerd Qsdv ayaBQ S^nTor?}1*’ 

and the phrase /«rd (fed* becomes the conventional, but necessary', qualification of mere 

mortal greatness.17 

1 POxy. I, T20n l$v 16, but tht Inter is not definitely Christian, 1 POxy. lp lag* 5- 

1 PJ*WS* 1914, 12, 
* Fjewft, 1914, 36 £, is perhaps the best example, though tin: writer's view about the functions of Providence 

cannot he said to be disinterestedl 1 POxy* *Uj 1492. IQ* 
* But see Bell, JEA 34, 90, citing POslo Til, 148, 4, which carries the phrase back to the fust or second cen¬ 

tury and confirms its pagan origin, vis. in Stoic doctrine. 
* POxy. xiv, 1682, 6. 1 POxy* Xvtt 1B59- 5- w POxy* h T44- 

10 The phrase is legal in origin and should not, perhaps, be pressed too far, IJ POxy, vr. 939- 
13 11 POxy. vit, 1059. 14 POxy. xvip 1830, 6. 15 POxy. xvi, i86S? ioh it* 

^ POxy. l, 131, 1. POxy, xviK 1830, 6; 1857, 6; 1858, 7; tUi, 11; 1865, 13; 1939. 5; l94°p 
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Whilst not at all depreciating His divinity, the increased understanding of God's 

personality brought in its train the idea that God was more closely connected and con¬ 
cerned with the daily round. Religion ceased to be remote, something to be sought, 

when needed, in temples or local shrines. It became a living reality, close at hand, 

accessible. It pervaded everyday routine, yet not as early Greek religion had done with 

its primitive, animistic approach. Christianity was not, like that and other forms of 

numinism, seeking to placate the unseen spirits with which the air and all around was 

filled; it was trying to introduce a personal God into the world of human persons. God 

could, as we have seen, be a powerful helpmate in dealing with such ordinary opera¬ 

tions as vine-tending and irrigation, and He was not interested solely in the control ol 

Nature, but even in business transactions as well, Ilis name became a power to invoke, 

an Eidesgaratii. <ts fe&s, the endorsement on the verso of a fourth-century business 

order,1 is hardly conceivable as a reference to a pagan deity; men might acclaim Sarapis 

thus after the manifestation of some miraculous power but they were unlikely to use 

his name as a kind of password on business documents. The Christian God, however, 

is frequently invoked as witness :z ndprvpa e^w Seat'3 is the cry of a harassed tax- 

official to his superior. In the same letter, ofSev is inserted almost parenthetically, 

as it commonly is from the fourth century onwards, becoming as conventional as <wv 

&ew. Sometimes it appears in full as Taffcnct §e oZSev 6 0to$* or tSs o!Ser o 0«Js,s but more 

often as above in virtual parenthesis, with or without w>.& By the time the process of 

vulgarization is complete it is no more or less than our ‘God knows!', although It is 

perhaps not fanciful to detect in its longer forms a remnant of real piety. Other assevera¬ 
tions, c.g. Be6v r»u? and tot jfosj&wvTtt Ckdr,8 are just as conventional, and it becomes 

increasingly dear that God is regarded as taking the place of a human witness0 and is 

liable to just as cavalier treatment in the end. So too, in an account10 in the George- 

Victor series, the ‘Mother of God* is invoked almost as casually as Zeus is in the come¬ 

dies of Aristophanes. 
One usage is especially common, the symbol xv-v* the exact meaning of which is not 

settled but is agreed by all to be in some way derived from Christian theology or 

hagiology.11 It is employed in all possible settings. In five examples,*2 out of sixteen 

examined, it heads an account, in two, a lease.1" Other documents in which it appears 

are a receipt for corn,14 a note of commons supplied to singularity a letter concerning 

payments toaW^l6an inventory',17 a letter to a cleric,13 a liturgical fragment,10 a Chris- 

1 POxy. vil, 1056. * t*wos o KvfHQS Bias yap [taprvptov, PLoml. 1244. 6, 
> PMert- i, 4$, it. Cf. POsy. vm, 1164; PSI 49; PGen 14; PLond. 1674. * POxy. vi, 903, 37. 

* POxy. xvi, 1861. 4; 1 KGS, 9. 
* POxy, vm, 1165, 8; BGU 1033, 12; SB 1, 4323, 8; Pland. it, to (bm this is not certainly Christian), 

7 POxy, vr, 941, 3; cf. PSI 973. h POxy. xvi, 1839, 5. 
* See Seidl, Dir Eid in Ramitch-Jlgyptisehen Ptovittsiabeehi (Munich, (935). «„ 47' For an interesting 

account of the Christianization of the official oath, ibid- 20 ff. 

14 POxy. xvi. 1936, 15. 
" See Ghedini, op- dt., 2S3 f.; also Scott-Moncrieff, op, dt., 119 f., for bibliography and summary of main 

views, 
“ POxy- vm, 1130; x, 1389, 1328, 1343; xvi. 2053. 11 POxy, xvt, 18S9, 1961. 
'* POxy. xvi, 3003. « P. Oxy. xvi, 2007, 16 POxv. xvt, 1931. 17 POxy. xvt, 1933, 

>* POxy. xvi. iS-i, '* POxy. XM, 1927. 
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tian oracular prayer,1 as well as the letter about the vintage already quoted1 and a badly 

spelled letter from son to mother.5 
But perhaps it is wrong to lay too great an emphasis on this kind of evidence, vis-a-vis 

the abundant testimony for the introduction by Christianity of a new spirit of comrade¬ 

ship. Although we find often, in matters of universal,4 as of purely domestic,® interest 

that the new religion has sown seeds of bitter schism, this fulfilment of its Founder’s 

prophecy6 is more than offset by the numerous acts of kindness and affection which 

illuminate all but the most prosaic papyri of this period and many of which would have 

been unthinkable under a pagan dispensationft is significant that this sense of the 

word ayiwi} docs not seem to occur in the papyri before the sixth century. It was a new 

ingredient or, at least, one whose essence and potency earlier religions had overlooked. 

For Christianity, for all its adoption of pagan institutions and ideas, had also infused a 

good deal that was new into the old mixture. By kindling arid formalism into warm life 

and bringing its God into a closer relation with mundane matters, it encouraged the 

adoption of a religious attitude that was to stand the test of time and mitigate the worst 

effects of human folly and wickedness. For the early development of this attitude the 

evidence of the papyri is not the least important. 

1 FQxy. xvi, l qzb, where ii ts triplicated. 
4 PJews, 1914, * FOxy. vi, 903, 19 ff. 

3 POxy, \% 940. 
* Ev. Matth. X, 25- 

* POsy. xa 1300. 
v E-g, PJews, 1915, 1916. 
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PERCY EDWARD NEWBERRY, M.A., O.B.E. 
The passing of Professor Newberry on August 7, 1949, at the age of eighty, severs the 
link between the members of the Egypt Exploration Society of to-day and the original 
founders of the Egypt Exploration Fund—Amelia Edwards and Reginald Stuart Poole. 

Percy Edward Newberry, the son of the late Henry James anti Caroline Newberry 
of Ealing, was born April 23, 1869. He spent his boyhood in Chelsea and was educated 
at King's College School and King’s College, London. Such was his formal education, 
but to a far greater degree he educated himself in all those subjects on which he later 
left his mark—botany, Egyptology, oriental textiles, and glass. He was drawn into 
Egyptology, as he told me recently, by his introduction in 1884 to Reginald Stuart 
Poole (1832-95), one of the founders and honorary secretaries of the Egypt Explora* 
tion Fund, who asked his assistance in the secretarial work of the Fund. Newberry' 
readily responded, and he carried out his duties between 1884 and r886 in Poole’s 
official residence at the British Museum. Here he met and frequently conversed with 
Poole’s mother, Sophia Poole (1804-91), who had lived many years in Egypt and was 
the sister of the famous Arabic scholar, Edward William Lane; here, too, he met 
Amelia Edwards, Flinders Petrie, and Griffith, so these early years were spent in a 
thoroughly ‘Egyptian ized’ atmosphere. Newberry'’s knowledge of botany was immedi¬ 
ately useful to Petrie, who had discovered many ancient floral remains during his excava¬ 
tions in the Fayyum, and Newberry undertook the determination of the species and 
made a communication on the subject to the Bath meeting of the British Association in 
1888 and contributed chapters to Petrie’s I lunar a (1889) and Kaium (1890). 

Griffith had, at the annual meeting of the Egypt Exploration Fund in 1889, formulated 
his scheme for an Archaeological Survey of Egypt (Ami. Rep., 1888-9,11_24)- The plan 
was immediately adopted by the Committee, and Miss Edwards, Poole, and others, having 
a first-hand knowledgeof Newberry’s enthusiasm and ability, at once placed him, young 
as he was, in charge of the expedition that began work at Beni Hasan and carried out 
surveys at El-Bcrshah and other sites. He had as assistants George Willoughby Fraser 
and John Newberry (his brother), both of whom were architects, together with Marcus 
Blackden and Percy Buckman as draughtsmen. The well-known volumes which 
resulted, Beni Hasan and El Bersheh, are mainly Newberry’s work, though Griffith, 
the editor, contributed largely to the inscriptional matter. 

From 1895 to 1901 Newberry as a free-lance carried out a survey of the Theban 
Necropolis and superintended excavations financed by Lord Amherst of Hackney, the 
Marquis of Northampton, Miss Margaret Benson, Theodore M, Davis, Mrs. Emma 
B. Andrews, Mrs. Tytus, and others whose interest and support he had enlisted. He 
formed a grandiose plan to publish the principal Private Tombs, but the projected 
series began and ended with The Life of Rekhmara, which records about one-third of 
a single tomb. Newberry’s work at Thebes continued for many years, but latterly he 
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was not attached to any particular expedition but gave his advice and assistance to 

many—those of the Earl of Carnarvon, Theodore Davis, and others. To the publica¬ 

tions of these and other excavators lie made valuable contributions. 
In 1906 Newberry rvas appointed Brunner Professor of Egyptology at Liverpool 

University, and he held the chair until 1919. During that period he enrolled in the 

ranks of Egyptology many young students, including the late Professor Peet whose 

brilliant career was thus originated and who succeeded his professor in the same chair. 

On his resignation Newberry was appointed Honorary Reader in Egyptian Art at 

Liverpool, and in T90S he had been elected a Fellow of King’s College, London, 

During the First World War Newberry sacrificed the comforts of his home and all 

his leisure to work at gauge-making in the workshops of the Goldsmiths’ College at 

Deptford. Here he worked at the bench and took lodgings in the neighbourhood as an 

ordinary mechanic. After the war he resumed his old activities and commenced new 

ones: he was President of Section H of the British Association in 1923 and was a Vice- 

President of the Royal Anthropological Institute in 1926. In 1929 he accepted the chair 

of Ancient History' and Archaeology in the Egyptian University at Cairo, and con¬ 

tinued in this post for four years. Shortly before his death he was elected a Vice- 

President of the Egypt Exploration Society. 
Throughout his life Newberry' was an indefatigable worker and he collected masses 

of material on the various phases of archaeology" in which he was interested, but com¬ 

paratively little of this valuable hoard has been published, and it must be confessed that 

his output is disappointingly small for one who had such w'ide knowledge and such 

ability to communicate it. This is not the place to set out a bibliography of Newberry’s 

writings, but in addition to the works already" mentioned and to contributions to various 

journals, reference may be made to his Amherst Papyri, to his Scarabs, to his three 

volumes on Scarabs, Seals, and Funerary' Figurines in the Cairo Museum Catalogue, 

and to the chapters he contributed to the publications of Miss Benson, Lord Carnarvon, 

Theodore M. Davis, and How ard Carter. Towards the end of his life, the large quantity 

of valuable material that lay stored up in his note-books (and in his head, 1 may add) 

began, as he said, to weigh on his conscience. In a letter of May 1946 he wrote: ‘I hope 

to survive long enough to produce one more book which will consist of Essays dealing 

with the Archaic Period and the history' and archaeology' of Egy pt generally. It will 

have to be written out by hand like so many of Sethe’s u'orks and I am looking round 

for a clear calligraphist to do it,’ How far this work had progressed in the meantime, 

I know not, but I hope a means may be found of publishing it, if the materials are in a 

sufficiently forward state. 
Newberry' was always most kind and helpful to all who came to him for information 

and advice, particularly to beginners and to Egyptologists at the outset of their careers. 

By travellers and collectors in Egypt his advice and assistance were also much in 

demand and always accessible. Many useful undertakings have been carried out and 
many valuable collections formed under his guidance. Indeed, far too much of his time 

when in Egypt was taken up by acting as guide, philosopher, and friend to many 

eminent visitors. The Consuls of the European Powers and the high officials of 
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the Egyptian Government constantly requested him to do the honours of the Nile 

Valley for distinguished visitors. He acted, for instance, as guide to Princess Beatrice 

and her party when they visited Egypt in 1904 and accompanied them as far as Aswan 

by river, and overland to the Red Sea Coast. One cannot but regret that the time so 

spent on these numerous expeditions could not have been devoted to productive 
research. But Newberry was too courteous and too kind-hearted to refuse any request 

that it was in his power to fulfil. He had profound knowledge of almost every notable 

collection of antiquities in Europe and America, both public and private, and was in 

constant touch with the movements of antiquities whether at public sales or in the 

hands of dealers. 
To the very end of his long life Newberry maintained his enthusiasm and activity, 

and nothing but ill health or the conditions imposed by war could restrain him. In 

the Second World War, despite his advancing years, he again sacrificed his time and 

his comforts to National Sendee, first in the Ministry of Food and later in the Home 

Guard. He also gave up his house for a Nurses’ Hostel and it was not until he regained 

possession of it after the war that he could have access again to his books and papers 

and return to his studies. 
Newberry will occupy a lasting place in the annals of Egyptology' and in the memories 

of his colleagues and friends; he was an Egyptologist ttd generis. 
Warren R. Dawson 
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By the death on February 27 of Professor Battiscombe Gunn, Editor of this Journal 

from September 1935 to December 1939, those who were privileged to know him well 
have lost a most beloved friend, and Egyptology one of its greatest men. 

Of the position which Gunn held in his study one might say, with Sinuhe, ‘his face 

was set toward it since he was bom'. The fascination of Egyptian writings won his 

mind while he was still at school; already at fourteen he had begun to read hieroglyphs. 

His early enthusiasm receiv ed no encouragement, and it was to be many years before 

circumstances would allow him to devote his full attention to the study to which he was 

to contribute so much. After a period of unhappiness in uncongenial work he found, 

in 1908, as private secretary to Sir Arthur Pinero, employment better suited to his 

tastes and temperament. Three years later he went to Paris, where for some time he 

worked as a journalist. There, to the literary and artistic circle in which his talents en¬ 

abled him to live so easily, he must have seemed entirely in his element, But it had long 

been apparent that neither discouragement nor the diffusion of interest which is the 

besetting danger of versatile minds could divert him from his chosen study. Already in 

1906 he had published his first book, The Instruct ion of Ptaithotep, which, although in 

the adventurous confidence of youth it attempted too much, was a great advance on 

previous attempts to translate that discouragingly difficult text, its preface is most 

revealing; in it we see just which aspects of his subject were the first to appeal to him, 

and the spirit in which he approached it. No finer approach could be conceived. 

Before he went to Paris he had made the acquaintance of the man with whom his 

name will always be linked. His connexion with Dr. (later Sir) Alan Gardiner was to 

be a most fruitful and lasting partnership. Henceforward, whenever the two friends 

were separated, frequent correspondence enabled them to collaborate; it continued 

when, in 1913, with the encouragement of Flinders Petrie, Gunn at last realized his 

ambition and visited Egy pt. Here he worked with Engelbach at Haragch as epigraphlst.1 

Having been invalided out of the army after a short period of sendee in 1914, Gunn 

joined Gardiner in London and worked there with him for some years. This work cul¬ 

minated in the production of Gunn’s great contribution to the study of Egyptian gram¬ 

mar, Studies m Egyptian Syntax. Before its publication in 1924 Gunn had left again for 

Egypt; after working with Woolley and Pcet at Tell cl-'Amamah in 1921—2* he was 
appointed to a post in the Service des Antiquites; it was during this period that he 
co-operated with Firth at Sakkarah (in 1924).3 He was Assistant Keeper in the Cairo 

Museum from 1928 until 1931, when be went to the Philadelphia Museum as curator of 

the Egyptian section. Here he remained until 1934, when, upon the death of Professor 

T. E. Pcet, he was elected as his successor to the Chair at Oxford. 
It may be asked why, after such brilliant promise of production, Gunn’s written 

< See HmwK B.S.A.E-, 1923. * See The City of Akhenaten, t, 1923- 

J S«s Ttti Pyramid Gmetmej, 1926* 
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contributions to his science were henceforward confined to brief but masterly articles 

and reviews in this Journal and elsewhere. The answer is twofold. Firstly, he felt that 

as a University teacher his chief duty was to his pupils. As the sole senior representative 

of his subject at Oxford he sometimes gave as many as a dozen classes a week, beside 

supervising the studies of advanced pupils. This was hard work, but no burden to 

Gunn; in his correspondence from Philadelphia we already find that he has made a new 

discovery—the secret of successful teaching. In this he was incomparable. His pupils 

never left him for long; they returned to him from the ends of the earth; and scholars 

visiting England were always glad to join his classes, Gunn’s devotion to teaching was 

not the only way in which he showed himself unselfish; no scholar ever spent more 

time in assisting others to solve their difficulties and perfect their work. But those who 

submitted work to him did so on one condition: they must be prepared to conform to 

his standards of exact scholarship; and this was hard discipline. Egyptology has suffered 

much in the past from the crank and the amateur philologist, Gunn represented a salu¬ 

tary reaction from this. Speculation presented as fact, smooth approximate translations, 

wrong references, and inconsistencies in typography were all hateful to him; if he had 

a fault as a scholar it was a tendency to regard all sins against accuracy as equally atro¬ 

cious. The standards of criticism which produced detailed, penetrating, and unmerci¬ 

ful reviews of other men's work were applied with even greater rigour to his own, and 

this too affected his output of publication. It is for these reasons that a bibliography of 

his work would at present be premature, for a considerable body of unfinished material 

remains to be worked over. 
Gunn’s scholarship was so stern and thorough, and his grasp of every branch of his 

study so complete, that it would not have been surprising if his contemporaries had 

found him narrow and rigid in his interests and relationships; but this was not so. His 

dry and acid wit was the delight of those who knew hint. He spoke French, German, 

Italian, and Arabic fluently; even his closest friends do not know how many other 

languages he read. One might try, and fail, to find a subject on ’which he could not 

speak, and speak well, such tvas his interest in the whole world about him. He was ever 

receptive; the love of music he developed late, but it became one of his chief interests, 

and he did much to promote it in his College, which, fortunately for him, has long en¬ 

joyed a musical tradition. Most men gather prejudices as they grow older; Gunn only shed 

them. His was a fine example of the open mind. One wondered at the humility of this 

profound scholar, who, while he could be so brusque to any one whom he suspected of 

trifling, could yet give long and patient attention to a suggestion from his youngest 

pupil when once convinced of that pupil’s sincerity. To those who had thus won his 

confidence he was kind and indulgent almost to a fault; the only favour they could not 

claim from him was the comfort of fair words; for he could not deceive even for mercy’s 

sake. His passionate honesty only endeared him the more to his friends. 

It would be hard to find an epitaph for a man of such varied talents and qualities; 

perhaps one might do worse than quote his own earliest work: ‘As for the lover of all 

old and forgotten things, it may justly be said of him, as of the poet, Nascitur non Jit,' 

John Barns 
9 vm P 
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS (194S-9) 

By MARCUS N. TOD 

The present Bibliography, tvhich continues that for 1945-7 published in this Journal, 34, 109—13+ gives a 
short account of books and articles which came to my notice in the yeans 1948 and 1949, and incorporates 
a few items which, though published earlier, were still unknown to me when my preceding survey was 
written. 1 indicate by an asterisk works of which I have no first-hand knowledge. 

During the period under review J. and L. Robert have issued two further instalments of their indis¬ 
pensable 4bulletin Epigraphique', both of w hich contain sections relating to Egypt (Rev, it. gr, 61, 207-10; 

62, 155-9)' 
I mention first some works in which epigraph ical evidence plays an important rok, though in some cases 

subordinate to that of papyri. A continuation of F, Preisigke's valuable Wurterbuch der griechischen Papyrus- 
nrkitndenT based upon all new publications accessible to the author down to the dose of 19391 has been 
undertaken by E, Kiessling, who in 1944 issued a first instalment (Band IV, Lieferung i), containing the 
general word-list from d to a pros (reviewed by M. HOMBETT, Chran* d £.g. 23 f 223—4) ► Fhe second volume 
of R. TAUBEKSCiiLAt+s The Laic of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri (Warsaw, 194S) deals with 
political and administrative law and contains on p. 116 a list of the inscriptions utilized. In his exhaustive 
discussion of The Paramone as General Service Contract' (Journ. Jur, Pap. zt 9-50) \\* L. W estermanN 
examines the evidence of the Delphian manumission-records and of Egyptian papy ri and ostraca1 from which 
he concludes that the was +a contract of services which were of a general, or unspecified, kind in 
contrast to work agreements entailing specified sorts of Labor1 (p, 37). M. T. Lenger devotes an article 
(Rev. intern, des droits de Pantiquiti, 1, 119-32; cE Ckron, tt£g* 24, 165—6) to the ifpoffmyjfarix of the Lagid 
kings, with the aim of pointing out the interest which a general study of these laws might have, and of 
emphasising the main results in the juridical sphere to which the authoress has been led by a work dealing 
with one specific class. The summary of a paper by O. W, ReinMUTH on 'The Ephebate and Citizenship in 
Attica and Egypt" (Trans, Am, PhiL Ass, 7S, 433-4) deals briefly with the Egyptian aspect of the subject, 
but this section docs not appear in the article as revised and published in extern# {Trans, Am, Phil. Ai$+ 

To J. Tondriau we owe a series of three studies (cf. J. and L. Robert, Rev, it* gr, 62, 155—0) on the 
question of the identification of members of the Lagid house with various divinities. One of these concerns 
1 Rois Lagides compares ou identifies ii des divtnit&* (Chron* d'£g. 23, 127-46) and includes an appendix 
(pp. 144-5) on *Souve rains en deesses*; the second is entitled fLes souvcraincs Lagtdes en deesscs au Ille 
siede avant J.-C.1 (£tudes pap, vii, 1-15), and the third 1 Princesses ptolemalques comparers ou idcntlfiees 
2 des dces&es3 (Bull* Soe> R. d'Arch. d'Alex. 37, 12-33), ending with a list of the goddesses concerned 
(pp. 32-3). The joint work of M. HOMBERT and C. Pr£aux on the duration of life in Graeco-Roman Egypt 
from the third century B.e. to the Arab invasion (Citron, dr£g* zo9 139-46; cf. J. and L. Robert, Rev,it*gr, 
61, 207-8) deals with S13 cases in which we learn from inscriptions or mummy-labels the age at death of 
the deceased, and provides some interesting results, though the authors draw attention to the possibly mis¬ 
leading nature of these statistics and call for caution in their acceptance. 

I now turn to a geographical survey of new discoveries and of renewed discussions of previously known 

texts. 
P. Jolguet, whose death in 1949 w as a severe blow to cpigraphicaf, and even more to papy rological, studies, 

devoted an article to the Alexandrian assemblies an the Ptolemaic period (BtdL Soc. R. <TArch. d'Alex. 37, 
71-94), usefully summarized by J. and L. Robert [Rn\ ii* gr* 62 h 156) and by J. BlNCEN (Ckron* d'fig, 24, 
369—70), in which he pays special attention (pp. 72-7} to a decree now in the Alexandria Museum (Breccia, 
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/scrizivM, 164}. He also examined the Hellciiiz-ation of the Serapis-cuJt under the early Ptolemies (Horn- 

mages A Joseph Btdez el d Franz Cument, 159-66), investigating the fresh evidence regarding the great 

Alexandrian Serapeum afforded by recent excavation, while a brief account of the temple and the adjacent 

shrine of Harpocrates, together with their foundation-plaques (cf* JBA 34. no), appeared in The Times 

for August 29* 1949. A, Roue's article on "A Painted Pottery Situla from ^Pompey’s Pillar,p * (Bull. Soc. R. 

d'Arch. d'Akx. 35. 59-62) includes a stamped Rhodian amphora-handle and other vase inscriptions, and his 

report on the excavation of the site includes (ibid. 151) an inscription which he regards as an epitaph, but 

which H. Seyriu interprets as part of a welcoming and apotropaic formula (Rev. it. gr. 62, 157). C. H. 

Roberts re-examines (A Descriptive Catalogue 0/ the Greek Papyri in the Collection 0/ IV+ Merlon, iT 157-61) 

the evidence for the Claudius Firmus contained in an Alexandrian inscription (067 711; 

cLjfEA 27, 154), re-edited by J. G. Winter in Papyri in the University of Michigan Collection, in, 292-4. 

Under the title 'Alexandria ad Acgyptum again’ P. M. Eraser shows, by reference to a Delian decree 

(1G xt, 588), that in the reign of Ptolemy Pbtladelphus the Delians regarded Alexandria as in, and not 

merely close to, Egypt (JRS 59, 56). 

A. Zaki edits with a full commentary, prefaced by a general account of Xaucratis, a fragment built into 

the village-mosque of Ncbcira, dating, to judge by [he script. From the third or early second century B.c. 

and containing portions of two columns of names, probably of soldiers (Etudes pap. vii, 73-92; cf* Rev. it. 

gr+ 62, 158); this leads to an examination of three inscriptions from Hermopolis Magna (SB 599, 4206, 

S066) recording the troops which formed the Ptolemaic garrison there in the first century B.C, In an article 

on the phrase cfc dtr* gI&vqt G, BjtiftCK cites a dedication (SB 176) from Fachncmunis, betw een Rosetta 

and Damietta (Eranos, 46, 72-4), 
K* H. DittmannX discussion of the sailing wagon discovered at Mcdinet Madi includes a reference to 

a passage m the fourth hymn of lsidorus (SEG VUI, 551, U. 35-40), which tells how Porramanres trrAet iv 

Spu ai&jtr weu wtt/uh (Mitt* deutsch. Inst. Kairof to, 71). 

To V. Bt Sc human we owe two previously unpublished inscriptions from the south temple-area of 

Caranis (//f^p i6, 267-71; cf. AJArch. 52, 392, Rev. it. gr. 62, 158); one is a new' fragment of the 
inscribed lintel, of which the lower part was published by D. G. Hogarth (Fayum Totem and their Papyri, 

52-3), recording the dedication of the north propylon of the temple of Pncpheros, on August 20, 95 b.c. 
[u7T€/i nroXtfAalov [rati Kal AX]Qeou [0tkoft^rop]os nu.1 fiacnXZ<jGiri$ [/kpcvunjff fleav 

xal rdn] T€Kvuit'7 and the second i? a dedication, dated June 16, a.d. [So, on a lintel to Pete- 
souchos and Pncpheros on behalf of the Emperor Commodus, J. Scherer’s account (Bull. Inst. Fr. Arch. 

Or. 41,72) of the cult of Soter at Ftolemais appals to three inscriptions of that site (IGRom r, 1151, 1153, 

SB 739b). In his provisional report on the activities of the German expedition to Hermopolis G, Roethlr 

publishes a dedication of an alabaster relief &edi ^£€yio-n]ir dated in 83 B.c* (Mitt, deutsch. Inst. 

Koiro, 9, 66—8); of Zaei’s discussion of the garrison inscriptions from that city I have spoken above, 

C. R, Welles examines ’The Garden of Ftolemagrius at Panopolis’, described in a well-known dossier 

of poems edited by O. GlIraud (Antt. Sen*. 39, 279-303), in an ’attempt to come a little further toward an 

understanding of its significance for the social history of Egypt in the late second or third century of our 

cras; whether the garden was a religious foundation he regards as still uncertain (Tram. Am. Phil. Ass. 77, 

192-206; cf. J. and L. RuUERT, Rev. iLgr. 61, 209). The poems have also been subjected to a long and close 

scrutiny by A. Wilhelm (IPictt. Anz. 194S, 301-26); while acknowledging that Wilhelm greatly improves 

the reading and restoration of the text, Welle cannot accept his attribution of the monument to the time 

of Augustus (AJArch. 53, 397). 
In an article on L. Mussina Aemilianus, prefect of Egypt from a.p. 257 to 259, J, SCHWARTZ utilizes an 

inscription (IGRom. 1, 1181) erected at Koptos in honour of Macrinus and Quietus (Bull Soc. R. d'Arch. 

d'AIex. ^7, 35 + 39), In a votive inscription from the same site (SB 1166 = 6212) j. Sc 1 seech restores [0*ov] 
before Ewrrjpa (Bull Inst. Fr. Arch. Or. 41, 72-3; cf+ Rev, it, gr< 6r, 209). 

A. Bayou mi and Q- GufEAun edit Serx\ 46, 373-82) a fragment of a new copy of the ’Decree of 

Canopus’, found at El-Ivab (Eilcithyiaspolis) and now preserved in the Cairo Museum. It contains the 

beginnings of four almost illegible lines of hieroglyphics and parts of nine lines of the Greek version (OGt 

56, IL 50-61), carelessly engraved and deliberately effaced, honouring the daughter of Ptolemy I [ I Euergctcs 

and Berenice. The discovery of the EbKab fragment, the editors observe (p. 3S1), bears effective witness 
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to the conscientiousness with which the temple administrations carried out the prescriptions of the decrees, 

extending very far into Upper Egypt 
W, C Haves publishes {JEA 34, 114-15; cf. AJArdh 53, 397) a foundation-plaque of opaque glass, 

bearing on the obverse a hieroglyphic inscription in black ink, and on the reverse a dedication of Ptolemy IV 

to Otipavta\ the plaque, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, seems to have come 

from some Hathor-shrine in Upper Egypt, perhaps from that at Der el-Medineh* 

An Interesting metrical epitaph, probably dating from the second century p.c., of uncertain provenance, 

but now housed in the Alexandria Museum (inv. no, 24023), has been edited by M+ Segre (Bull. Soc. R. 

d'Arch. d Alex. 34, 27-9), and L. Robert, in a chapter in which he collects many epigraphical references to 

Greek shepherds, draws attention to a peculiarity' of it, the mention of {tovtcAXai av&pts and jujAowopoi who 

pass by the tomb, which lay, it would seem, out in the country (Hellemca+ 7, 158-^g). E. Drigton publishes 

(Ann, Sen?. 45, S3-4) a grey jasper medallion in the royal collection in Cairo, bearing on the obverse a 

representation of Homs walking on crocodiles, holding a gazelle, a serpent, and a scorpion, accompanied by 

the inscription Kilpi-e, koI ray ^opovvra airo Tran-os /pirtvov, preceded by the letters 

AKPJMA RPATETA, 
In a work (*Emige dgyptisehe Denkmdler in Schtcedent Uppsala, 1945) known to me only from the sum¬ 

maries of J. Bingen (Chron. d'£*. 23, 208) and of J, and L. Robert (Rev. it. gr. 62, 156), T. Save-S5der- 

berg El publishes two fragments, of unknown provenance, of a decree passed by the priestly m/voSej early 

in the reign of Ptolemy III Euergetes, before the passage of the “Decree of Canopus1; the editor adds (pp. 39- 

41) a list of eight other known decrees of the avvo&os. In his fCatalog der griechischen and ntmischen Skuiptur.. . 
tin A Hard Pierson Museum zu Amsterdam (Amsterdam, 1942) C. S, Pgnger republishes (pp, 23-4, nos, 49, 

50) two inscribed tomb-reliefs from Egypt, formerly in the Bissing Collection in Munich; on one of them 

the hackneyed formula riroXcpaU xpn^* Xa'P€ followed by the phrase teal tvoafimv ikcuo x™P0V- The 

recent acquisitions of the Bcnaki Museum at Athens include a pair of Egy ptian gold bracelets, dating from 

the Roman Imperial period and inscribed KAcuj&co. flpoKXu (BCH 71-2* 427)* 

As in previous Bibliographies* 1 refer in conclusion to some inscriptions which, though not strictly 

belonging to Egypt shed light upon the influence, political and religious, exercised by Egypt beyond her 

own borders. 
\L Launey re-edits {Mihinges Pkard, 572-80), with a greatly improved text, a dedicatory' offering erected 

at Methana in the Argolid virlp $m%XIm$ rJrdktpaiqu jcql $0.01X100-$$ KXttmdTpat Bethv kil 

nvr&v (IG tv, 854 — QGf 115; cf, F+ Hiller von Gaertringen, 19-5^1 ^9)+ aiU^ 

examines the name, date, and career of the dedicator, Eip$vaTo$ Nudov AXt£<xvBp€$fw a prominent Ptole¬ 

maic officer, in the light of inscriptions from Thera (1G m (5), 466 = OGl 102) and Delos. The inscribed 

pediment of the Serapcum of Serdica (Sofia) is published by S. N, Bobchev {BulL InsL Arch. Bulg* 14, 

220-2), To M* Secsre we owe the editio prtneeps {Bull. Soc. R. tTArch. <TAlex. 34, 29—39) an inscribed 

statue-base, dating from the later years of the third century' sax,, from Rhodes, which supplies the first certain 

cp[graphical evidence for the cult of Alexander and the Ptolemies in that island; among the priests named 

are those of Alexander, of Ptolemy, and of Ptolemy and Berenice fleet titpyirat, J. Gueyts long article 

entitled “Encore la "pluic miraculeuse" " (Rev. PhiL 22, 16-62) deals with the personality and career of 

Hamoupbis, the Egyptian priest and wonder-w'orker, who was the hero of the famous episode in Marcus 

Aurelius1 Danubian War in a.d. 172, und examines (pp*19-20) the inscription from Aquiteia relating to him. 

A. Rehm discusses (Phiiol. 97, 267-75, 3kg) the letter addressed by Ptolemy VIII Euergetes 11 to his troops 

in Cyprus, probably in January 144 BX, differing considerably from WiLllELivCs treatment (A7io, Beiheft 

XLvnr, 48-59), surveying the history of the opening years of the reign and eliminating from the text (L 27) 

the enigmatic Hson‘ of Ptolemy. One of the two inscriptions of Magnesia sub Sipylo published by J. and 

L, Robert (fietlenka, 6T 9-13) is a I Idleniatic ded [cation to Isis and Sara pis, followed by a list of &<pam*vTalt 

dating from the first or second century A,D*; this is the first evidence of the cult of the Egyptian gods in 

that city. 
C, Bonner and A. D. Nock publish (Haro. Ttieoi. Rev, 41 * 213-15) a small jasper gem of the second or 

third century ArD.p now in the possession of H. SfyrIC at Be rut, bearing on the obverse the phrase 

to ovapo. tov tevpiov ZrdpQ3ri5, and on the reverse /tcyaAsj tvx$ ttJv dnucifToir AVcun/pajp in whom they see 

Cleopatra Vllt identified with Isis, A- Beaulieu and R* Mouterdf describe the grotto of Astarte at Wasta, 
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between Sidon and Tyre {Mil Beyrouth, 27, 3-19), the earlier cull in which is represented by the Hel¬ 

lenistic dedication //jVoAt^iaiJcui koI <Yn)]*cowt. I he king here referred to they lake to 

he Ptolemy IV, and they interpret the votive as a 'gesture of Egyptian loyal ism before the loss of Code- 

Syria by the Lagids in itjS b.c.' This view must be accepted with caution, for the restoration /7[ToA^atJti>t 

cannot be regarded as absolutely certain. 



(no) 
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Two Ptolemaic Alphabetic Values of 1 

In the course of a detailed study of the great building texts published in vols, iv and VTT of Cha£simr. 
Lt Tetnple d'Edf<nty my attention was attracted to certain passages in which <— is used cither where 

one would normally expect a suffix pronoun, 3rd person singular feminine, or where the parallel 

text has [l or—. The problem is exposed most clearly, perhaps, in the description of the Sanctuary, 

which reads:- All their doors * 1chirk open into the corridor, (measure) three and two-thirds hy six cubits* 

The Great Seat (the Sanctuary), containing the Uplifter-of• Beauty (the boat-shrine), is between them* 

g the aforesaid* corridor being round about iL Its length (jw's) is nineteen andfac-sixths cubits 

and (its) width ten and a third (cubits). A great tabernacle of black stone f is within it, it is a wonder 

to behold. The corridor hall (jV to right and left of it to give entrance to the mysterious portals 

(be, the chapels) which surround it. 

The parallel text6 has —ttt pkr*s for g* but elsewhere uses w, Since the antecedent of all 

these pronouns is St-wrt, the pronoun in each case should be feminine and there seems to be no alter¬ 

native to readings as s in E. ivp 5, 10. 11, and E. vnp 15, 4, seven examples in all 

This note had already been drafted when 1 received a copy of A!hot, Le Culte d'Horus d Edfou aw 

temps des Ptoleme'es, 1. On pp. 64, 65 of that work Alliot translates the two passages we have been 

discussing. His solution of the difficulty (op, cit, p* 65, n« 2) is to take as a writing of fpn 

‘shrine1, 'chapel". Although this is a possible writing (compare E. IVT 5, 7 with £. VII. 14, 3), Alliot's 

solution is hardly convincing, partly because iswi phr snd not m kib\ partly because the apparently 

haphazard interchange of [I and ^ in E. IVP 5, g-n still remains unexplained; and partly because 

it involves impossibilities, since he is now forced to translate E. vn, 15, 3 as To grande place* est an 

milieu d'elles: le sanctuaire qui est en son centre a ig [coudees) 5/6 sur 10 if3+ but since* according to 

Alliot, St-wrt and hm are the same, the one cannot be inside the other 1 
Moreover, even if Alliot’s theory were correct, it would still fail to explain the interchange of 

* jlt and — in E. tv, 5, r-S and E, Vllt 13, 1-15, t. These two passages really require a longer 

commentary than can be given here, and in fact in the former an alternative, but not very satisfying, 

explanation of the use of can be offered, but it is significant that where in £. iv, 5, 4.7*— is used, 

£* vnp 13. 3; 14, 3 have — p and that for ^ in £+ j\\ 5, 5 we find <| m E. vii, 13, 4. On the other hand, 

in £, ivr 5, — vut 14* 3, and in E> iv> 5* 8 = vnf 15, 1 both texts employ where jl or — might 

have been expected. 

It is by a simple development of this usage that, as Blackman and I have already pointed outj 

1 Since the exact Ptulemalc forms of some of the signs used in this note do not exist in the futini, the nearest 

equivalent hsa been employed, 
a E. iv± 5, 9-1 n 
1 Le. the chapek surrounding the Sanctuary'. 

* Here and in E. Viir 15* 3 pn appears to have the same force as Late Egyptian ^ ^ p cf- JEA 22* pis. 13, 
1; is, a* +■ 6; 16, n 4, 5. 7. 9; w ith n. 3 on p, 171. 

5 Ifttl nw tmy: or perhaps fclhc doorway of the corridor' (?}. 
* E. vn, 15, 2-4, 

7 See above, pr 74, n, &a of the Commentary, 
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can be used to write the dependent pronoun s(ui) in '■ +th°u didst create 

himt thy) embodiment amongst the living’ (Af. 146- 7), 
It thus appears that occasionally has the value s, though only so far noted in writings of the 

suffix pronoun, and hence, still more rarely, s(w)* This value presumably arose through the sub¬ 

stitution of for some other form of snake, just as we find ^ and m*- with the value r (^nn. SertL 

43, 229, Nos. 193 {e)7 194 (A), with n. L on p. 271). Note too that in E. iv, 5, 5, *T by false analogy 

and mechanical substitution for is the equivalent of *[ in £. vn, 13,4, 

This new value seems to me one of the most unexpected Ptolemaic values I have yet encountered, 

nevertheless it is quite certain. The following examples are known to me:1 

(a) flw Ah'" dfrta lfood and provisions* (£,*. n, 13, 12). 

(A) mi ^hr{w) long-lived" (E- Ill, 106, 17). 

(c) it.. ~ | tenwt pw nt mg?/i n wi t n Rc 'it is the hour of hauling on the tow- 

rope of thl b^k oTfo7^! ill, 227, S-9); tf, £ hi- 6P 10, and Wb. u, 223. 10 = 

Bekgstellen, 324, 
(rf) fry (for old frt) "(primeval) mound’ (Er ivt 390, 6). Whether the infrequent 

(e g. E. VI, 9, 4) is the same word,* I am not yet prepared to say, 

(e) m rbf 'weapons of war1 {E. vi, 54, i). 

(/) n &*r tvrf 'without being repelled* (E. vtt 240, 12). 

(g) ft- kr nst-f ni tib ttf 'on his throne as sole lord* (fl. II, 41, 13; cf, ^^5^ 7^ il* 4-t 

*3)- 
I am unable to suggest an origin for this value, Blackman, Gardiner* and Gunn, to whom I 

submitted this problem, were all unable to offer any suggestion, though they agreed that the origin 

could not be sought in Frt, f?ppr or 
It is of interest to note that this value may perhaps occur before Ptolemaic tiroes: ef. w 

ri«ygq Hermann, Stelen d* thebanhehen Fdsgrdber, 45, 16 = Thebes, Tomb 260 (Lser, Dyn, 

XVIII). Since the reading srh is in part a restoration, I quote it only as a matter of interest and not 

as decisive evidence, H« W. FAittMAN 

An Egyptian expression for " home *5 

'Death seems to me now £i35 when a m<in dtsires to sec home, having 

spent many years in captivity*, Lebemmtid* 140-2. 

"Death seems to me now like a beaten (?) track,* 2 , 1 ^ xvhen a man comes 

home from a military expedition", Ijehenmude 136-8. 
Erman in his edition (p. 69) assumes in these two cases a collective treatment of ^ ; this is 

rendered highly unlikely by the fact that the same word is treated as a singular in I. 139 between the 

two passages cited abov e (fjmt-n-f \vhat he did not know*), and also in ll. 105-6, no, 112-13* 119, 

We may thus see in pr-w an expression for 'home1, probably meaning lthe family's house’; and the 

1 | (E' IV, 147, 3) is a modem error and has been corrected by Chassinat himself, E. iv, p. viii. 

* * is reversed in the original. 
J —3? is reversed in the original. 
* fffy does noi occur in Wb* 
* Note found nearly ready for press among Gunn's papers. 
6 Lit, ‘a road of rain1. The emendation here is umiecessary; the imiige being thaE of a desert-road along 

which the uiimwaier races impetuously* A.H.G. 
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same expression with no antecedent to the suffix is met with in Prisse 1,7: ? j %T" 

^Pfli^®PV^>P-l^rA"lPiTi- +He is a wetc^ who is grasping for the sake 

of hts belly. * * *, {and) who is gluttonous at home/1 
RATTISCOMBE GUNN 

The Funerary Papyrus of Wo&eramun 

Among the antiquities of the Rhind Collection, which since 1939 has been on permanent loan from 

the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland to the Royal Scottish Museum, is a fragmentin' papyrus roll 

which is numbered 910 in Miss Murray's Catalogue- where it is described as "scraps of inscribed 

papyrus1* This specimen was also published by Rhind ^ who, quoting Birch, accredits its original 

ownership to a TJsr or Sesrp holding "the post of “royal auditor, chief military governor, in the 

w hole earth governor of the Nome* * *His father, who had been a similar functionary, w as named 

Hatu, and his mother, Ta aa matu/ It may be difficult to recognize from these descriptions that we 

have in Edinburgh the mutilated fragments of the copy of the Book of the Dead of no less a person 

than WoseramOn, or Woser as he is more usually called, the great vizier of Tuthmosis III, whose 

genealogy has been discussed, among others, by Newberry4 and Gardiner** 

In its present damaged condition, the papyrus consists of twelve fragments, averaging g| in. in 

height by 3J in. in width, mounted on paper and glazed. It is possible to identify spells from the 

following chapters: vn, xivp xxni, xxtv, xxv, Tom* xxvtt, xxviu, xxxa, xxxb, xxxvuia, sun, xcix, 

Cl I, CXIK. An examination of the lacunae in the text reveals that about an inch is missing from the 

top and bottom margins and that when complete the papyrus would be approximately a foot in 

w idth. Apparently the roll was at some time in its life crushed flat and the edges brui$ed and broken 

away until a wad of twelve layered leaves was all that remained w hen Rhind unearthed it. 

The calligraphy of thi$ specimen, 35 we should expect in the case of a copy designed for the highest 

officer of state, is in an accurate and beautiful hand. Wherever the name of Woser appears it is 

accompanied by some of his titles* His parents' names are given in their Semiticised forms.7 There 

is also a greatly damaged fragment of a vignette representing the scene of the Weighing of the 

Heart, executed in a thin nervous line and delicate washes of colour, as usual by a different hand 

from that responsible for the text. It is probable that this was the only vignette in the roll. 

Rhind describes3 the place in the Shekh ‘Abd d-Kumah at Thebes w here he found this fragment 

as being some "three hundred yards to the east of the house1 formerly "raised as the headquarters 

of Mr. Salt's excavating operations1^ This must have been in the vicinity of tomb No* 131, and 

would suggest that it was here, rather than in his second tomb, No. 6i, that Woser was buried. 

Cyril Alpred 

Iron-mines near Aswan 

In Hume, Geology of Egypt, it, pt* ijjp p. 848, occurs the following paragraph: 

‘LauIB I I, Nassim has given the writer information of the existence of a very important Stela near Aswan, 

which has a direct bearing on the question of the employment of iron by the Ancient Egyptians. This 

1 Gunn's suggested rendering at least accounts for the suffix of pr-m± rendering untenable the translation 

hazarded by myself in JEA 32, 73. A,H.G, 
3 Pror. Sor. Ant, Scot, 33, 465. 
3 Rhind, TheheJ„ hs Tombs and Their Tenants (1861), 136. 

4 Newberry, /iekhmom, 14. 
* Davies and Gardiner, Tomb of Ammemhct, 31. 
* For these see Settle, Urh, tv, 316* 
7 Davies and Gardiner, op. cit., 32P 

8 Rhind, op. cit., 124-36. 
9 Op. cit., 79. 
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inscription is situated northward of Aswan station* and at two kilometres north of the mouth of Wadi Agag. 
An easy wide road leads up the hill, the stela being on the northern side at a little distance up the slope. 

The ancients worked the oolitic ore of this area* which now forms part of a concession granted to Nassim 
Effexdj in connection with his factory for the preparation of colours.* 

The impression given is that the iron-mines are mentioned on the stela, and as the latter is of 

New Kingdom date, it looks as though we had here direct evidence that the mines were used by the 

Egyptians at this period. My attention was drawn to this matter by Mr. G. W. Murray when I was 

in Egypt in 1947* and at my request Mr. Labib H abac hi examined and photographed the stela, with 

1 he result that we can now say definitely that there is no connexion between it and the iron-mines. 

It represents a man called Setiemhab* temp. Sethos II, before the Triad of Elephantine, with texts 

of other officials, including an Overseer of Works* and a temple-scribe. The neighbourhood of 

Aswan abounds in such graffiti. That the iron-mines were worked in Persian or Early Ptolemaic 

times is proved by a pot of that date found in the galleries, but there is nothing surprising in this, 

as the industry was introduced in the seventh century by mercenaries of Naucratia, so that Egypt 

had just begun to enter the Iron Age at this date. The stela is therefore some 600 years or so earlier 

than any iron-working in the neighbourhood, and naturally makes no mention of iron or mining; 

it has nothing to do with the mines beyond a chance proximity'. The inscriptions will be published 

shortly by Labib Habachi. 
Rosalind Moss 

Two Semitic Letters 

lx his recent Schwelch Lectures on Semitic Writing Prof, G. R, Driver inter alia discusses the origin 

of the Semitic Alphabet. A detailed demonstration Is given of the various ways in which Egyptian 

influence appears to have been active in its formation. The author gives a few examples of more or 

less exact agreement in Egyptian and Hebrew between form and name (p. 163 £.). Two more are 

here tentatively suggested. 

On p. 168 the author adopts the suggestion that the letter qdph (Phoen. received its Hebrew 

name from its 'fancied resemblance io a monkey on a pole or a tree with its tail hanging down". 

There is, however, also identity of name as the Hebrew is a well-known loan-word from Egyptian,1 

The Phoenician letter mem (^) is derived by Prof. Driver from the hieroglyphic word nj 

which means 'water5. The latter had given rise to the Egyptian alphabetic sign for n and also, 

according to Prof. Driver, to the Phoenician m. May it not, however, be rather derived from the 

alternative “ mw which, moreover, in Egyptian group-writing had the phonetic value m?z If so, 

there is essential identity of form, name, and meaning. The triple wave-line has been reduced by an 

obvious simplification* no doubt under the influence and on the analogy of the Egy ptian alphabetic 

sign for if . 

Manfred Cassirer 

The Neter Pole and the Ashera 

Is JEA 33, 90, Professor Newberry lias published an interesting and suggestive note on the cult 

of the neter pole in which he suggests that this object is probably the same as the ashera of the 

Bible. 

1 Ennui, Gramm 11S, who explain? Thai Eg. g sometimes corresponds to Semitic qSph* For Biblical Tp 
4monkey' in Hebrew' and Egyptian lists of goods brought home from expedition^ cf, Albright in AJfSL 37, 1+4, 

1 Gardiner, Eg. Gramm,, 475, 

a low Q 
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It is suggested that the askem was altogether a different object. In my notes on Little Aden 

Folklore, Bull, Inst.fr. 44, 226-7, I describe two dressed poles to which offerings of all sorts were 

Fig. i. 

made* I attach a sketch from memory of one of the fud$ in its 'ISwah and I suggest that this 'ud 

is in fact an 0shtra. Robertson Smith in The Religion of the Semites, Tendon, 1907, discusses this 

cult object* particularly on pp. 187-91 when lie quotes* Plutarch's description of the sacred erica 

worshipped at Byblus, said to be the tree which grew* round the dead body of Osiris* cut down, 

wrapped in a cloth* perfumed, and presented by Isis to the King {an obvious corruption of the 

'Tale of the Two Brothers), and continues 'can it be that the rite of draping and anointing a sacred 

stump supplies the answer to the unsolved question of the nature of the ritual practices connected 

w ith the asheraV 

Now the rud at Durcimivya is said to stand on the spot wrhere the tree grew in which the Ma*agiz 

(a jiwniya) was imprisoned. The tree is said to have been cut down for firewood and carried away 

by four of the 'Aqarib tribe who were all thereupon killed by the Ma'agtz (Myers, op. cit. 201 ff.). 

TJd with flags are very common in this neighbourhood but i have never seen one standing at a 

pre-Islamic shrine, though standards with flags on them are carried in the processions. As fixed 

points they appear to be used to mark a naqh&h or outpost of the spirit's worship where the spirit 

can be made to appear by the mansab or mansubah. 

This is not to say that the ushera and neter do not derive from the same fundamental ideas in 

connexion with tree worship or even that there was not once a single prototype* but that by the 

time of the Bible the askera had become the inner representation of the God and the neter a temenos 

indication of a sacred area, Such appears in fact to be the case at the shrine of Neith in the First 

Dynasty (Petrie, Royal Tombs, ll* pL 3A, 5) cited by Murray in this connexion in Griffith Studies,, 

3*2-15, p!. 49. 

Incidentally it seems very reasonable to suggest that the little white flags which fly on long poles 

in the Sudan at Shekhsp tombs (including that of Bint ash-Sh^kh, the pyramid of a Queen at 

Kumi) are neteru as has been suggested by A. j. Arkell in JEA 19* 175 f. 

Oliver H. Myers 
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The Cultures of Prehistoric Egypt. By Elise J. Baumgartel. Published on behalf of the Griffith Institute 

by the Oxford University Press, 1947. Fp, xi+i*3* figa* 50, pis. 13. £2. 2*. 

It is unfortunate that in spite of the enormous amount of excavated material our knowledge of the 

chronological sequence in predynastic Egypt is still far from complete. In Mesopotamia, on the other hand, 

a relatively clear cultural sequence has been worked out from the results of excavations undertaken between 

the two wars. Recently, however, mure valuable material information has come out of Egypt, particularly 

from Armant and SakkSrah, and this has greatly assisted in the interpretation of the materia] evidence 

collected by Sir Flinders Petrie at ihe end of the last century. Dr. Baumgartel's study is therefore especially 

important. It is based on the Petrie collection at University College, London, and results From the author’s 

work tn the Department of Egyptology where she was able 10 study and index the objects from Koptos, 

Nakadah and Balias, and Diospolis Parva, many of them hitherto unpublished. If the war had not inter¬ 

vened a comprehensive catalogue of the whole collect ion would have been published by Dr. Baumgartel; 

as it is we must be grateful for the prompt publication of the fruits of her researches to date, and hope 

that in due course the catalogue will appear. The book is well planned and Dr. BaumgarteFs condusionaf 

while they may not command general agreement, arc dearly formulated and give the evidence on which 

they are based. 
The book deals fully and in detail w ith the problem, 'Was the birthplace of Pharaonic Egyptian culture 

in the Nile Delta}* The author does not leave us in any doubt about her complete disagreement with 

Sethe's theory of a prehistoric kingdom of Heliopolis dominating the south. Yet archaeologically, Dr. 

Baumgartdps view is mainly based on the negative evidence from the excavations at Heliopolis, where no 

systematic work has been carried out since Petrie's excavations, except for the opening of four tombs in 

1915. One fact, however, cannot be denied. Although the earliest objects yet known from Heliopolis are 

dated to the Third Dynasty period, the importance of this site in the early development of Egyptian religion 

is certain, and it may well be that its influence was based, sis Frankfort has suggested, 'not on political 

developments, but on the quality of its theologians and their sustained preoccupation with the formulation 

of beliefs which had been held in one form or another by most Egyptians since a distant past’ (Kingship 

and the Godst 349, n. 6). The pyramid texts mention Heliopolis as the place where Atum's work of creation 

actually began and here Mesopotamia may provide an analogy. A Babylonian Creation text tells us how 

+All the lands were sea, then Eridu was made . . / and the remarkable series of temples recently excavated 

by the Iraq Department of Antiquities have show n both that the religious beliefs of the Sumerians originated 

far back in the prehistoric period, and that ihe city of Eridu w»fc inhabited at a period earlier than that 

of AI rUbaid. This suggests that it is unw ise to assume that Heliopolis w ill not yield evidence as important 

to this problem as that provided by Eridu in the Mesopotamian field. 

Another point deserves consideration. The Lower Egyptian cultures are not treated in detail, and their 

importance is perhaps under-estimated in the author's attack on the "Delta Hypothesis*. Dr. Eaumgartel 

also states categorically that 'the beginning of the Merimde settlement must have taken place at a time 

when the Na^dah II culture was already welt established in Upper Egypt1 (p. ifl). and while it is true 

that Nakadah 1 has never been found in the Nile valley itself north of Asyut, there ss evidence for an 

earlier date for the beginning of Merimde which is not discussed in this book. This is based on the simi¬ 

larities, discerned by several scholars, between the flint industries of Fay yum A, Merimde, and BadarL 

and suggests that these three cultures cannot be far removed in date from one another. Recently Egyptian 

discoveries at Hc1w3n have yielded a scries of First Dynasty tombs, and this may well be a pointer to 

what may yet emerge from Heliopolis itself {Illustrated London Netc$y 5 June *949)- 

After a discussion of the earliest phases of Egyptian culture and a useful summary of the author's con¬ 

clusions, the second part of the book is devoted to foreign origins and connexions. This includes sections 

on the early and later painted pottery- and the stone vases. Here it must be stressed that the evidence on 
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which Dr* Baumgartel bases her conclusions "that the XakEdah 11 people had been influenced by an incised 

pollen' culture corresponding to that of the so-called TJrnk period in Mesopotamia , + (p. 75) is very 

slight. In western Asia pottery' decorated with incisions varies enormously both in technique and shape 

and can belong to widely different periods. While, as Alias Seton-Williams has shown in Iraq, iop 1 (Afd- 

Uthlc Burnished Warn in the Near East), the early burnished wares with incised decoration have certain 

well-marked characteristics in common, comparisons between western Asia and Egypt based solely on 

shape or incised patterns most be suspect* and it is unwise to use such criteria as evidence for chronological 

theories. 

Again, in the section on stone bowls, the author attempts to solve chronological problems by making 

typological comparisons between Egyptian and Asiatic stone vases. But evidence of this nature is liable to 

he inconclusive and as unsatisfactory as theories based solely on the typology of metal weapons. Stone vases 

were not as easily destructible as pottery and, us the author herself states (p* 45), may survive their period 

for a considerable time. A squat stone vase of NakSdah 11 forms part of the treasury of St, Mark's* Venice!/ 

Few' will dispute Dr, BaumgartePs conclusion that Nakiidah II must he contemporaneous with the Jamdat 

Nasr period in Mesopotamia, but when she states (p. 106) that 'among the fS vases found at Arpakhiya 

M 10 represent types familiar from Egyptian material' and then postulates a connexion between the 

Egyptian types dating from the first three dynasties and the Arpachiyah examples of the Halaf period, 

the fallacious nature of this line of argument becomes apparent. For Dr. Baumgartel then attempts to 

fit the typological similarities into a scheme of Egyptian chronology, and in order to do this it is suggested 

that the Arpachiyah dating should be lowered; but in fact the associations of the prehistoric Assyrian stone 

vases are perfectly clear, and do not conflict with any strarigraphical evidence from other Alesopotamian 

sites. Recent evidence from Eridu has stressed the immense period of time which must have elapsed 

between the Halaf and the Jamdat Nasr periods—an important point which is ignored by the author. In 

the latter period we are on safe ground. The archaeological evidence is well known; the high-prowed boats, 

recessed buildings, and cylinder seals point to some sort of connexion between Egypt and Alesopotamia. 

But much remains to be done before we can reconstruct the history of the earlier periods, and we need 

more certain facts based on sound stratigraphical evidence before we can build any sure foundation of 

knowledge. Let us hope that facts will soon be forthcoming to supplement Dr. Baumgartel's study. 
|L R. Maxwell-Hyslop 

Excavations at Saqqora: Great Tombs of the First Dynasty T I- By Walter B. Emery, Service des Antiquites, 

Cairo. 1949. 

Apart from the tombs of Hemakn and *Aha, which were published separately immediately after their 

discovery, this volume represents the first instalment of W. B. Emery's final report on his excavations at 

the early-dynastic cemetery of North Sakkarah. These excavations have received particular attention from 

Egyptologists not only on account of their archaeological importance but also because of the problems which 

they have raised in connexion w ith the location of the royal tombs of the First Dynasty—a question w hich 

many Egyptologists, though not all, previously considered had been conclusively settled by the excavations 

of Amehneau and Petrie at Abydos, In these circumstances it is perhaps a little disappointing to find that 

Emery has not found it possible to supplement his very comprehensive account of the eight tombs selected 

fur publication with even a tentative statement of his present views on the nature of the site* His caution 

will, however, not seem unreasonable if it is borne in mind that in one of bis latest preliminary reports he 

estimated that less than a tenth of the whole cemetery had at that time been cleared,1 and it is doubtful 

whether his subsequent work, limited to one post-war season, has reduced the unexcavated portion by 

any substantial amount Nevertheless, it will probably not pass unnoticed that, whereas in that report he 

adumbrated the possibility that the tomb described might have belonged to Pjer, in the present publication 

the same tomb (No* 3471) is merely dated to the reign of that king, without comment on its ownership. No 

doubt this omission was deliberate and it would certainly be unwarranted to conclude that it possesses any 

special significance. 

1 W* B. Emery, A Preliminary Report on the First Dynasty Copper Treasure from North Saqqara, in Arm- 

Serv. jo, 427 ff. 
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As an introduction to this volume, Emery outlines the different stages in tomb-development revealed at 

North Saktlrah during the First Dynasty. He points out that the most noticeable feature of this process is 

the gradual deepening of the substructure, which he attributes to an attempt on the part of the builders to 

thwart the efforts of the tomb-robbere. There is, however, another feature, to judge from the examples 

chosen, which is also to be noted: the superstructures of the six mastabas which he places hist in chfono* 

logical order are all decorated with the palace-facade and are divided internally into compartments, whereas 

the three mastabas dating from the latter part of the dynasty lack the palace-facade and were either filled 

entirely with rubble or composed of solid brick. The presence of the palace-facade in the first instance and 

its absence in the second certainly suggest that its inclusion was not unrelated to the internal construction 

of the mastaba and the most obvious explanation would seem to be that the niches in the patacc-fa^ade were 

regarded as false doors leading to the compartments which, at least in the earliest examples, served as 

magazines for the tomb furniture.1 Complete consistency' is. however, seldom found in Egyptian architecture 

and it comes as no surprise to learn that the mastaba of Sabu, which dates from the reign of Anczib and is 

not chosen by Emery to illustrate his thesis, possessed a superstructure with the palace-facade, although 

internally it was filled with fine sand and was not divided into compartments. Again, two mastabas dating 

from the time of Ka^, which are also not included in the sketch of tomb development, have large magazines 

inside a superstructure with very thick walls but no palace-facade. These three mastabas in fact demonstrate 

the well-attested practice of the ancient Egyptians of retaining, in whole or in part, established customs long 

after they had ceased to fulfil their proper function. 
From the point of view of architecture, the most interesting of the tombs described is the mastaba 

numbered 3038. Those who have read Emery's preliminary = report will rememher that this tomb underwent 

some fundamental changes in design before attaining its final pattern of a fairly conventional mastaba with 

a palace-facade, the first construction having apparently been flanked on the north, south, and cast sides 

with eight steps. No other tomb comparable in design with the initial form of this building has yet been 

discovered in Sa^kirah or elsewhere and the question which must be asked is whether the builder was 

simply experimenting with a new style of architecture which he subsequently discarded because it failed to 

satisfy the owner or whether the original building was intended for one person and only altered when, for 

some reason, it became the property of a different owner with more orthodox views. Emery, no doubt in 

his desire not to embark on questions of interpretation, dismisses this intriguing problem with the somew hat 

cryptic statement (p. 3a): Mt is possible, perhaps even probable, that Nebetka was the owner of the tomb, 

but we must envisage other and more startling possibilities when we consider the original design of the 

tomb with the representation of what Petrie considered the emblem of the Tomb of Enezib on a fragment of 

a stone vase and on pot marks from Abydos.’ Can it be, therefore, that the tomb was first intended for the 

king and only transformed when it was assigned to one of his nobles? If so, it would constitute the earliest 

known royal tomb w ith a distinctive superstructure and perhaps the architectural forerunner of the step- 

tvpe of pyramid. 
With one notable exception, the mastabas of this cemetery were plundered in antiquity even more 

thoroughly than the tombs of the same date at Abydos. This exception is the mastaba previously mentioned 

as being dated to the reign of Djer which yielded the vast collection of copper objects, numbering more than 

five hundred pieces and including tools of perhaps every' kind used in the time of its owner, implements, and 

vessels. The value of this collection needs no emphasis, either on technical grounds or as shedding a useful 

side-light on the quantity of copper which must have been mined in its time. Besides some fragments of 

wooden furniture and a small quantity of jewellery the same mastaba also contained a crudely decorated 

schist palette showing a king, presumably Djer, smiting a prostrate captive identified by Emery as a Libyan, 

Unfortunately the carving is so faint that details are difficult to determine, but the suggestion that the king 

is wearing the timet head-dress is hard to accept although no alternative can be offered. 

1 !t is perhaps necessary to add that the question of the purpose of the palace-facade does not inevitably 
affect its supposed architectural origin, the most recent discussions of which are to be found in the following 
publications: H. Frankfort, The Origin of Monumental Arehitecture in Egypt, in AJSL 58, No. 14, pp- 329 ff.; 

A SchartT. Dai Grab alt Wohnhaus in der dgyptiahen Frhkzeit, Sitzb. Mtinchen, 1944-&. Heft 6, pp. *5 fi¬ 
ll. Rioke. Beitrage zur agyptisehen Hatiforiehwtg uttd Altertumshunde, pp. ai ff. 

1 W, B. Emery, A Preliminary Report on the Architecture of the Tomb of Nebetka, in -ln« Sent. 38, 455 ff. 
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Perhaps the most disappointing feature of these tombs h the paucity of inscribed material which they 

have yielded. It is true that short texts indicating ownership or the contents of vases wot the most that could 

reasonably have been expected, but even these laconic details are often of the highest value. One of the few 

inscribed objects mentioned is a mud-seal impression from the mastaba of N'cbctka which includes a hiero¬ 

glyphic group reproduced (fig, 46J as 5 ; this reading mayp however, be questioned, both because of the 

inversion of the ^ and because of the angular, instead of curved, formation of this sign.1 A further examina¬ 

tion of the original may show that the true reading should be i —a group found on some other sealings of 

the same period. In this connexion It may be noted that only one example of each text is given, although 

many sealings were found in duplicate and further illustrations might have helped in the elucidation of 

problematical readings: a particularly obscure instance is to be observed in ihe case of a sealing inscribed 

with the name of a building which is coupled with the serekh of Anczib (fig, 45), A possibility which seems 

worth considering is that the name which Emery' reads as Neska (the probable owner of tomb No, X) should 

be read as '(My) ka belongs to life1* fox there is some evidence that, at this periodj the signs 

j and ^ were interchangeable,-1 

The concluding chapters contain a most useful typographical catalogue of stone and pottery vessels and 

a list of pot-marks. Emery's drawings throughout, including the colour reproductions of the painted mural 

decorations, are excellent. It is not necessary to have been an eyewitness of his methods of excavation to 

realize the immense amount of care and skill embodied in his architectural plans, but it is perhaps more 

especially in this respect that Egyptologists everywhere will be conscious of the very' great loss that they 

have suffered by his decision to abandon, at least temporarily, the excavation of this cemetery. Some con¬ 

solation will certainly be derived from his assurance that he intends to publish, as quickly as circumstances 

permit, the results hitherto obtained, but only by carrying on patient and methodical excavation for many 

years to come will it be possible to extract from these ruined mastabas the mass of valuable information 

which they may confidently be expected to yield. 

I. E. Edwards 

Prosfjpftgrapkia Pfvtem&ka. By W. Persians and E. van't Dace;, i. L' Administration civile el financier? 

;j ■ J a 1S24 (Studia Hellenist ica ediderunt L, Cerfaux ct W, Foremans, 6,) Louvain, Bibliotheca Uni- 

versimis, 1950, Svo, Pp, xxvi+164. 

As any branch of scholarship develops the need becomes ever greater of works which summarize and 

present in tabulated form the constantly accumulating mass of published material. Of such uuxilin by no 

means the least useful is the prosopography* The great undertaking of the [xntPiin group of papyrologists, 

of which this is the first instalment, is therefore sure of an immediate and a warm welcome. It sets out to 

*reunir Its twins dc routes les per^onnes ayant vecu sous la domination des Lagides (3^3-30 a. C.}> tn 

I-gyptc meme ou dans les possessions extericures de ces reis, et qui sont mentionrn^es dans les sources 

dispontbles". 

It is a vast project, for the sources are numerous in bulk (though proportionately to the length of the 

period covered very inadequate) and of very varying utility for the purpose of a prosopogxaphy. The 

principal quarry for information is of course the papyri, but besides inscriptions, which are numerous, there 

are scattered about in literary and other works occasional references, which the compilers cannot neglect. 

They seem to have covered very adequately the papyrological material (though they specify on p. x some 

papyrus publications to which they had not access) and a number of literary sources, but it is a little sur¬ 

prising to read (on p. ix) that some relevant texts, tike those in Jacoby's Fragments der grirthisthen Hisloriktr, 

have not yet been examined. Would it not have been better to delay the issue till all possible sources had 

been consulted ? No work of this kind can hope to avoid some gaps* and names discovered subsequently 

can always be added in an appendix, but such supplements are inconvenient and should be reduced 10 a 

minim urn. 

1 One of ihe very rare occurrences of this sign in earty-dyn&siie inscriptions is published in W. M. Flinders 
Petrie. Royal Tombs, i, pi, 19, 7, w here it is curved, although similarly inverted, hue in Old Kingdom hscrip^ 
lions the open end of ihe sign is in the normal direction and the cross-lines are curved. 

: Ik GrdsclofF, Xoies d'epigruphie archntque, in Amt* Serr, 44, 304 fT. 
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The difficulties of such an undertaking as this are many and are dearly set out by the editors in their 

introduction, Some editions, especially those issued long ago, arc in need of revision, and Preisigke*? in* 

valuable BerkhtigungsKsU, an indispensable adjunct to any papyrologbt's apparatus, will not supply every 

correction now available; UilabtTs preface to the last part issued is dated as long ago as 1933. There are 

many names not certainly read or incomplete; and the enormous popularity of some names often makes it 

difficult to disentangle the various people who bore them. The same name is differently spelt in different 

places; the same person sometimes had more than one name; the same title* for example oucoiofo? or 

ypnp^aTetfc, might be held by officials of various classes and grades; in letters, especially in the Ptolemaic 

period, an official frequently omitted his title* and at times the office was indicated by a periphrasis, parti* 

cujarly in literary sources* e,g> (to quote the editors' example) Polybius’s description of TIepokmus as 

6 rd jSsmAeuif tojv Aiyvrrrlwv TTpdy^ara Lastly, there is the difficulty of dealing with 

Egyptian names which occur in demotic texts and of which the vocalization is unknown or uncertain* 

These difficulties are certainly formidable, but it is some help towards their solution to realize them in 

advance, and the editors seem to be entirely on the right lines in dealing with them. Even son there are 

bound to be cases of uncertainty and* doubtless, of mistaken choice between possible alternatives. 

In planning a wrork of this kind one is confronted from the outset by a major problem: should the arrange¬ 

ment be purely alphabetical or should the names be classified? There is much to be said on either side. A 

single alphabetical list is a great convenience for many purposes. An editor finding in a papyrus or inscrip¬ 

tion the name of an obviously official person whose title is not given or is illegible is saved much trouble if 

he can look up the occurrences of that name in such a list and so, it may be, at once Identify the person 

concerned. With a classified prosopography he may have to consult a dozen different lists. Moreover, as 

already said* there are many cases of uncertainty, so that classification involves the risk of misplacing a 

name* Furthermore* the same person may successively have occupied various positions or may simul¬ 

taneously have performed more than one function, e.g. both civil and military. Cross-references will 

obviate any inconveniences arising from this last factor, and an alphabetic index to the whole work is an 

answer to the first objection. 

It is, as a matter of fact, the classified prosopography to which the editor; have committed themselves. 

Vol. 1 will contain the names of civil and financial officials, vol* H military persons, voL Hi the 'clergy', after 

which, in vol. tv, will come lists devoted 'aux instances judkiaires, au notariat, aux diverges professions ct 

metiers ainsi qu'aux donnecs sc rapportant aux possessions exterieuros ties Lagides+. Finally, fca partir du 

dnquiemc volume?* will be given an alphabetic indexT which will include also all persons not elsewhere 

mentioned* because their function or profession is unknown. Within the single volumes there is further 

classification. Thus, in the present instalment there are four principal divisions, the central administration, 

the administration of the cities and poUteumai^ the civil administration of the ckoraw the financial administra¬ 

tion of the same, and each of these is subdivided into sections by classes of officials, 1 into three* II into tenp 

111 Into thirteen, IV into fourteen; and even of these sections some are again subdivided. This arrangement 

has undoubted advantages—it is often a great convenience to be able to turn to a list of strategic of royal 

scribes or trupeziiar or the like - but it adds to the risk of wrong classification and enormously increases the 

labour of identifying a person, possibly of obvious standing, whose title is unknown. 1 am inclined person¬ 

ally to think that it would have been better to adopt an alphabetic arrangement and to follow this up with 

classified lists rather than to reverse the process; but there is admittedly a strong case for the editors1 choice, 

and the alphabetic volume, when it comes—may that not be in the too distant future!—will remove the 

chief objections to the classified arrangement. Meanwhile, though only constant use will fully reveal the 

merits and defects of such a work, it may be said that the compilers and editors seem to have done their 

work with admirable thoroughness and efficiency. One Specimen entry will show the method followed. It 

is taken from p. 51: '447- Qo&vi$—Henaeleopolite-"i6z—P. Tebt* ill, 857,1, to*1 That is* this is the 447th 

entry* Thoonis is a royal scribe* coming as he does in the sub-section 'Les llasilicogmmmates’* hb sphere 

is the Herackopolite nome, the date is i6z &C>T and the reference is F, Tebt, ill, 857* 10. 

One criticism and suggestion may be made in conclusion. In a classified prosopography> since the official 

titles of the persons entered are often not given, the heading of the section or sub-section being sufficient 

indication, it is important that one should be able at once to recognize what class of official is referred to. 

In the absence of a running title at the top of the page this is not always easy. Take, for example, the opening 
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pp. 12-13* where we get a list of names from Zenon son of Timarchus to Fanaceslfrr. To be certain who these 

people are one musi turn back to p. Sa where one finds the heading 'Subcrdonnes1, which a further reference 

to p. 2 shows to mean subordinates of the Dioecetae. It would save some trouble if the heading of the sub¬ 
section were given at the top of each page. 

In conclusion* the Louvain school must be thanked for an undertaking which has put aJJ students of 

Ptolemaic Egypt in its debt. JJ. j, Bell 

1%' Splendour that was Egypt, By MARGAhEX A. Murray* DXit* Sidgwick & Jackson Ltd.* London* 1949, 

154 PP“* 97 plates (4 coloured)* 24 line drawings in the text, 2 maps. Large 8vo< Price 3or. net. 

As may be gathered from its title the book is a companion to the well-known pair The Glory that uas 

Greece and The Grandeur that tctu Rome. As the author worked for moat of her life with Professor Sir 

Flinders Petrie she dedicates the book to the memory' of that great man 'who out of the hobby of anti- 

quarianism created the science of archaeology’, and ends with a short review of the stages by which he 

established the study of the material remains. This is most necessary* for the length and bitterness of the 

battle he had to fight is apt to be forgotten now that his premisses have long been accepted as a matter of 

course. Pi, 91 is a photograph of him at the time that he accepted the Edwards Professorship and pi. 92 of 

him when he retired. Another thing that has been forgotten is that the Professorship was founded for 'the 

teaching of Egyptian archaeology and the training in scientific excavation'. 

[t was a courageous undertaking of Dr. Murray to attempt to survey so ’vast a field as the whole range of 

Egyptian civilization from the predynastic to the Coptic periods. Not unnaturally in such a book there are 

statements which the expert would want to qualify or even correct. However* the book does give the general 

reader a peculiarly intimate view of life in ancient Egypt. In fact its characteristic which differentiates it 

from most accounts is what the Americana call 'human interest*. 

But besides this the book is of importance to the expert for at least two studies contained in it* and they 

will come as a shock to those who are not accustomed to the anthropological approach. And how many of 

us arer Yet there is much in the ancient East that we cannot expect to understand from the viewpoint of 

twentieth-century Europe. These two studies are that of the part played by the Pharaoh in his peopled life 

and religion {pp. 164 ffrf 175 ff.)p and that of (he consanguineous marriages and the succession to the throne 
[pp, lot ff+p 331 ff.). 

No one questions that the Pharaoh was a Divine King, though it is with difficulty that the consequences 

of that position are accepted,, for the philosophy out of which it all grew is so out of date as to have become 

quite unreasonable in the light of our modern knowledge. It has, however* been widely held in the w^orld 

and still is in many countries. The Divine King is not necessarily the military leader or the wielder of 

dictatorial powers, though, of course* he may be these also. He is a religious personality* the man in whom 

the divine spirit is immanent, and it is he or rather the divine spirit within him that keeps the world going* 

the seasons in order, and ensures the fertility and success of crops* herds* and men. As the spirit must not 

he allowed to grow old!, it has to be kept vigorous* either by killing the ageing holder or his substitute with 

ceremonies to transfer it to his successor* or in more civilized days by magically rejuvenating it in the exist¬ 

ing holder. In historic Egypt the original crude method was only very occasionally employed, but we know 

how Harnesses 11* for instance, was continually rejuvenated. 

Dr. Murray has studied a number of genealogies of private persons as well as of Pharaohs. These bring 

out very clearly that father-daughter and son-mother marriages were commonplace. The brother-sister 

marriages of the Ptolemies are well known, and they were only a continuation of the old idea. Such arrange¬ 

ments kept the breed pure* and also kept the property in the family, which latter meant the kingdom in the 

case of the Pharaohs. The custom prevailed among the Israelites where Absalom married his sister Tamar 

and their daughter Maachah not only married Rchoboam but her own son Abijsm. We might add that 

farther afield the kings of Siam* for instance, married their own sisters up to the end+ In Egypt to-day a 

modification of the old custom still prevails in the marriage of first cousins. In fact this is said to be the best 

of all marriages, not only from the point of view of the property but also as producing the finest offspring. 

Min ummuh bint Tnm ubuh? 'Whose mother is the daughter of his father's (paternal) uncle?" h a compli¬ 
mentary remark to or of a specially fine man. 

I he property descended in the female line and the cases of Tuthmosts 111 and Harnesses II securing the 
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heiresses to the kingdom are very dear. By Dyn, XIX tilings were changing a little so that (juite apart 

from whom he married the son of the chief heiress was preferred to all the other sons. Hence, Menepmh, 

the thirteenth son, came to the throne although he had cider brothers still living. 1 he descent of the crown 

in the female line explains the conduct of Julius Caesar and Antony towards Cleopatra and of Octavian 

towards Cacsarien and Antony's children. Cleopatra was the heiress, not the royal debauchee uncompre¬ 

hending classical historians thought her. The custom of matrilineal descent obtained not only m the House 

of David in Palestine but also in that of the Claudian emperors at Rome, Dr. Murray makes these cases 

very dear by tracing the descent in the female line instead of the paternal as we are accustomed to do. All of 

this and its implications and complications is extremely difficult for us to envisage, and it has taken great 

labour to have realized the position, to have collected the evidence, and to have put it in comprehensible form. 

There is much else that might be selected for remark, but the following must suffice. Thus, attention is 

called to the presence of the horned viper so common in royal names at the time that the Pharaohs were 

beginning to turn to Sun-worship; Khufu, Kha«fref, Userkaf, etc., with the suggestion that the hieroglyph 

does not stand for the pronoun W as is usually supposed but for the viper itself. There is probably religious 

history to be disentangled there. The Uraeus belonged to Seth and was originally not part of the crowns 

but another emblem of royalty, and it was the ‘viper1 or rather the hoodless cobra wh.ch belonged to Ke<. 

A remarkable discovery' is that of the existence of the little-known Egyptian god tAsh as a devil in Europe 

as late as the sixteenth century A.D., with the story' that lie came with the Franks from Scythia. There arc 

some archaeological resemblances between Egypt and southern Russia which are curious. 

Dr. Murray mentions Coptic things so that it is a pity she does not include another remarkable discovery 

of hers w hich is that much of the action in the legend of the lloly Grad takes place in the Delta; Gizah, 

BablOn, Gebd el-Ahnw, Gcbd Dimishk, Sere el-Lianah and other places being recognizable, and the Grail 

itself being the Coptic chalice in its painted ark. She worked it out in detail in Ancient Egypt, 1916, PP*1 

54,-69, but only reproduces two figures from there as pi. 94> a> 3- A resume of this article wou 

been of great interest. __ 
G. A. WAtNWSICBT 
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